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ABSTRACT

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM-A CREOLE CREATION
DIRECTING SHAKESPEARE IN A HIGH SCHOOL SETTING

by
Laurel Renee Kash
June,2000

A full-length production of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream was rehearsed
and performed at Sunset High School in Portland, Oregon. The _production was set in New
Orleans during Mardi Gras in 1926. Research was conducted on Shakespeare's life, appropriate
acting methods, and the play's historical and cultural context including lighting. properties,
setting, music, and costumes. Design concept statements were developed, the play was
produced, and the experience was considered critically, both as an artistic production and as a
learning experience.
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Justification

When I began play selection for my practicum, I found myself returning over and
over to A Midsummer Night's Dream. Though my Central Washington University
cohort gently reminded me that a heightened text would be more difficult, and that an
"As-If' production would require significantly increased research and justification, I
could not help but choose to produce this much loved classic in a form and context
perhaps more relevant and exciting to today's young people than the customary
Elizabethan production. And too, the selection of A Midsummer Night's Dream I must
confess, was influenced to an important degree by my long continuing love affair with
this show.
I fell in love with A.Midsummer Night's Dream while playing the role of Helena
in high school. The love-affair was rekindled during a second exposure to the play as a
member of the cast while an undergraduate at the University of Oregon, and was
confirmed during my student teaching days when I directed a robust version of A
Midsummer Night's Dream which played to SRO audiences at Elmira High School, a
rural community not exactly noted for its dedication to The Bard, or to the stage for that
matter. The play grew as my ability to appreciate it grew: soon the enchantment of the
occasion, the beauty of the poetry, the perfection of the comedic art, the symmetry of
action, and the mixtures of ordinary and fantastical, of love and scepticism, of sunbeams
and moonbeams turned A Midsummer Night's Dream into the most magical of
Shakespeare's plays and an obvious choice for my practicum production.
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This confession of affection leads inevitably to the questions, "If you love A

Midstunmer Ni~ht's Dream so much, why tamper with it?

Why try to 'improve' on

Shakespeare?'' and, finally, "Who do you think you are, anyway?"
Who I am is part of the answer. I am an actress and I am a producer, but first of
all, I am a teacher. As an actress I wanted to play Helena or at least Hermia, but would
have settled for Titania or Hippolyta or, in all honesty, for any of the parts in this
marvelous play. As a producer I would like to put on the best possible production of d
Midsummer s Night Dream, setting the cast and crew on fire, hypnotizing and
enrapturing the audience, and doing justice--as much as it is possible to do so-to the
greatest poet and playwright in the English language.
But as much as I am an actress and a producer, it is more important for me as a
teacher to capture the hearts and minds, the imaginations and the emotions of my
students, so that in the many years to come, when they think of the Mechanics and their
most "lamentable comedy," they will smile, if a little sadly, and when they think of
young love long gone they will remember-fondly, wistfully--that enchanted evening
when they were Helena or Demetrius. As a teacher, I hope to see my students aware of
our great English heritage, comfortable with grand ideas and noble expressions, and
sensitive to the beauty and importance of poetry.
As a teacher, I also want my students to appreciate the universality of the themes
brought so effectively to life by Shakespeare. When we read, play in, or produce A
Midsummer Night's Dream we are not talking about just Athenians or just Elizabethans;
we are talking about human beings, who are human beings regardless of their century or
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country or race or creed or social condition. We are talking about the universality of the
emotions of young love and mature love and of generations for generations and
generations against generations. Most importantly, in this production we are exploring
and exalting the unity which enriches and melds our diversities, and it is this exaltation
of universality and unity which is the primary theme of this production of A Midsummer
Night's Dream--A Creole Creation.
The universality of this production is an asset to me in other ways. In the year of
this project, I elected to move from Forest Grove High School to Sunset High School in
Portland, Oregon. I feel that, though I do not yet know the students of the department,
and though I have no experience in the facility in which the play will be staged,
Shakespeare's messages of young love, and mischief and mishap will translate nicely to
my new school. From a strictly practical point of view, however, some additional
problems have been incurred because of the relocation. Theatrical luxuries like a fog
machine which we possessed at Forest Grove will need to be purchased or rented at
Sunset. Relationships with students must be cultivated in order to insure successful
auditions. Costume resources must be set up and adequate budgeting and accounting
processes established. Conflicting school traditions and scheduling have already proved
challenging, and political pitfalls involving territorial imperatives are sure to be
encountered throughout the school year. Finding time to produce this show two months
after a climactic school musical also brings with it increased difficulties, particularly
because of its impact upon rehearsal time.
In other ways, however, this move may serve to enrich the production. The
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socioeconomic demographics of the students and parents at Sunset High School suggest
that these students are more likely to have had previous experience with Shakespeare's
work. The close proximity to Portland makes Sunset a school more likely to attract
talented designers. The theater, though older, is capacious, and the stage at Sunset is
approximately the same size as the stage at Forest Grove. Stage equipment and fly space
are co-equal. At Sunset, a hydraulic lift awaits imaginative applications.
One of the significant problems I must overcome at Sunset in the production of A

Creole Creation does not involve the facility itself, the type of students I am likely to
encounter, or organizational and political considerations. This significant problem lies
in the artistic challenges of the production. To solve this problem and achieve our
artistic vision of A Creole Creation, I will depend upon assistance from the former
Artistic Directors of the Tygre's Heart Shakespeare Company, Jacque Drew and Doug
Miller; upon Mardi Gras mask-maker Diane Trapp; and upon Portland Scenic Designer
Jake France. My husband, David Chartrey, is writing original New Orleans Dixieland
Jazz, Zydeco, and Creole music for the production, and to achieve the more difficult
performance goals imposed by the heightened text itself, I will use Dr. Wesley Van
Tassel's Clues to Acting Shakespeare as a primary resource.
The problem of engaging a cast and audience composed of young TV-oriented
students is probably the most significant problem of this practicum, and the solution of
this problem is the primary justification for the As-If approach utilized in A Creole
Creation. I believe that by setting the production in Mardi Gras time in New Orleans in
the 1920's the fascinating cultural traditions of the area and era can make more relevant
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an already thematically relevant play. By enriching the production with multi-cultural
casting opportunities and a visually exciting locale, students will find new ways in which
to connect with this comedy and new ways in which to express the familiar text. As
Lindahl noted," ... the Creole traditions are not simply French, [but consist of] African,
African-American, British American, Native American, and Spanish American
populations [which have] created a complex cultural mix ... " (x) and which, we might
note, foreshadows the emerging complex demography of the modem United States.
Through a Creole creation of AMidsummer Night' s Dream we hope to tap into this rich
cultural heritage and bring to its readers and actors a new sense of the vibrant heritage
which they enjoy as African-Americans or Hispanic-Americans or European-Americans,
and, yes, as American-Americans. In this way, it is hoped that both young and mature
audiences may find enjoyment, not simply in the beauty of the poetic language and the
magic of the play, but in the contagious excitement of the jazz music, the spectacle of
the Mardi Gras street parade, and in the ornate tapestry of cultural experience implicit in
this production.
In this introductory note, it is important also to acknowledge the debt which the
author and future producers of A Creole Creation owe and will continue to owe to
George W. Cable and his delightful and informative Old Creole Days,

A Story of Creole

Life. Imagine some future producer or set designer enriching her production of A Creole

Creation with Cable's descriptions of tum of the century New Orleans:
Arcaded sidewalks, flower women selling their sweet smelling
merchandise. Balconies - the unlatched wicket in some porte-cochere;
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a red-painted brick pavement, foliage of dark palm or pale banana,
marble, or granite masonry and blooming parterres or through a chink
between some pair of heavy of heavy batten window-shutters, a glimpse
of lace and brocade upholstery, silver and bronze, and much similar rich
antiquity. (l-2)
or seeking inspiration for a possible neighborhood set for Bottom and the Mechanicals:
... a small, low, brick house of a story and a half, set out upon
the sidewalk, as weather-beaten and mute as an aged beggar, falling
asleep. Its corrugated roof of duU red tiles, sloping down toward you
with an inward curve, is overgrown with weeds, and in the fall of the
year is gay with the yellow plumes of the golden-rod. You can almost
touch with your cane the low edge of the broad, over-hanging eaves.
The batten shutters at the door and window, with hinges like those of
a postem, are shut with a grip that makes one's knuckles and nails feel
lacerated. There are two doors, and to each a single chipped and
battered marble step. Continued on down the sidewalk, on a line with
the house, is a garden masked from view by a high close board-fence You
may see the tops of its fruit pomegranates, peach, banana, fig, pear, and
particularly, one large orange, close by the fence, that must be very old.
(3)

We find in this same author inspiration in the musical names of old New Orleans
which fill his book: the Belle Demoiselle Plantation, Slaughter House Point (where the
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duels took place), St. Philllipe-Street Theatre (scene of the quadroon balls), Rue des
Ursulines, Bayou Road, the Cafe des Refugies and its fictional rival, the Cafe des Exiles,
where the reader might see
. . . [when] the glazed doors expanded ... it was like the bursting of
catalpa blossoms, and the exiles came like bees, pushing into the tiny room to sip
its rich variety of tropical sirups, its lemonades, its orangeades, its orgeats, its
barley-waters, and its outlandish wines, while they talked of dear home--that is to
say, ofBarbadoes, of Martinique, of San Domingo, and of Cuba. (86-87)
And here a word of caution: transporting A Midsummer Night's Dream from
Elizabethan England to Creole New Orleans would, logically, require transforming the
elves, fairies, spirits, pixies, wee folks, and other goblinry into the familiars ofVodun or,
Voodoo, as it is more commonly (and often pejoratively) known. In such a translation,
Oberon might become Doctor John, a New Orleans Vodun Master and legend~ Titania
would be Marie Laveau, the most famous of the New Orleans Voodoo Queens whose
spirit is said to walk the earth on Midsummer Night~ Puck would become Mambo, a
Vodun magician and trickster, and the chorus of fairies would become canzo or hounsi.
In a privately-funded community theatre the transformation from English folkdemonology to Voodoo would be amusing and perhaps even useful, reinforcing the
diverse cultural message of A Creole Creation, but once having been attacked by a group
of religiose so primitive as to approach the Druidical for gazing into a crystal ball during
a high school production of Blithe Spirit, I suggest that high school drama departments
adopt a more discreet approach. Keep the English spirits' names and titles, and simply
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insinuate the Vodwi cultural influence through costume design and the characters'

accouterments.
The study of Voodoo, New Orleans culture, Jazz music, 18th and 19th century
architecture, Mardi Gras, 1920's fashion, and Shakespeare has been fascinating. It is my
sincere hope that in May 2000 the audience and cast will concur in this appreciation after
their exposure to AMidsummer Night's Dream--A Creole Creation.

November 12, 1999
Dr. VanTassel
Central Washington University
Dr. VanTassel,
Laurie Kash, a student in your MA program and a teacher at our
school, intends to direct A Midsummer Night's Dream at Sunset High School
this year.
project.

This production serves as a mainstage production and her thesis
I have read her justification for the play, and I am satisfied with

her choice to produce this play.

Since5e}.y;, .
Rick Collins
Sunset High School
Assistant Principal

Please note: A signature was redacted from this page due to security concerns.
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Concept Statement
Designing and directing A Midsummer Night's Dream is a challenge many
teachers attempt with varying degrees of success. The most common problems in high
school productions of A Midsummer Nie;ht's Dream I seek to address in my production
are the challenges of execution of a consistent vision and appropriate scansion and
diction.
One of greatest challenges in designing and directing A Midsummer Niwt's
Dream is to reconcile the three subcultures of the "Athenians," the "Mechanicals," and
the "Fairies" within a single environment. Contrived visions of lycra-clad fairies
frolicking around booted Elizabethan workers and toga-wearing Athenians fails
synergistically. By choosing New Orleans as our setting and transposing English elves,
Athenian nobility, and Elizabethan laborers into mystic Canzo, Creole Aristocracy, and
Cajon laborers, we have created a content consistent with its context. The dream-like
quality of the text is also enhanced through the romanticism audience members often
associate with the Vieux Carre. The period of the 1920's establishes a milieu of moral
permissiveness which echoes the young lovers' unbridled desires to be together and
alone. Setting the show during New Orleans' spring festival, Mardi Gras, is admittedly a
departure from the seasonal setting implied by the play' s title. Mardi Gras, however, is
an outrageously gorgeous, flamboyant time of celebration which rivals the merry,
sometimes licentious Elizabethan celebration of Midsummer's Night. Further, Mardi
Gras not only provides interesting set and costume opportunities, but is a time of
indulgence which suitably parallels the lovers' extravagant behavior and sexual coming-
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of-age.
The show will open dramatically with a Mardi Gras parade lead by a windowrattling New Orleans street band playing "Uncle Dave's Second Line," an original
Dixieland tune written for this production. Two parade processions will weave through
the house as Hippolyta is presented to her public after her capture by Theseus and prior
to her marriage to him. She will be clad in an ornate Mardi Gras mask in blues and golds
representing the Egyptian goddess Isis and suggesting her aloof nobility. The second float
will continue the god motif, and will also reflect Sunset High School's mascot, the
Apollos. The "Athenians," actually young Creole aristocrats, will be dressed in 1920's
flavored costumes (togas with flapper-fringed white wraps and short gloves for the
women and sheik-slicked hair, pencil-thin mustaches, and shorter, white togas for the
men). Between the two floats, Cajon workers will carry prop torches to illuminate the
celebration.

In accordance with Mardi Gras tradition, the torch-bearers will prepare a

play for the Maskers Ball at the conclusion of Mardi Gras.
When the Athenians lovers flee to the bayou, they substitute khaki travel clothes,
brown pumps and mosquito netted-hats for the togas of Act 1. Demetrius, in his haste to
follow Hermia into the woods, fails to remove his golden laurel wreath worn during his
stint in the parade, and the wreath becomes the "Athenian weeds" that later prove
confusing to Puck and Oberon. The lovers will continue in their khaki travel garb, which
becomes more soiled as the play proceeds. In the final Act, the lovers will wear elegant
wedding or celebration clothing in a pallette of purples, a color indicative of Mardi Gras
and of their restored nobility.
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In the bayou, the lovers are subject to the magical machinations of the "fairies,"in
this case English folk-spirits theatrically transformed into canzo, i.e.,followers ofVodun.
Oberon encounters his wife Titania as they both return from Mardi Gras reveling. She is
wearing a Louis XIV gown with rich fabrics of metallic sheen, probably silver or pewter,
to represent her ghostly, other-world qualities. She will be wearing a high turban on her
head. She represents Marie Laveau, the Vodun Queen of her day, whose spirit, according
to New Orleans lore, still roams the streets of New Orleans on Midsummer's Night.
Oberon is dressed in French Court costume of darker hues indicative of his darker
nature. Puck is a character of dual nature who can slide between worlds regardless of
class, race or ethos. His costume reflects his duality as his face will be white and black
and his costume will contain elements both of his upper class culture and his Vodun
roots. The followers of Titania will be in peasant blouses and scarf skirts of flowing
silky materials. Colors will reflect their green and grey environment and will represent
the green in the Mardi Gras pallette. The silk, scarf skirts will help the canzo assume the
identity of the indigenous, moss-laden cypress trees when hiding from mortal outsiders.
Titania will change into a simpler costume after she arrives home to the security of her
cypress-root bower in the bayou.
The Cajon laborers will wear 1920's denim work clothes in dusty yellows and
browns representing the gold of the Mardi Gras pallette and symbolic of their connection
to the earth. They will wear the same costumes throughout with the exception of the
final act in which they will wear make-shift costumes for wall, Thisby and Pyramus.
The set for the show will depict two locations: the Vieux Carre and the sultry
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bayou. The upstage wall will be lined with two-story townhouses (see enclosed photos)
with substantial balconies. Live musicians will enhance the mood from these ornate
perches. The swamp will be distinguished by dry-ice fog, a cypress tree root bower for
Titania, pirogues (Cajun canoes), stumps, reeds and other mobile set pieces to set the
location and provide opportunities for levels. A fiber-optic star drop along the back will
set the nighttime mood during Puck's pursuit of the lovers.
Dances performed by Titania and Oberon and by the laborers at the end of Act V
will be staged by Portland choreographer John Szerszen. We will consult authentic
Vodun rituals for inspiration. Dave Chartrey has written original music for an overture,
"The Black Iris Rag;" the street band march "Uncle Dave's Second Line;" the Fairies'
Creole waltz lullaby," Lullaby;" Titania's introduction to Bottom, "Bottom's Blues;" and
Titania and Oberon's reconciliation dance, "Dave's New Tune."
The play, while exciting to stage and design, has some extraordinary chaHenges.
Poor diction can destroy a production of any play, but the linguistic intricacies of A
Midsummer Night's Dream demand appropriate delivery of the text. Sufficient volume,
expressive and energized renderings, and clear, crisp diction will be goals we will strive
to attain with the show. I have allowed for additional rehearsal time to accommodate
practice with scansion and articulation drills, though limited rehearsal time will
undoubtedly hamper this effort. After reading Dr. Van Tassel's text, Clues to

Acting:

Shakespeare, I intend to employ exercises like "kick-the-box" and "chair-walking" to
help make students aware of the challenges provided by heightened text and to provide
for them strategies for overcoming difficult obstacles.
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Hopefully, this imaginative, transmogrification of AMidsummer Niiurt's Dream
will imbue the players and the audience with the timeless validity and the universality of
this most magical of Shakespeare's plays, while validating the diversity which
contributes so significantly to our dynamic, cosmopolitan culture.
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Dates of Importance

July 26, 1999 Call Sarah Giles, former costume designer for Sunset High School, to discuss
possible costume designers.
July 29, 1999 Meet with scenic designer Jake France, Mask maker Diane Trapp, mask assistant
Ryan Trapp, Graphic Artist and Publicity Manager Billy Glover, and Composer
David Chartrey for lunch to discuss budgets, colors, and design directions for A
Midsummer Night's Dream.
Week of August 2-6 Call Sunset High School administration and set dates and budgets for oo_

~ . Music Man, and A Midswnmer Night's Dream
Call Jake France and set budgets for season and discuss groundplan for A..
Midsummer Night

s Dream.

Call costumers to set up interviews.
Set appointment for meeting with Assistant Principal Rick Collins to approve
concept statement.
Call Mike Crop to discuss lighting purchases.
Draft contract for Diane Trapp for masks.
September 7, 1999 1999-2000 school year begins.
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October 15-16, 1999 Alexander technique professor visits Sunset High School.
September 20, 1999 Pre-audition meeting for Hay Feyer.
September 21-23, 1999 Audition Hay Fever.
September 24, 1999 Post casting for Hay Fever.
December 2-4, 1999 Perform Hay Fever.

December Io, 1999 Section One of thesis materials due to Doctor Wesley Van Tassel at Central
Washington University.
December 6, 1999 Pre-audition meeting for Music Man.
December 6-10, 1999 Audition Music Man.
December 10, 1999 Post casting for Music Man.
December 18, 1999-January 2, 2000 Winter Vacation.
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February 1, 2000 Pre-audition meeting for AMidsummer Ni~ht's Dream.

Februazy 7-10, 2000
Audition AMidsummer Night's Dream.
Februmy 11, 2000 -

Post cast for AMidsummer Night's Dream.

February L 1999 -

Secrion Two of thesis materials due to Dr, Van Tassel at Central Washington
University.

Februazy I 5, 2000 Read, discuss, and scan A Midsummer Night's Dream.

Februruy 23, 2000 Scansion and Kick the Box A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
March 2-4, 9-11, 2000 Perform Music Man.

March 15. 2000 Breathing and Phrasing A Midsummer Njght's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.

March

16, 2000 -

Breathing and Phrasing Plus Imagery A .Midsummer N;ght's Dream: 3-5:30 PM

March 17, 2000 Tygre's Heart works with Imagery A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM

March 18, 2000 -
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TBA: Work Party A Midsummer Night's Dream: 9 AM-4 PM.
March 18-26, 2000 Spring Break

March 27. 2000 Blocking rehearsal

A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.

Act 1, Scene 1: 3:00-4: 15 PM
Act 1, Scene 2: 4:15-5:30 PM
March 28, 2000 Blocking rehearsal

A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:00 PM.

Act 2, Scene 1, A Midsummer Night's Dream:

3:00-5:00 PM

Mandatory Parent Meeting: 7 PM in room 316
March 29. 2000 Blocking rehearsal~ A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM
Act 2, Scene 2: 3:00-4:15 PM
Act 3, Scene I: 4 :15-5:30 PM

March 30. 2000
Blocking rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 3, Scene 2: 3:00-5:30 PM
March 31, 2000
Blocking rehearsal,

AMidsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.

Act 4, Scene 1: 3 :00-4: 15 PM
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Act 4, Scene 2: 4:15-5:30 PM
April 1. 2000
Work Party, AMidsummer Night's Dream: 9 AM-4 PM

April 3, 2000
Blocking rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM
Act 5, Scene 1: 3-5:30 PM

April 4. 2000
Review Blocking rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 1, Scenes 1 and 2: 3-4:15 PM
Act 2, Scenes 1 and 2: 4:15-5:30 PM

April 5, 2000
Review Blocking rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 3, Scenes 1 and 2: 3-5:30 PM
April 6, 2000
Review Blocking rehearsal. A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 4, Scenes 1 and 2: 3-4:15 PM
Act 5, Scene 1: 4:15-5:30 PM

April 7, 2000
A Midsummer's NIGHT OFF
April 8, 2000
Work Party, A Midsummer Ni&ht's Dream: 9 AM-4 PM.
April 10, 2000
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Development rehearsal, AMidsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 1, Scene 1: 3-4:30 PM
Act 1, Scene 2: 4:30-5:30 PM
April 11, 2000
Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 2, Scene 1: 3-4 PM-Helena and Demetrius (p 20-21)
Act 2, Scene 1: 4-5:30 PM--Fairies
Amil 12, 2000
Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Nichfs Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 2, Scene 2: 3-4 PM--Fairies (p 24-25).
Act 2, Scene 2: 4-5:30 PM (p 25-29).
April 13. 2000
Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Ni~' s Dream: 3-5 :30 PM.
Act 2, Scene 2: 3-4:15 PM--Bottom and Titania and Fairies (p 35-38).
Act 3, Scene I: 4:15-5:30 PM--Mechanicals..

April 14. 2000
Singing and Dancing rehearsal, A Midsummer NifWt'S Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Singers and Dancers rehearsal TBA
Tygre' s Heart Workshop TBA
April 15, 2000
Work Party, AMidsummer Night s Dream: 9 AM-4 PM.
April 17. 2000
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Development rehearsal, A Mkisummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 3, Scene 2: 3-5:30 PM--Lovers Fight (p 40-52).
April 18, 2000
Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night' s Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 4, Scene 1: 3-4:30 PM-Bottom and Fairies.
Act 4, Scene 1: 4:30-5:30 PM--Athenians.

April 19, 2000
Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 4, Scene 2 & Act 1, Scene 2: 3-4:30 PM--Mechanicals.
Act 4, Scene 2: 4:30-5:30 PM--Lysander, Puck, and Demetrius.

April 20, 2000
Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 5, Scene 1: 3-4: 15 PM--Mechanicals and Athenians.
Act 5, Scene 1: 4:14-5:30 PM--Fairies..
April 21, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, AMidsummer Ni2ht's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 1: 3-5:30PM

April 22, 2000
Work Party, A Midsummer NiLWt's Dream: 9 AM 4 PM.
!! NO PROMPTING FROM HERE ON OUT !!

April 24. 2000
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Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 2: 3-5:30 PM.
April 25, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 3: 3-5:30 PM.

April 26, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 4: 3-5:30 PM.
April 27, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 5: 3-5:30 PM..

April 28. 2000

Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Nights Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Full Run Thru: 3-5:30 PM..
April 29. 2000
Work Party, AMidsummer Night's Dream: 9 AM-4 PM.
May 1. 2000

Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Full Run Thru: 3-5:30 PM..
May 2, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
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Acts I & 2: 3-5:30 PM

May 3, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Acts 3 & 4: 3-5:30 PM.

May 4, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night' s Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Act 5 + rehearsal requests: 3-5:30 PM.
May 5, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5 :30 PM.
Full Run thru: 3-5:30 PM

May 6. 2000
Work Party, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 9AM-4 PM

May 8, 2000
Costume Parade, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM

,May 9, 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Ni~ht

s Dream:

3-5:30 PM.

Full Run Thru: 3-5:30 PM.
,May 10, 2000

Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Full Run Thru 3-5:30 PM .

.May 11. 2000
Review Development rehearsal,

AMidsummer Night's Dream:

3-5:30 PM.
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Full Run Thru: 3-5:30 PM.

May 12. 2000
Review Development rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-5:30 PM.
Full Run Thru: 3-5:30 PM.
May

13, 2000
Dry tech rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 9AM-4 PM.

May 15, 2000
Wet Tech rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream: 3-6:30PM.
Full Run Thru: 3-6:30 PM.
May 16, 2000
First Dress rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream.
3 PM call

4:30 PM Curtain
May 17, 2000

Second Dress rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream.
4 PM call
6PM Curtain

May 18, 2000
Final Dress rehearsal, A Midsummer Night's Dream.
4 PM call

6 PM Curtain

May 19, 2000
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Opening Night, AMidsummer Ni~'s Pceam.

5:30 PM select call
6 PM general call

8 PM Curtain

May 20, 2000
· Advisors Attend.
Cajun Catered Dinner 6:30
Music by 17h Avenue Landyacht Club & Jazz Band: 6:30 PM.
Second Night, A Midsummer Night's Dream.
5:30 PM select call
6 PM general call
8 PM Curtain

May 22, 2000
AM Northwest (Radio publicity interview): 8 AM,.
May 24, 2000
Pick Up Rehearsal, AMidsummer Ni2ht's Dream.
3PM call
4:30 PM Curtain
May 25, 2000

Third Night, A Midsummer Night's Dream.
5:30 PM select call
6 PM general call
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8 PM Curtain

May 26, 2000
Fourth Night, A Midsummer Night's Dream.
5:30 PM select call
6 PM general call
8 PM Curtain

May 27, 2000
Closing Night,

AMidsummer Night's Dream.

5:30 PM select call
6 PM general call
8 PM Curtain
Cast Party: 10:30 PM.

May 28. 2000
Set Strike 9 AM-

AMidsummer Nlgb.t's Dream done.

June 7, 2000
All Final thesis materials+ Section Three are due to Doctor Van Tassel at Central
Western University.

June 26-29, 2000
Proposed week for Orals with Dr. Van Tassel, James Hawkins, and Brenda
Hubbard
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Given Circumstances
1. Circumstances of Geographical Location Louisiana is a creature of its rivers: the Mississippi, Father of Waters, which
created the vast alluvial valley and flood plain which constitutes the heart of the state;
the Sabine River, which separates Louisiana from its neighbor, Texas; and the Red and
Ouchita Rivers, which eroded the upland plateau to create the bluffs which constitute the
second tier of parishes west of the Mississippi. The state, which gently slopes from a
high of 400 feet above sea level in the northwest to an average elevation of between 20
and 30 feet in the south and south-central areas, is divided into pine forests and prairies
in the north and northwest, swamps in the south and south-central areas, and the bayou
country along the Gulf of Mexico (Parsons 14:424). It is Louisiana's New Orleans, the
romantic Crescent City on a great bend of the Mississippi River, and the nearby Bayou
Saint John which constitute the locale of AMidsummer Night's Dream--A Creole
Creation.
Originally named the Carre de la Ville, New Orleans was first located at the site
of an Indian village on the portage between Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi
River, and was a feature of an Indian trading route which connected via a series of lakes
with Biloxi, Mississippi. It was over this route in 1857 that the festival of Mardi Gras
came to New Orleans, having originated in 1710 when soldiers at Fort Louis de la
Louisiane at Mobile, Alabama, celebrated Fat Tuesday with parades, pageantry, and a
ball on Shrove Tuesday (Encyclopaedia Britannica 20:589).
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2. ClimateThe climate of Louisiana is semitropical and exceptionally equable over large
areas due to the influence of the prevailing southerly winds from the Gulf of Mexico.
The mean annual temperature ranges from 70 degrees Fahrenheit at Port Eads in the
extreme southeast to 65 degrees Fahrenheit at Lake Providence in the northeast. The
mean temperature of July, the hottest month, varies only from 81 to 83 degrees across the
state, while the mean for January, the coldest month, varies from 46 degrees in the
extreme north to 56 degrees in the extreme south. Rainfall is usually heavy in the
southeast and decreases toward the northwest. New Orleans has received as much as
85.6 inches of rain in one year, but the average annual rainfall is 57.4 in that city
(Parsons 14:424-425).
3. Date and Season -

AMidsummer Niw,t's Dream-A Creole Creation is set at Mardi Gras season,
March, 1926. [Note: The selection of March as the season of A Midsummer Night's

Dream--A Creole Creation does not conflict with the season selected by Shakespeare for
his original version, since--except for the one seasonal reference in the title--nowhere in
the play does the author define the date and season of his production. Instead,
Shakespeare evokes the spirt of two English folk holidays, May Day and the celebration
associated with the summer solstice (Barton 217 et seq). Similarly, A Creole Creation
evokes the magic of Mardi Gras to enhance its choice of pageantry, setting, date, and
season.]
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4. Time ofDayThe play begins at a time unstated but assumably in the afternoon four days
before the marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta. It ends at midnight four days later with
the revels following the marriage. Day and night scenes are interspersed throughout the
production according to the needs of the plot.
Day One sets the story line, introduces the Athenian noble characters, and closes
with Lysander and Hermia's plan to find refuge in the home ofLysander's aunt,
preparatory to their marriage (1.1.1-251). On the same day, the Mechanicals are
introduced and the plan of their production is presented ( 1.2.1-111 ). Day Two introduces
Oberon and Titania, the various Fairies, and Puck, and provides the exposition necessary
for an understanding of the quarrel between Oberon and Titania (2.1.1-187). Day Three
begins at midnight when the young people arrive in the forest (2.1.) and a sequence of
dreams, misadventures, and magic involving the young lovers, the elves and fairies, and
the Mechanicals takes place (2.2.- 4.1.103). The resolution of the various complex
problems completes the action of Day Three (4.1.104-4.2.1-45). Day Four, which has the
appearances of a decorative appendage, provides opportunity for the appropriate
marriages and for the Mechanicals to present their play (5.1.1-370). Day Four concludes
with the strange, dark commentary of Puck and with Oberon's joyous blessing of the
marriage state (5.1.1-422).
5. Economic Environment In A Creole Creation there are three economic classes: the wealthy upper-class
descendants of Creole planters (representing Duke Theseus, Hippolyta, Egeus, Lysander,
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Demetrius, Philostrate, Hermia, and Helena)~ Cajun members of the working class
(representing the Mechanicals), and the classless Vodun, translated English fairies
(representing Oberon, Titania, Puck, and assorted Little Folk).
6. Political Environment Political environment is not a factor in either the original or Creole versions of A

Midsummer Ni~ht' s Dream.
7. Social Environment Though the social environment is not an essential element in either version of the
play, except in so much as it heightens the comedic disparity between the educated ruling
class and the uneducated Mechanics, persons sensitive to social concerns might well
consider the ethical questions inherent in a class-based society (original version), and a
class and race-based society (Creole version). (See also 5, above.)
8. Religious Environment The use of classic Greek mythological themes in A Midsummer Nl~ht's Dream
and its reliance upon the English pagan folk-lore coupled with Shakespeare's apparent
immunity to contemporaneous religious criticism is interesting in light of the then usual
demands for religious conformity by each of the religious factions (Roman Catholic,
Puritan, Church of England), upon their ascendency in Shakespeare's time-demands
sometimes enforced by the torch or the ax. As pointed out elsewhere in this paper, the
religious environment concomitant with the use ofVodun themes might well find a less
understanding reception in modem America than Shakespeare enjoyed in Elizabeth's
England.
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The World, Circa 1926
In 1926, the world was in many ways still reeling from the devastating effects of
World War I (1914-1918). The "war to end all wars" had, in fact, only impoverished
once rich principalities and embittered former friends and allies without resolving the
significant issues of the time. The balance of power, which had prevailed in Europe
since the Congress of Vienna (1815), had been shattered, and old enemies were finding
reason to become new friends, while old friends looked upon each other with newly
engendered enmity. France and England were terminally indebted to the United States,
but subsequently reneged on their solemn promise to repay their war debts to the "arsenal
of democracy," which had supplied and bankrolled their debilitating victory over
Germany and the now defunct empire of Austria-Hungary.
The United States, emboldened by a relatively inexpensive victory as a result of
its belated entry into the World War and enriched by an explosively growing industrial
base, charged into the "Roaring Twenties" with a number of social innovations: passage
of the widely flouted 18th Amendment ( 1919), which forbade the manufacture,
importation, or sale of alcoholic beverages and led to the ascendency of folk heroes such
as Scarface Al Capone; passage of the 19th Amendment (1920), which provided universal
suffrage for women; an almost terminal isolationism; persecution of the "reds and
radicals, " in response to the world-wide machination of the Soviet-directed Comintern;
and subscription to a number of "peace" pacts, which severely limited the honest
signatories (England, France, and the United States), while permitting the clandestine
rearmament of those sinister nations which subsequently became the Axis powers:
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Germany, Italy, and Japan.
Calvin (Silent Cal) Coolidge was president of the United States, having arrived at
that exalted position vice Warren Harding, who obligingly died in office, thus permitting
his Vice President to assume the office by right of succession previous to Coolidge's own
election as President in 1924. It was a prosperous time, peaceful as far as the United
States was concerned, and the stock market continued to rise in what was seen by
everyone as an ever ascending spiral.
Sports heroes of the time were George Herman (Babe) Ruth who consumed
enormous meals of spaghetti washed down with gallons of (bootlegged) beer while
propelling the New York Yankees to victory after victory with his relentless succession
of homeruns. While the Babe was beating them up in the ballpark, William Harrison
(Jack) Dempsey was beating them up in the squared circle, Bobby Jones whipped all
comers on the greens and fairways, and Man O' War, the great red horse from Kentucky,
established permanent title to the winner's circle.
Richard Byrd's flight over the North Pole (1926) caught America's fancy, but the
country's greatest hero of the decade was a quiet young aviator named Charles Augustus
Lindbergh, whose solo flight across the Atlantic (1927) ignited America's love of flying
and paved the way for the future of American aviation.
Thomas Edison's Kinetoscope had led to the silent film of the 1920's, but it was
not until 1927 that the first talking moving picture,

The Jazz sincer, staring Al Jolson, lit

the silver screen, and it was not until 1928 that Walt Disney first delighted American
audiences with his animated feature,

Steamboat Willie.

staring Mickey Mouse.
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In 1926, Jerome Kem was writing his great American light opera, Show Boat,
and Sigmund Romberg was causing flappers to wilt and turning the male population into
slick-haired sheiks with his romantic musical, The Desert Song (1926). The music of the
period was greatly enriched by the sudden emergence and widespread acceptance by the
White community of rags, jazz, and blues played by such famous Black bands as those
led by Fletcher Henderson, Duke Ellington, and Count Basie, and by the sophisticated
syncopated rhythms of great Black artists such as Jelly-Roll Morton, Earl Hines, and
Louie Armstrong.
Prominent American authors of the time were Sinclair Lewis (Babbit, 1922, and
Arrowsmith, 1925); F. Scott Fitzgerald (The Great Gadsby, 1925); Ernest Hemingway
(The Sun Also Rises, 1926); and Eugene O'Neill

(Desire Under the Elms,

1926). The

knights of the Algonquin Round Table (Bob Benchley, Franklin P. Adams, Dorothy
Parker, James Thurber, et al, brought pungent wit the gin martini class, while Will
Durant (The

Stocy of Philosophy.

1926) brought the wisdom of the ancients to a more

sober clientele. This plethora of great writers undoubtedly contributed to the institution
of the Book-of-the-Month Club, which first saw light in 1926.
While literature and culture flourished in the big cities, ignorance and racism
reared their ugly heads in the hinterland. Dayton, Tennessee, saw the trial (1925) of

John Thomas Scopes for teaching biological evolution to the sons and daughters of
creationists sequestered deep in the Bible Belt, and the world witnessed the destruction
of the mellifluous-voiced William Jennings Bryan (for the prosecution) at the hands of
the acerbic Clarence Darrow (for the defense), forensic fireworks perhaps best described
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by the era's most profound critic of the boobocracy, H. L. Mencken. Segregation was
the law of the land, lynchings occurred, and the Ku Klux Klan was a political force to be
reckoned with.
While the United States reveled in its affluence, alcohol, and isolationism, the
nations of Europe wrestled with issues which would shake the world and lead,
eventually, to World War II.
An impoverished Great Britain, the flower of its manhood moldering in the fields
of France, struggled with economic issues which produced labor unrest and general
strikes of crippling magnitude, followed by the emergence of the Labor Party led by
England's first socialist Prime Minister, Ramsay MacDonald.
British scientists discovered penicillin, measured the temperature of the sun,
confirmed Einstein's theory of general relativity, discovered the properties of electrons,
and generally established the basis for Great Britain's current ascendency in cosmology
and quantum mechanics.
During this period, a galaxy of stellar writers -

George Bernard Shaw, James

Joyce, Aldous Huxley, Virginia Woolf, Evelyn Waugh- added new distinction to the
great corpus of English literature, capped by the American-born T. S. Eliot, whose~

l.Jmd (1922) has influenced all important poets since. Less seriously, but possibly more
influential in the long run, A A Milne's

Winnie-the-Pooh (1926), has delighted children

and the adults who read to them since Eeyore first kicked up his heels and the Gentle
Bear outsmarted his first honey bee.
Following World War I, England's ally, France, pursued a policy of retribution
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against the Germans, understandable in light of the fact that half of all French men in
their twenties at the start of the war were dead by Armistice Day (Asimov 540), but
counterproductive since it drove Germany into the arms of Russia. One joined by the
Treaty ofRapallo (1922), the former enemies helped each other develop militarily-the
Germany providing strategic leadership and organization to the Russians and the
Russians proving in their vast country an opportunity for Germany to develop and
exercise armored vehicles and aircraft beyond the limitations imposed by the Treaty of
Versailles.
Italy suffered much from the war, received very little from their participation on
the side of the Allies, and entered the l 920's in a state of economic and social disarray
which was aggravated by Italian Communists directed by the Comintem. Elements on
the Italian Right countered the Communists with an ex-Socialist, Benito Mussolini,
founder of the Fascist Party, who served, at least initially, as inspiration for a one-time
Austrian Corporal named Adolph Hitler.
In the 1920's, Germany's humiliating defeat and incredible monetary inflation
(one U.S. dollar being worth 4 trillion German marks) (Asimov 544), produced an angry
population quick to believe the legend of an international Jewish conspiracy having
victimized Germany. Hitler, following the Italian paradigm, created a brown-shirted
legion to match Mussolini's black-shirted thugs and began, with Mein Kampf (1925),
Nazi Germany's inexorable procession to the holocaust and World War II.
In Czechoslovakia, two novels CTh~ Trial, 1925, and The Castle, 1926), written
by Franz Kafka, were published posthumously. The rest of the world behaved as nations
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too often do, "acting like people would act if there were no policemen." Prodded by
Great Britain, Greece invaded Turkey. Egged on by France, Poland invaded Russia.
Provoked by attacks upon American business interests, the United States sent Marines
into Nicaragua, and so the world tottered on toward 1929 and the Great Depression.
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Previous Actions
1. Bottom, Quince, and the other Mechanicals have met socially, and have
decided to produce a play in honor of the wedding of Theseus.
2. Peter Quince has reviewed potential scripts for the performance.
3. Helena and Demetrius are said to have made love (been in love is perhaps
more accurate).
4. Theseus has captured Hippolyta from the land of the Amazons.
5. Theseus has become the Duke of Athens.

6. Egeus has warned his daughter Hermia not to become romantically involved
with Lysander.
7. Egeus has investigated Lysander and Demetrius.
8. Lysander and Hermia have fallen in love.
9. Demetrius and Helena have had a falling out of some kind, and Demetrius has
shifted his affections to Hermia.
10. Demetrius has proved himself the better suitor so far as Egeus is concerned.
11. Oberon has married Titania.
12. Oberon is rumored to have had an affair with Hippolyta.
13. Titania is rumored to have had an affair with Theseus.
14. Oberon has employed a henchman named Puck.
15. Titania's female servant has borne an Indian boy and has died in childbirth.
16. Oberon has wanted to steal the Indian boy from Titania, this causing the ri_ft
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between the two immortals.
17. The seasons are mixed up because of the rift between Oberon and Titania.
18, Flute has a beard coming on.
19. Hippolyta became the Queen of the Amazons.
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Language and Text
1. The Language -

.•

Once considered by drama critics to be a bit of fluff eked out with spectacle,
song, extravagant poetic speech, and a patched-on epithelium, A M idsummer Night' s
Dream is currently recognized a play in which prose and poetry, music, spectacle, song,
and structure combine to produce a masterwork of lyrical beauty (Barton 221 ). One may
ask what happy confluence of planets conspired to produce this masterpiece, the answer
being that this play arises, not from the musical circling of the spheres, but from the
unique combination of genius, the Age, the beneficent influence of fellow writers, and
the linguistic instrument, all of which went to shape this greatest of writers.
One does not address the question of genius. Genius is like mountains or oceans,
too vast for mortal comprehension, primordial, just there.' When one asks "How could
this glover's son, this alleged horse-holder with a mere seven years ordinary school
education, write this play?" an appropriate and completely satisfactory answer is simply
"Because." One does not invent phantom authors. One does not question Homer, one
does not question Shakespeare; one simply accepts with gratitude the fact of their
existence.
The times, both in terms of the Age and Shakespeare' s own life, were particularly
stimulating. The Renaissance was in full flower in England. The great Good Queen
Bess, capitalizing on England's location as the gatekeeper of the Americas, had turned a
"nook-shotten isle" into Europe's most brilliant political, economic, and seafaring state.
There was excitement in the air, and this excitement matched the exciting developments
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in Shakespeare's own life. His early efforts as a writer of histories and joyous comedies
had led to the perfection of his craft. His

Venus and Adonis had brought him both fame

as a gentlemen poet and the support of great patrons. By 1598 the contemporary literary
critic, Francis Mere, would list in his Palladis Tamia twelve of Shakespeare's plays
(including A Midsummer Night's Dream), and acknowledge that Shakespeare was the
best writer of tragedy and comedy in the Kingdom and the expert on written matters of
the heart. In this halcyon time, Shakespeare entered into a lyric period that was to
characterize his work through 1600 and last until the writing of the so-called bitter
comedies, tragedies, and tragicomedies that typified his work after the turning of the
century.
As great as Shakespeare was and is, one must acknowledge that he, like all of us,
once drank from wells he did not dig and wanned himself at fires he did not build.
Before the young Shakespeare ever left Stratford-on-Avon, a generation of great writers
had helped set the stage for this greatest of English playwrights: Edmund Spencer had
done away with the doggerel verse which, before his Sh~herd's Calendar (1597), had
characterized English poetic drama. Christopher Marlowe, that sweet, young Dead
Shepherd, through his Tamburlaine and Doctor Faustus, brought to the English stage
beauty and power in a blank verse of unsurpassed majesty, which Shakespeare would ·
subsequently employ so effectively. John Lyly brought wit and niceties to a stage once
inclined toward vulgarity and broad humor, a refinement sometimes carried to
euphemistic extremes. The success of Thomas Kyd's Thy Spanish Tragedy (ca. 1584),
with its themes of revenge, ghostly intervention, madness, and homicidal machinations
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certainly influenced the plot structure of Shakespeare's later plays. To each of them he
owed much.
But as much as he owed to his literary predecessors he owed more to that
magnificent instrument he inherited, the English language, and particularly the language
philologists refer to as Early New English. This happy confluence of Welsh, Saxon,
Latin, and Norman French which constituted the language of Shakespeare had produced
an amalgam more poetic than Welsh, more powerful than German, more agile than
French, and more sonorous than Latin, in short, a language even more suited to the poet's
needs than its noble predecessor, ancient Greek.
Parrott succinctly sums up Shakespeare's stylistic use of this great language in his
discussion of a Midsummer Night's Dream:
The style is a delightful blending of blank verse and rhyme; the
blank verse itself, like much of Romeo and Juliet, has a lyrical note,
and the frequent songs and rhymed speeches of the fairies add to the
musical effect. The Bottom scenes are written in vigorous prose which
Shakespeare was coming to realize as the true vehicle for realistic
comedy (54).
To this we may add that of Levin:
The plays written in the mid-fifteen-nineties belong to what is
termed Shakespeare's lyrical period. Stylistically they employ
the mellifluous rhythms, the witty conceits, and the courtly conventions
that ... gained him his repute as the singer of love (12).
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The language of AMidsumer Niibf s Dream-A Creole Creation is that of
Shakespeare's play.
2. The TextThe text of A Midsummer Night's Dream--A Creole Creation is based upon
Thomas Fisher's First Quarto text of A Midsummer Night' s Dream (1600), as reflected
in The Riverside

Shakespeare, with two minor modifications: the text has been reduced

by approximately 15 percent to provide a version more consistent with the time
constrains appropriate to a modern high school production (an accommodation,
incidently, not unknown in to Shakespeare and his fellow Elizabethan producers), and
three new Fairies (Praline, Indigo, and Fig), have been added to enrich the spectacle and
to contribute a touch of Creole seasoning to the play without unduly tampering with the
original text.

In shortening the text, this editor was guided by three important constructs: first,
to maintain the integrity of the plot~ second, to retain the magic of Shakespeare's poetry~
and third, to preserve those elements of the play best known to qualified participants, on
and in front of the stage. Notably, not a word and not a line of the Mechanics' dialogue
has been altered or omitted.
The process through which Elizabethan-Jacobean texts have come to us is
relatively complicated, and those who use this play as a teaching tool might find a brief
summary of the text's historicity useful. The fair words which constitute A Midsummer
Night ' s Dream began in or about 1595 as "foul papers," which are the pages just as they
came from the quill pen of Shakespeare--rough, interlined, ink-stained, written in the old
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English script and not the newly popular Italian style, and, as noted by Parrott, certainly
written in haste (as witnessed by Shakespeare's references to major characters by
whatever synonym came first to mind: sometimes Puck and sometimes Robin; sometimes
King or sometimes Oberon; sometimes Queen and sometimes Titania, and sometimes
Clown and sometimes Bottom) ( 13 21 ).
Usually the "foul papers" were then revised. either by the author or by a
professional copyist, into a "fair copy." According to Levin, though Shakespeare
participated in every step of the publication of his two great poems Venus and Adonis
and Lucrece, he exhibited little or no interest in any of his plays once written,
immediately putting aside his role as poet and playwright in favor of those of producer
and theatre manager (28).
According to Levin, the "fair copy" usually was then annotated with cues, sound
effects, and stage directions, and became the official prompt book and property of the
theatre company. The play was then registered with the Master of Revels as a prerequisite to public production, a process which sometimes resulted in amendments and
deletions to satisfy the political dictates of Elizabethan officialdom. Sometimes copies
of popular plays were "stolen" by stenographers in the audience or were reconstructed
from memory by actors or prompters for their own purposes (28 et seq).
Finally, the manuscript or a pirated and unofficial edition of it would reach the
hands of a printer, who would reduce the play to one of its "final" forms.
According to Levin, "Nineteen of Shakespeare's plays were published
individually in quarto format before the appearance of his collected plays in the fim
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E2ful (1623)." Of these nineteen quartos, twelve are "good" and seven are "bad." "Bad
Quartos" are texts based upon "memorial reconstructions," i.e., the best recollection of
actors who constructed texts based upon their recollections of the dialogue and which
they subsequently sold to unscrupulous printers (29-30).
Levin tell us that in 1623, seven years after Shakespeare's death, the First Folio
edition of Shakespeare's plays was published by William Jaggard, acting with the advice
and aid of Shakespeare's acting company, the King's Men, the apparent owners of the
manuscript plays. This collection of thirty-six plays (including A Midsummer Night's
Dream), represented the first collected edition of Shakespeare's plays. In 1632, there
was a second folio edition, followed, in 1663 by a third. A fourth edition was published
in 1685, each successive edition progressively modernizing the textual content, though
none of the subsequent editions had any independent manuscript authority (31 ). We are
assured by Barton that the text of A Midsummer Night's Dream is particularly pure and,
by reason of the many stage directions and injunctions to the actors ("Lie down and
sleep," for example), may be a direct copy of the manuscript prepared from
Shakespeare's "foul copy" by the stage manager (247).
As has been mentioned elsewhere, for political reasons it is recommended that
high school productions of AMidsummer Niimt's Dream--A Creo·1e Creation might well
utilize the text as reflected in this thesis. Community theatre producers are encouraged
to enhance the Creole flavor of the play by substituting the Creole, Cajun, and Vodun
names provided for the major characters and by making reference to New Orleans, Bayou
Saint John, and other Louisiana locales instead of the scripted "Athens" and "A Wood."
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For additional information concerning 19th Century New Orleans and Vodun, future
producers of a Creole version should see Castellanos's New Orleans as It Was and
Tallant's Voodoo in New Orleans.
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Dramatic Action [ACT I, Scene I]
ENTER THESEUS, HIPPOL YTA, PHILOSTRATE, with others.

The brief seduction

THESEUS

Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour (to charm)
Draws on apace. Four happy days bring in
Another moon; but 0, methinks, how slow (to bemoan)
This old moon wanes!
HIPPOLYTA
Four days will quickly steep themselves in night; <to distance)
Four nights will quickly dream away the time;
And then the moon, like to a silver bow (to stall)
New bent in heaven, shall behold the night
Of our solemnities.
THESEUS
Go Philostrate, ( to break)
Stir up the Athenian youth to merriments.
EXIT PHILOSTRATE.
Hippolyta, I woo'd thee with my sword, (to rejoin)
And won thy love doing thee injuries;
But I will wed thee in another key, (to console)
With pomp, with triumph, and with revelling. (to reward)
ENTER EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA and LYSANDER and DEMETRIUS.

Settle This Dispute

EGEUS

Happy be Theseus, our renowned Duke!

(to honor)

THESEUS
Thanks, good Egeus.

EGEUS

(to respect) What's the news with thee? (to seek)
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Full of vexation come I, with complaint (to entreat)
Against my child, my daughter Hermia.
Stand forth Demetrius. (to command) My noble lord, (to honor)
This man hath my consent to marry her. (to explain)
Stand forth, Lysander. (to scorn) And, my gracious Duke, (to respect)
This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child. (to scold)
Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes, (to chastize)
And interchang' d love-tokens with my child; (to condemn)
With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart, (to chide)
Turn'd her obedience (which is due to me) (to punish)
To stubborn harshness. And, my gracious Duke, (to breathe)
Be it so she will not her before your Grace (to persuade)
Consent to marry with Demetrius,
I beg the ancient privilege of Athens: (to bea;)
As she is mine, I may dispose of her; (to declare)
Which shall be either to this gentleman, (to itemi1,e)
Or to her death, according to our law (to break)
Immediately provided in that case.

The Choice

TIIESEUS

What say you, Hermia? (to interceed) Be advis'd, fair maid, (to advise)
To you your father should be as a god; (to break)
Demetrius is a worthy gentleman. (to bow)

HERMIA
So is Lysander. (to hold ground)
THESEUS
In himself he is; (to sympathize)
But in this kind, wanting your father's voice,
The other must be held the worthier.

(to remind)

HERMIA
I would my father look' d but with my eyes. <to elicit pity)
THESEUS
Rather your eyes must with his judgment look.

(to return)
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HERMIA

I do entreat your Grace to pardon me. (to fall)
I know not by what power I am made bold, (to wonder)
But I beseech your Grace that I may know (to bg:)
The worst that may befall me in this case, (to rationalize)
IfI refuse to wed Demetrius.

TIIESEUS
Either to die the death, or to abjure (to proclaim)
For ever the society of men. (to condemn)
Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires, (to advise.)
Know of your youth, examine well your blood,
Whether (if you yield not to your father's choice)
You can endure the livery of a nun, (to elaborate)
For aye to be in shady cloister mew' d,
To live a barren sister all your life, (to paint)
Chaunting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon.

HERMIA
So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord~ (to stand)
My soul consents not to give sovereignty. (to flex)

THESEUS
Take time to pause and by the next new moon-- (to calm)
The sealing day betwixt my love and me (to reconcile)
For everlasting bond of fellowship-Upon that day either prepare to die (to clarify)
For disobedience to your father's will,
Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would, (to weigh)
Or on Diana's altar to protest
For aye austerity and single life. (to declare)

Everyone Else's Voice

DEMETRIUS

Relent, sweet Hermia, and, Lysander, yield (to beg)
Thy crazed title to my certain right. (to insult)
LYSANDER
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You have her father's love, Demetrius, (to chide)
Let me have Hennia's; do you marry him. (to taunt)
EGEUS
Scornful Lysander, (to stomp) true, he hath my love; (to conceed)
And what is mine, my love shall render him.
And she is mine, and all my right of her (to own)
I do estate unto Demetrius. (to yield)

LYSANDER
I am, my lord, as well deriv' d as he, (to justify)
As well possess' d; my love is more than his; (to advance
My fortunes every way as fairly rank'd (to penue)
(If not with vantage) as Demetrius';
And (which is more than all these boasts can be)
I am belov' d of beauteous Hermia. (to draw)
Why should not I then prosecute my right?
Demetrius, I'll avouch it to his head, (to reveal)
Made love to Nedar's daughter, Helena, (to taunt}
And won her soul~and she, sweet lady, dotes (to shake)
Devoutly dotes, dotes in idolatry, (to push)
Upon this spotted and inconstant man. (to spit)
The Curtailment

TIIBSEUS

I must confess that I have heard so much, (to suspend)
But, Demetrius, come, (to pull)
And come, Egeus, you shall go with me; (to consult)
I have some private schooling for you both.
For you, fair Hermia, look you arm yourself (to warn)
To fit your fancies to your father's will; (to remind)
To death, or to a vow of single life.
Come, my Hippolyta; what cheer, my love? (to lure)
Demetrius and Egeus, go along. (to draw)
EGEUS
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With duty and desire we follow you.

(to bow)

EXIT ALL except HERMIA and LYSANDER.

The Plan

LYSANDER

How now, my love? (to console} why is your cheek so pale? (to stroke)
How chance the roses there do fade so fast? (to &lide)
HERMIA
Belike for want of rain; which I could well (to sob)
Beteem them from the tempest of my eyes.

LYSANDER
Ay me! (to join) for aught that I could ever read,
The course of true love never did run smooth-- (to

cheer)

HERMIA

0 hell, to choose love by another's eyes! (to curse)
Then let us teach our trial patience, (to reconsider)
Because it is a customary cross,
As due to love as thoughts and dreams and sighs,
Wishes and tears, poor fancy's followers.
LYSANDER
A good persuasion; (to se&ue) therefore hear me, Hermia: <to command)
I have a widowed aunt, a dowager (to plan),
Of great revenue, and she hath no child.
From Athens is her house remote seven leagues; (to spin)
And she respects me as her only son.
There, gentle Hermia, may I marry thee; (to promise)
And to that place the sharp Athenian law (to build)
Cannot pursue us. If thou lovest me, then (to bar:&ain)
Steal forth thy father's house to-morrow night; (to elaborate)
And in the wood, a league without the town
(Where I did meet thee once with Helena (to specify)
To do observance to a mom of May),
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There will I stay for thee.

(to proclaim)
HERMIA

My good Lysander,
I swear to thee, by Cupid's strongest bow, (to swear)
By his best arrow with the golden head,
By the simplicity of Venus' doves, (to describe)
By that which knitteth souls and prospers loves, (to weave)
And by that fire which burn'd the Carthage queen
When the false Troyan under sail was seen, (to spin)
By all the vows that ever men have broke
(In number more than ever women spoke), (to jest)
In that same place though hast appointed me
To-morrow truly will I meet with thee. (to swear)
LYSANDER
Keep promise, love. (to solidify) Look, here comes Helena.

Inequity of Love

(to announce)

ENTER HELENA
HERMIA

God speed fair Helena!

(to Kreet) Whither away? (to observe)
HELENA

Call you me fair? (to siKh) That fair again unsay. (to knit)
Demetrius loves your fair. 0 happy fair! (to whine)
Your eyes are lodestars, and your tongue's sweet air (to sin&)
More tuneable than lark to shepherd's ear
When wheat is green, when hawthorn buds appear. (to elaborate)
Sickness is catching; 0, were favor so,
Yours would I catch, fair Hermia, ere I go;
My ear should catch your voice, my eye your eye, (to i:rasp)
My tongue should catch your tongue's sweet melody.
Were the world mine, Demetrius being bated,
The rest I'll give to be you translated. (to beseech)
0, teach me how you look, and with what art
You sway the motion of Demetrius' heart.
HERMIA
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I frown upon him; yet he loves me still. (to deny)

HELENA
0 that your frown would teach my smiles such skill! (to pine)

HERMIA
I give him curses; yet he gives me love. (to

plod)

HELENA
O that my prayers could such affection move! (to pray)

HERMIA
The more I hate, the more he follows me. (to shun)

HELENA
The more I love, the more he hateth me.

(to bend)
HERMIA

His folly, Helena, is no fault of mine.

(to refute)
HELENA

None but your beauty; would that fault were mine! (to erasp)

Reveal our Concealment

HERMIA

Take comfort; (to pat) he no more shall see my face;
Lysander and myself will fly this place. (to dare)
Before the time I did Lysander see, (to build)
Seem' d Athens as a paradise to me;
0 then, what graces in my love do dwell,
That he hath turn'd a heaven into hell!

(to smile)

LYSANDER
Helen, to you our minds we will unfold: (to confide)
To-morrow night, when Phoebe doth behold (to paint)
Her silver visage in the wat'ry glass, (to show)
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Decking with liquid pearl the bladed grass
(A time that lovers' flights doth still conceal), (to entice)
Through Athens gates have we devis' d to steal. (to resolve)
HERMIA
And in the wood, where often you and I (to include)
Upon faint primrose beds were wont to lie,
Emptying our bosoms of their counsel sweet, (to share)
There my Lysander and myself shall meet;
And thence from Athens turn away our eyes, (to end)
To sees new friends and stranger companies. (to ha=in)
Farewell, sweet playfellow, pray thou for us;(.to seal)
And good luck grant thee thy Demetrius!(to wish)
Keep word, Lysander; we must starve our sight
From lovers' food till morrow deep midnight.(to drink)
LYSANDER
I will my Hermia.(to vow)
EXIT HERMIA.
Helena, adieu:(to part)
As you on him, Demetrius dote on you!(to bestow)
EXIT LYSANDER

Cupid Painted Blind

HELENA

How happy some o'er other some can be!(to compare)
Through Athens I am thought as fair as she.
But what of that? Demetrius thinks not so;(to defeat)
He will not know what all but he do know;
And as he errs, doting on Hermia's eyes,(to place blame)
So I, admiring of his qualities.(to cradle)
Things base and vile, holding no quantity,(to empty)
Love can transpose to form and dignity.(to solidify)
Love looks not with the eyes but with the mind (to reason)
And therefore is wing' d Cupid painted blind;(to compare)
For ere Demetrius look'd on Hermia's eyne,(to recollect)
He hail' d down oaths that he was only mine;(to si,:b)
And when this hail some heat from Hermia felt,(to spear)
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So he dissolv' d and show'rs of oaths did melt.(to wrinkle)

A Plan of Her Own

I will go tell him of fair Hermia's flight;(to discover)
Then to the wood will he to-morrow night (to cons.pire)
Pursue her, and for this intelligence (to wei&h)
If I have thanks, it is a dear expense.
But herein mean I to enrich my pain,(to decide)
To have his sight thither and back again.{to bolt)
EXIT HELENA.
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Character Summaries

AMidsummer Ni2ht's Dream-A Creole Creation
1. Theseus:
Character - In our play, set in the year 1925, the Duke of Athens is Theseus De
Charleu-Marot, a rich aristocratic Creole land-owner who has augmented his inheritance
with the sale of oil rights on his family's extensive land holding in the Louisiana Bayou.
His wealth enables him to sponsor his own Athenian-theme float in the Mardi Gras
parade (hence his title for the week of "Duke of Athens"). He also sponsors an Isistheme float used to introduce his fiancee, Hippolyta, to New Orleans elite society. The
real power behind the throne throughout the State of Louisiana, Theseus is popularly
regarded as a dominant figure who is yet sympathetic and fair and who listens to all of
the people without prejudice or regard for economic status.
Attitude on Important/Thematic Issues - The dominate theme of this play is the
irrational nature of love. When first we meet Theseus, he is eager to consummate his
marriage to Hippolyta; the four days until his marriage drag slowly onward ( 1.1.3-4 ).
Hippolyta reminds him that the nuptial time will come soon enough, and we sense an as
yet undefined conflict. Theseus and Hippolyta represent mature or intelligent love as
contrasted with the irrational love of the young couples.
Though he is sympathetic to the lovers' plights, Theseus correctly interprets the
law and fairly administers it (1.1.20). After the conflicts have been resolved, Theseus
se.es that the lovers have sorted out the dilemma for themselves, and he recommends,
perhaps to the initial dismay of Egeus, that the young lovers celebrate their marriages as
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he celebrates his own (4.1.179-181 ).

How Others See the Character - Theseus is treated with respect and trust by
others in the area. We know this because Egeus brings his domestic dispute to Theseus
seeking resolution ( 1.1.22-44 ). Theseus clarifies the law for the young lovers and Egeus
and makes the final proclamation regarding Hermia's fate.
Hippolyta's view of Theseus permits a more imaginative interpretation. In Greek
mythology, Hippolyta is literally captured by Theseus. In terms of our production,
Hippolyta is captured economically. She lacks money and he lacks a beautiful wife
("Arm Candy," in the popular vernacular). At first, she is not smitten with him, and the
"only four days" reassurance is a device employed by Hippolyta to maintain her personal
integrity and to delay the inevitable conquest by Theseus. During the magical week of
Mardi Gras, however, Hippolyta comes to see Theseus as more of a peer and less of a
superior. Later in the play, (4.1.112-118) she recalls hunting adventures of her own on
her family estate, matching Theseus' enthusiasm for the sport. She begins to see his love
for her as genuine and not exploitive. By the end of the play, Hippolyta exhibits respect
and a growing love for Theseus, referring to him tenderly as "my Theseus" (5 .1.46).
Though the matter is not further pursued in the play, there are hints early on of
some dark antecedent to the marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta: Titania reminds Oberon
of his affection for Hippolyta (2.1.72), and Oberon responds in kind, suggesting that
Titania has only appeared in the forest near Athens because she wants to see Theseus on,
or, perhaps before his wedding day (2.1.76).
[Note: In Greek mythology Theseus is the greatest hero of Athens. His name
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means "Deposited." The Oxford Companion to English Literature reflects 'Theseus is a
son of Posidon, or, according to later legends, of Aegeus, King of Athens. His exploits
(in association with Medea, the Minotaur, Ariadne, Phaedre, etc.), form the basis of
many literary works" (975). Parrott concludes that Theseus comes to Shakespeare from
Plutarch through Chaucer's "Knight's Tale," in which Theseus appears as the Duke of
Athens,just wedded to the Amazon, Hippolyta (132).]
2. Hippolyta:
Character - In our play, the "Queen of the Amazons" is Hippolyta Delicieuse, a
breathtaking beauty of West Indian Creole extraction, who has lost some of her
hereditary power and money as her grandparents suffered through the Reconstruction
Period after the Civil War. Hippolyta's grandmother, a former slave and the mistress of
a once wealthy land-owner, was gifted with a sizable plot of rich agricultural land from
her lover's vast holdings. Unfortunately, title to the land was unclear, having been
granted to a freed slave under clandestine circumstance. Yankee Carpet Baggers, taking
advantage of the unclear title, acquired the land formerly held by Hippolyta's mother.
The family fortunes then languished, though the Quadroon bloodlines continued to assure
the personal beauty of its female descendants. In our version, Theseus meets the
beautiful Hippolyta at a Quadroon Ball, a secret romantic meeting place for Whites and
Mulattos in New Orleans. He was smitten with the lovely young woman, and, Hippolyta,
in an attempt to raise her status to what it once was and to recoup her much diminished
fortune, reluctantly agreed to marry him.

Attitude on Important/Thematic Issues - When first we meet Hippolyta, she is
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riding on the Isis float in the Mardi Gras parade. Though she is eager to restore her
family's fortune and name, she is not pleased to be displayed as Theseus' trophy atop a
float in a lavish costume. Hippolyta's evasion and, perhaps, subtle rejection of Theseus
(1.1.7-11), allows for the development of love by the end of the play (5.1.46), thus
creating a more dynamic and changing character. It also provides an interesting power
relationship: Theseus is seen as the leader of the people, and yet, because of his love for
Hippolyta, he is also the subject of this mixed-blood beauty.

How Others See the Character - Theseus calls her "fair" and seems driven to be
with her romantically and sexually. He is eager to become married to her. He grows to
value her judgment and counsel. Oberon, King of the Fairies, also has had feelings for
Hippolyta, or at least this is suggested by Titania during one of their bickerings. Titania
believes that Oberon is only appearing in this location because he wants to see Hippolyta
on, or, perhaps, before her wedding day. It is suggested that this meeting might be of a
sexual nature. Titania disparagingly calls Hippolyta Oberon's buskin'd (i.e., bootwearing) mistress" and his "warrior love" (2.1. 70 et seq).
Other characters in the play do not comment upon Hippolyta in detail.
[Note: In Greek mythology, Hippolyta is the Queen of the Amazons, the race of
women who, according to fable, surgically removed their right breast to improve their
archery. Despite modem day connotations of height, the word "Amazon" actually means
"breastless." The Oxford Companion

to En~lish Literature reflects that Hippolyta had a

son named Hippolytus by Theseus, adding that "[Hippolyta] and Theseus frame the
action in Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream (463).]
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3. Helena:

Character- Helena Dupuis is Hermia's second cousin and school-girl chum (New
Orleans' famous Saint Ursuline Academy for Young Ladies) newly arrived form her
parent's now dilapidated anti-bellum home on the Cane Lake River near Natchitoches,
come to escape the boredom of rural Louisiana and to enjoy the excitement of Mardi
Gras. Taller and just as lovely as Hermia, Helena has fallen in love with Demetrius, a
wealthy if fickle young man of remotely Greek origin, whose initial attraction to Helena
has faded at the first sight of Hermia (1.1.242-244).

Attitude on Importantffhematic Issues - Helena represents love-besotted
womankind who will do anything to be loved in return. She pursues Demetrius
proclaiming, "I am your spaniel: and, Demetrius, the more you beat me, I will fawn on
you" (2.1.203-204 ). When the heartless Demetrius questions her modesty and promises
to do her mischief in the woods, she replies, "Ay, in the temple, in the town, the field,
You do me mischief," and then complains that Demetrius sets a scandal on her sex by
forcing her to woo and not be wooed (2.1.237-242). Her relentless pursuit of Demetrius,
the gender role reversed (at least to the Elizabethan audience), provides running comedic
situations in the play.

How Others See the Character - Hermia and Helena have been school-girl chums
and friends for all of their young lives until Puck's magical mischief in the forest confuse
the lovers and causes Helena to think Hermia and the others are mocking her. She and
Hermia fall out, and their argument almost degenerates into physical violence when
Hermia threatens Helena. When the misunderstandings are resolved (4 .1.160 et seq), and
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the couples are properly sorted out, the friendship of the two young women is restored,
and Hermia and Helena and Lysander and Demetrius join Theseus and Hippolyta in the
wedding ceremony.
At the beginning of the play, Demetrius has been attracted to Helena, but his
interest in her evaporates when he meets Hermia. His attitude toward Helena evolves
from love (or lust) to disinterest to dislike until at one point in the play he threatens to do
her mischief if she continues pursuing him in the forest. Under the mystical influence of
Puck, however, Demetrius returns to Helena and, perhaps sincerely, joins her in the
wedding temple with a promise of eternal devotion.
To Shakespeare, it seems, Helena is a shadow figure, sketched but not portrayed,
representing in outline all young women in love with love.
[Note: Mythologically, Helena is the daughter of Zeus and Leda and the most
beautiful woman of the age. Apparently, the mythological connotation does not figure in
Shakespeare's play. The Oxford Companion to English Literature reflects that the name
"Helena" in the play may derive from the "Queen Helen in Sidney's Arcadia, who is
unhappily in love and skilled in surgery" (449).]
4. Lysander:
Character - During the War for the Confederacy (as the Creole version Lysander
would have put it), Lysander's ancestors (the ancient and noble French family Du
Chartrey pledged their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor to the Confederacy, in
many instances giving up their lives and fortunes, but never their sacred honor in that lost
cause. His family reduced in circumstances as a result of the war and subsequent
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Reconstruction, Lysander was reared on a small farm adjacent to the enormous plantation
which was once his ancestral property, and which he had resolved without bitterness to
own again, someday. This ambition has led him to work hard, to gain a good education,
and, though he is yet only a young man of 23, to acquire through speculation in cotton
and investments the fortune which is his first step toward regaining his ancestral home.

Attitudes on Important/fhematic Issues - Lysander has fallen deeply and sincerely
in love with Hermia, whom he sees to be a fitting chatelaine for his soon to be recovered
estate. Like many Creole Louisians, Lysander is a romantic, and (like so many persons of
that ancestry and culture), he is quick to anger and not given to suffer fools (particularly
Egeus), gladly. With Lysander, the code duello simmers not far beneath the surface, and
he is more than willing to prove his love of Hermia at sworn point with Demetrius
(3.2.225).
Once the very perfect knight in love with Hermia, Lysander, when magically
enchanted, becomes as deeply in love with Helena as he once was with Hermia (3.2.245),
and pursues this new love with the same intense gallantry. But all comes right, our
perfect knight, when once restored, his Hermia is again adored.
How Others See the Character - Hermia sees Lysander as her love idol, soul mate,
perfect match, and future husband. She loves him to distraction (and, under Athenian
law, almost to extinction), being willing to give up home and hearth and even her life for
him. Her romantic
innocence is certified by her swearing on Cupid, on Venus, and by all the vows that men
have broke, (which to a cynic might seem fragile surety), and by her insistence that
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Lysander "lie further off, in humane modesty" (1.2.56-57). She is distraught at the
thought ofLysander's murder, and when Lysander, enchanted, rejects her for Helena, the
ever-loving Hermia turns her anger, not on Lysander, but upon the suspected seductress,
her former friend, Helena. In the end all is resolved, and Hermia's perfect lover
becomes, we hope, her perfect husband.
At first Helena is neutral toward Lysander, liking him a little because Hermia
loves him. When Lysander is enchanted and pursues Helena, she accuses him of playing
fast and loose with Hermia and rejects his attentions.
Egeus disdains Lysander, preferring the landed "old money" heir Demetrius to the
once poverty stricken, now "new monied" Lysander, whose "New South" attitude he
detests and whom he regards as being little better than a damn Yankee Carpet Bagger.
He accuses Lysander of bewitching his daughter and stealing her from him by
underhanded, possibly even black magical means. When Egeus takes his problem to
Theseus, the Duke assumes a neutral attitude toward Lysander and simply agrees to
enforce the law as written. In the end, the ever practical Duke recognizes the status quo
and accepts Lysander as an appropriate spouse for Hermia.
Demetrius adopts a superior attitude toward Lysander, challenges him to fight,
and futilely pursues and is then pursued by Lysander through the machinations of Puck.
Demetrius finally accepts Lysander as an equal worthy of joining in the trilateral
wedding ceremony and the concurrent joyous festivities.
Puck expresses his opinion of Lysander (and of all humans--particularly humans
in love), in the most famous line of this play, "What fools these mortals be" (3.2.115).
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[Note: The historical Lysander was a Spartan admiral and diplomatist, circa 400
B.C., hero of the Peloponnesian War, and once the most powerful man in Greece.
Though reputed to be of common origin, he was, in fact, a descendant of the legendary
ruling class, the Heraclidae. He was reputed to be treacherous and cruel, but not greedy.
One finds no particular relationship in Shakespeare's play between the character
Lysander and his historical namesake, and it may be reasonably concluded Shakespeare
picked the name Lysander simply for its poetic qualities.]
5. Demetrius:
Character - In A Creole Creation, Demetrius is the heir of a wealthy First Family
of Louisiana whose origins trace to the Peloponnesus, prior to the 1700's. Following the
defeat of the Russians by Ahmed III (1711), Demetrius' wealthy Green ancestors,
correctly foreseeing a similar victory by the Turks over the Venetians then ruling the
Peloponnesus, packed up their considerable wealth and immigrated to America, selecting
the recently established city of Mobile on the Gulf of Mexico as their locus. In 1717,
recognizing the economic potential of the new-founded cosmopolitan port near the
mouth of the Mississippi, a part of Demetrius' family followed the portage route from
Alabama past Lake Pontchartrain to New Orleans. There they established a number of
mercantile enterprises and acquired large land holdings on which, with the assistance of
slaves, they grew cotton, tobacco, indigo, and--after the development of molasses
refining technology--sugar cane.
Spanish when Spain prevailed, French when that nation was in the ascendency
along the Mississippi, and American to the core after the Louisiana Purchase, Demetrius'
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family flourished. Carefully aligning themselves with both sides in the American Civil
War, Demetrius' family sold cotton to the Yankees and food and gun-powder to the
Rebels, and emerged after the war richer and more powerful than they had been at the
start of that conflict.
Born with a silver spoon in his mouth and a propensity for duplicity in his soul,
Demetrius is the spoiled son of one of Louisiana's founding families. Dark and
handsome, he has all of the vices of the rich Creole blade and few of the Creole virtues.
Given his background and character, we must be suspicious of his pre-nuptially
consummated "love" for Helena, which is, perhaps, a calculated mixture of personal
aggrandizement and lust.
Attitude on Important/Thematic rssues - Like Lysander, Demetrius is quick to
anger, but, unlike Lysander, neither constant nor generous in love, shifting his affections
from Helena to Hermia at the blink of an eye and without the magical intervention
experienced by Lysander. In fact, it takes the magic of Puck to restore Demetrius to
Helena, and, though the couple subsequently marries, one wonders how soon he wanders
once again.
How Others See the Character - Helena's love for Demetrius appears genuine. To
her he is, indeed, a worthy catch! Hermia is less enthused and rejects his attempted
affections as a betrayal of her friend and school-chum, Helena. Egeus wants Demetrius
for a son-in-law, undoubtedly seeing this wealthy rake a suitable match, if not for his
daughter, then for his bank. To all the other players, Demetrius is, essentially, a neutral
character. To Shakespeare, Demetrius is probably like the other young people, just a
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shadow figure, lightly sketched, almost a caricature of youth in love, or, in this case, a
youth at least in lust.
[Note: Shakespeare uses the name Demetrius on three occasions in his writing: in
1593 as one ofTemora's two sons in Titus Andronicus~ in 1595 as one of the young
lovers in A Midsummer Night's

Dream~ and in 1606 as a friend of Anthony in Anthony

and Cleopatra. Historically, the name may be associated with any one of a number of
early kings of that name scattered around the Mediterranean litoral during the period of
about 300 B. C. to the early years of the current era. Possibly the name comes to
Shakespeare from Plutarch, though it might have come to him from the plays of other
Elizabethan dramatists sourcing Plutarch. The name Demetrius has no mythological
significance, and, like the name Lysander, probably was selected for A Midsummer

Night's Dream for its poetic merit. The Oxford Companion to English Literature reflects
that " ... from classical times onward [Demetrius] seems to have had villainous
associations" (366).]
6. Puck:
Character - In Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, Puck is the homely
161h Century English village tricksy goblin, more properly known as Robin Goodfellow,
or, sometimes, as The Hobgoblin, having replaced his predecessor, an ancient and more
malicious spirit from the darker ages of ancient Briton. More a trickster than a doer of
evil, Puck uses his magical powers to carry out the orders of Oberon, the King of the
Fairies, but adds to the confusion by exercising his own sense of mischief In A Creole
Creation, Puck, renamed Dumballa*, is nothing more nor less than Puck translated from
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Warwickshire to Bayou Saint

*For conformation with Vodun mythology, Puck should be named Mambo, a Vodun
magician, and not Dumballa, the Vodun creator of the earth. However, we, like
Shakespeare, have chosen to exercise poetic license and have called Puck Dumballa, in
part to avoid the unfortunate resonance of Mambo (rhymes with "Sambo"), and in part
because Dumballa better meets our poetic needs.
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John (as Puck was probably once translated from Celtic Gaul to Celtic Briton). Puck is
eager to exercise and display his magical powers at his supernatural sire's commands,
and quick to find opportunity on his own to sew confusion wherever opportunity offers:
with Titania, among the young lovers, and with Bottom. His boastfulness when
addressing the Fairies would indicate feeling, perhaps subconscious, of inferiority in the
presence of these ethereal creatures. His primary attitude toward mortals is one of
superiority. When exasperated by the sight oftwitterpated humanity, Puck's superior
attitude dissolves into a state of amused contempt. "What fools," he says, "these mortals
be": (3 .2.115).
How Others See the Character - Oberon sees Puck as a willing and useful servant
and refers to him as "My Gentle Puck" (2.1.148). The Fairies, exhibiting a snobbery
consistent with their higher elevation among the supernatural hierarchy, refer to Puck as
" . . . that shrewd and knavish spirit ... " (2.2. I.) The other characters can not see Puck
and do not refer to him by name, but it may be assumed they know him from the tales of
their childhood nannies to be more tricky than treacherous.
[Note: Puck is obviously familiar to Shakespeare from his childhood in
Warwickshire, where the mischievous goblin frequented the dairies, barns, and kitchens
of the common folk. According to The Oxford Companion to Enslish Literature, Puck
also figures in Michael Drayton's Nimphidia (xx.xvi), though A Midfilllllmer Night's
Dream proceeded Drayton's poem by more than 30 years, and Drayton's Puck, could not
have been the inspiration for Shakespeare's goblin (292).]
7. Oberon:
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Character - In AMidsummer Night's Dream, Oberon and Titania parallel and
balance Theseus and Hippolyta, in that Oberon and Titania frame the enchanted world of
the night and forest even as Theseus and Hippolyta frame the real world of daytime and
cities. The lyric beauty of Oberon's language is notable, and, again, contrasts and
balances nicely with the sonorous language of his counterpart, Theseus. {Incidentally, we
note a similar balance between the Fairies and the Mechanicals and the springtime
insanities of the Young Lovers and the summertime maturity of Theseus and Hippolyta,
symmetries which contribute so much to the structural integrity of the play.)
Importantly, in A Creole Creation, our Oberon--renamed Doctor John after a
famous New Orleans Vodun practitioner-is, like our Puck, simply an elfish creature
translated from Elizabethan England into 20th Century Louisiana, and is in no way
enhanced or diminished by the translation.
Oberon possesses all of the magical powers necessary to enchant or to cure, to
bless or destroy, along with an Olympian propensity for extramarital adventures which
Titania--herself allegedly not about suspicion when it comes to hanky-panky--finds so
offensive. Oberon and Titania's prolonged squabble over the lovely Indian changeling
has produced a calamitous effect upon the weather: contagious fog, rotted crops, and
premature frost and cold beset the kingdom, and it is their argument which sets the stage
for Oberon's use of the Love-in-idleness potion as a
humiliating punishment for Titania. Once Titania is sufficiently chastened and the
Indian child is his, however, Oberon first pities Titania, then relents, and, when all is well
in fairyland, blesses the conjugal beds of each of the marriage couples and insures
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healthy, happy, and handsome children for them all.

Attitudes on Importantahematic Issues - The variety and affects of love is the
important theme of A Midsummer NiGht's Dream: the mature love of Theseus and
Hippolyta; the immature love of Hermia, llelena, Lysander, and Demetrius; the fiery love
of Oberon and Titania; and the tragic love ofPyramus and Thisby. Oberon might well
have been a Tudor king: when crossed, cold, heartless, vindictive, and, when once
appeased, hot blooded, bold, hearty, and eager to enjoy everything and everyone regal
authority might bring within his reach. One can imagine Shakespeare asking himself,
"What does a king act like?" and answering, "Why, Henry the Eighth, of course. He will
be my Oberon!"
Following Puck's dark and brooding description of a specter-troubled night
(5.1.378-390), strangely placed on the occasion of the wedding evening, Oberon talces the
stage to conjure up a beneficent image of a night filled with friendly sprites, where
children conceived will be free from blemish, where everyone is safe, and where all is
peaceful (5.1.415-429), perhaps the poet depending upon the stark contrast of the two
speeches to enhance the stately nuptials of some special patron and compare his fortune
with that of the common Jot.
How Others See the Character - When we first meet Oberon and hear his ominous
pronouncement, "Ill met by moonlight, proud Titania," there is no doubt of his attitude
toward his wife. When the Queen responds in kind and attempts to depart, Oberon take
further offense, adding, "Tarry, rash wanton! Am I not thy lord?" (2.1.61-66). At the
same time, there is no doubt of Titania's attitude toward Oberon: never has woman said
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to man "don't touch me" so poetically or more certainly. Later, after having punished
Titania by making her enamored of an ass, and after recovering the Indian boy who is the
subject of their argument, Oberon feels pity for Titania and has the curse removed. Then
both are reconciled, and for a time at least their fiery love returns to a simmer.
Oberon apparently is fond of his servant, Puck, whom he refers to as "My Gentle
Puck," (2.1.148), and when Puck mistakes the Athenians, Oberon takes no serious
offense. Oberon is indifferent to Titania's Fairies, who are, in fact, nothing more than
Elizabethan ladies-in-waiting endowed with certain, limited supernatural abilities.
Oberon makes sport of the Young Lovers, but there is an indication he is
sympathetic to Helena, on whose behalf he intervenes by enchanting Demetrius so that
the young man will love her "ere he do leave this grove" (2.2.245). Oberon initially
displays a superior attitude toward the Young Lovers, but in his final speech upon the
nuptial night he spreads his blessing over all of the lovers, young and old (5.1.408-429).
Though his affects upon them are profound, and though the Elizabethan world view
accepted the existence of fairies, witches, and other supernatural creatures, none of the
human characters are consciously aware of Oberon's presence and, therefore, do not
interact with him.
[Note: According to
elf, and perhaps oaf. The

Webster's New World Dictionary, Oberon is Old French for

Oxford Companion to English Literature refers to Robert

Green's play James the Fourth, as a contemporary reference to Oberon (415), but, given
Green's biting ridicule of Shakespeare, Green would be an unlikely source for the
Oberon of A Midsummer Ni2hf s Dream.

The Encyclopedia Britannica (16:668), gives a
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more likely source for Shakespeare's Oberon: John Bourchler, Lord Bemers' highly
popular 154~ translation of the French romance Heon de Bordeaux. which features a
fairy dwarf, Oberon, who helps the hero bring back hair from the beard of the Amir of
Babylon after pulling four of the Amir's back teeth and kissing the Amir's daughter three
times.]
8. Titania:

Character - In Shakespeare's version of AMidsummer Ni&}lt's Dream, Titania is
Queen of the Fairies and the temporarily estranged wife of Oberon. In A Creole
Creation, Titania becomes Vodun Queen Marie Laveau, mistress of gris-gris, mojos, love
potions, and such magical spells as "follow-the-water," and "go away powder," and,
according to Tallant, the most famous practitioner of good Vodun in Old New Orleans
( 110 et seq).
Surrounded by her entourage of fairies, Titania encounters Oberon by accident in
a wood near Athens, and their argument over a changeling held by Titania and desired by
Oberon continues (2.1.60). Both accuse the other of dalliances (he with Hippolyta, she
with Theseus) (2.1.65-81), and off they stalk, she, womanlike, blaming Oberon for all the
natural disasters which have resulted from their dispute, and he, man-like, telling her she
could fix everything if she would just not be so stubborn (2.1.87-118). Oberon resolves
revenge and commissions Puck to enchant Titania by placing juice from the pansy flower
(called Love-in-idleness by Elizabethan maidens), on her eyes to make her fall in love
with whatever she sees first upon awakening.
Puck complies. Subsequently seeing Bottom decorated with the head of an ass,
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Titania falls in love with this unlovely Mechanic, providing the incongruity which is the
essence of comedy when the dainty and lovely Queen of the Fairies gives her regal
affection to the low-born braying monster. Once Titania is chastened, Oberon pities his
fiery beloved, the spell is removed, and the elfin couple resume their royal relationship in
time to bless the nuptials which end the play.

Attitudes on Importantffhematic Issues - As Oberon might well have been
modeled after Henry the Eighth, so Titania might well have been modeled after Queen
Elizabeth the First (though discretely, since Good Queen Bess was known to offer to
"shorten by a head" those who in some way slighted her). Fiery, proud, and quick to
exercise her royal temper, Titania's attitude toward love (in this case, toward conjugal
love for her royal consort), is that love is not so much a romance as an alliance,
intermingled by both parties with not so discrete affairs, echoing, perhaps, courtly rumors
of bedroom swapping at Windsor castle.
While magically enamored of an ass, Titania is the very model of a love-stricken
maid, a stark contrast to her customary frosty attitude toward love, and a situation bound
to enhance the comedic effect (4.1.1 et seq). Certainly we can imagine the Globe trotting
groundlings say, "What, this great lady reduced to a lolly-gagging milk-maid twit? Now

that's funny!"
Awakened and with the magic spell removed, Titania is reconciled to Oberon,
and, for the remainder of the play (though certainly not for all time), appears chastened
by her strange dream.
How Others See the Character - Oberon sees Titania as a royal consort cut out of
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Tudor cloth of gold and scarlet, too quick to anger and too quick to blame. Once she is
chastened, however, (and once his demands are satisfied), Oberon assumes an attitude of
noblesse oblige suitable to his royal condition and the traditions of the time.
The Fairies are, as previously noted, quite simply Elizabethan ladies-in-waiting,
happy in their proximity to the Queen, and eager to meet her needs, even if this means
providing bottles of hay and other equine delicacies for her long-eared paramour.

It must have been particularly amusing to the Elizabethan audience to see
Bottom, at best a crude Mechanic even without asinine adornment, quite comfortably
accepting the tenderings of the great lady Titania, and regarding her affection as quite
his due. All of us enjoy the turning of the worm.
The other characters do not interact with Titania.
[Note: Parrott traces Shakespeare's use of the name Titania to the writing of
Ovid, somehow differentiating between the Latin original (which Parrott believes to be
the source), and the [Arthur] Golding translation of 1565-7 (133).
Companion to

The Oxford

English Literature in its reference to Golding notes that " ... his Ovid was

known to Shakespeare" (400). The Oxford Companion also notes that "Titania is the
name given by Ovid in The Metamorphoses to Latona, Pyrrha, Diana, and Circe, as
descendants of the Titans" (985).]
9. The Mechanicals:
Character - In A Creole Creation, the Mechanicals retain their names and trades,
the trans-Atlantic sea-change only altering their nationality from English to Cajun. In A

Midsummer Night's Dream, their purpose is to present in play form a village version of a
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tragic kind oflove--that of the star-crossed lovers, Pyramus and Thisby--unfortunately for
their purpose made comical by their ineptitude and fortunately for Shakespeare's purpose
made memorable comedy by the genius of the author.
At scenes which include the home of Producer/Director Peter Quince, and the
forest near Athens, the Mechanicals prepare a play, The Most Lamentable Comedy and
Most Cruel Death of Pyramus and Thisby, to be presented at the celebration of the
marriage of Duke Theseus. Quince, the most knowledgeable of these bumbling but wellmeaning semi-literates, is a model director: calm, well organized, ingenious, he absorbs
all of Bottom's egocentric absurdities and overcomes all obstacles (including the
transmogrified Bottom), to bring his production, proudly, to the stage. Quince is more
concerned with the context than the content of his play, and his attitude may be summed
up, not with the motto "Love Conquers All," but with the motto "The show must go on!"
Nick Bottom, the weaver is, in Parrott's words, "Shakespeare's first fully
realized, highly individual, and unmistakably human character" (134). Bumptious,
egocentric, given to windy speeches and malapropisms, Bottom--in a part reportedly
written specifically for William Kemp, a well-known Elizabethan clown and friend of
Shakespeare (Parrott 133)--engenders much of the comedy of A Midsummer Night's
Dream and contributes significantly to the comedic qualities which make the playwithin-a-play so persistently comical.

Attitudes on Important!fhernatjc Issues - All of the Mechanicals have a similar
great concern: that every mother's son of them would be hanged if they frighten the highborn ladies with lion roars or flashing swords, so sure are they of the artistic
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verisimilitude of their production (1.2.80). None of the Mechanicals appear to be aware
of the theme of tragic love which is the purpose of their play.
When Bottom is transmogrified into an ass, he is perfectly content and perfectly
comfortable having Titania enamored of him, apparently not knowing how dangerous it
might be to incur the wrath of a potentially jealous Oberon.

How Others Se-e the Character - The Mechanicals see Peter Quince as their
Producer/Director and acknowledge his artistic superiority by accepting him in this role.
Peter Quince sees his fellow Mechanicals, and particularly Bottom, as able and willing
amateurs whose foibles he must contend with ifhe is to have a production. Bottom sees
his fellow Mechanics as artistically less able than himself ( 1.2.1-95).
Puck first sees the Mechanics rehearsing in the forest and calls them "hempen
home-spuns" (3.1. 79). He regards them, as he regards all humans, with a certain disdain,
but he also finds the Mechanicals ridiculous by reason of their dramatic pretensions.
When Titania awakes enchanted, sees Bottom, and hears him singing, she falls in
love, proving, as Bottom says" . . . reason and love keep little company together now-adays" (3 .1.144), establishing a major thesis of the play--the insanity of romantic love.
Titania orders her Fairies to feed and comfort Bottom, which they do in fealty to their
Queen without regard for his appearance and behavior. Oberon sees Bottom as the
monster he has created, and, after what he considers to be an appropriate period of
torment, frees Titania from the magical spell which caused her to love the transformed
Bottom.
During the production of the play-within-a-play, the Athenians take considerable
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pleasure among themselves in ridiculing the Mechanicals' s hilarious production, but are
considerate and even gentle in that their jibes and criticisms are kept to themselves and
are not intended to be heard by the Mechanicals (5. l.118 et seq). Still, one wonders how
the intensely politically correct might respond to this class-baiting by the elite Athenians
at the expense of the culturally-disadvantaged and lower class Mechanicals.
[Note: As observed by Parrott, the Mechanicals' names descend from their trades:
Quince (the quoins or wooded wedges of a carpenter); Bottom (the core of a skein of
yamt Snout (the spout of a tinker-mended kettle); Snug (the tight fitting associated with
a joiner); Flute (a mender of pipes or bellows); and Starveling (the emaciated image of a
tailor) (135).
It is also of interest that the concept of the Mechanicals' performance, according
to

The Oxford Companion to Enelish Literature, probably originates in the biblical

dramas popular in England from the 13th to the later 16th Century, which take their name
from the "mestier" (or trade), rather than "mystery" which might be associated with a
different genre, the Miracle Plays. In the mestier plays, the various pageants were
assigned to a particular trade-guild and enjoyed great popularity from the time of
Chaucer to that of Shakespeare (684).]
10. Philostrate:

Character - In A Midsummer Ni2ht's Dream, Philostrate is Master of the Revels
to Theseus, a position corresponding in A Creole Creation to Rex, King of Mardi Gras,
the functionary who makes the necessary arrangements prior to the arrival of Comus, the
true king of the carnival. A minor character, Philostrate brings to mind T. S. Eliot's
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Prufrock: " ... no Hamlet he, just an attendant lord--one that will do to swell a progress,
start a scene or two, advise a prince ... "

(The Love Song of Alfred J, Prufrock 113-114),

to which we might add "and run an errand or collect a band of amateur actors to put on a
play."
Attitude on Important/Thematic Issues - Philostrate is a bureaucratic functionary
who owes all to Theseus and shines, if at all, like the moon--by reflected light. He is a
fetch it and catch it sort of character, who expresses no independent thought (or thought
at all for that matter) on the major thematic issues of the play. He does suggest to
Theseus that the Duke not watch the Mechanicals' play, it being tedious and brief and
tragic and merry (5.1.61-70), but this advice is rejected after Philostrate adds the play
could be entertaining in its ineptitude (5.1. 77).

How Others See the Character - It is obvious that Theseus sees Philostrate exactly
for which he is, a high-ranked errand boy, and that, if they consider him at all, he is so
considered by the other Athenians. Though their attitudes are not reflected in the script,
we may assume that Quince, Bottom, and the other Mechanicals consider Philostrate an
exalted personage and master of their fate as actors.
[Note: Philostrate probably comes to Shakespeare from Philostratus "The
Athenian (c. 170-245), author of The Life of Apollonius ofTyana,

G,ymnasticus. and

Epistolae (which is mainly of an erotic nature). According to The Encyclopaedia
Brittanica " ... portions of Letter 33 [of the Philostratus's cited work] are almost literally
translated in Ben Jonson's "Song to Celia," (17:761), so the work and name had currency
in Elizabethan England. Shakespeare's close association with Jonson is also well
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established.]
11. The Fairies:
Character - Perhaps originally cast as a chorus of Children, (Parrott 134), the
Fairies add much to the spectacle, the music, the dancing, and the enchantment of A

Midsummer Ni~ht's Dream.

The four named Fairies, Peaseblossom, Cobweb, Moth, and

Mustardseed, come directly from the English garden. Their counterparts in A Creole
Creation execute the same function as their English counterparts, but are named for a
local candy, a fruit, and for a plant cultivated in sub-tropical Louisiana, respectively
Praline, Fig, and Indigo.
Constituting the train of Titania, the Fairies serve as ladies-in-waiting to the Fairy
Queen, and one can imagine them clucking disapprovingly (if with considerable
discretion), at what they must see as Oberon's unseemly abuse of their patroness.
When first introduced into the play, the Fairies draw a fine line between
themselves and Robin Goodfellow, whom they obviously regard as an inferior sort of elf,
in fact, calling him "a shrewd and knavish spirit" and a "lob) (or lout) (2.1.33). Charged
with protecting Titania from rere-mice, spotted snakes, and other manifestations of evil
(2.2.4), the Fairies fail in their duties by permitting Oberon to approach their sleeping
Queen and squeeze into her eyes the potion which causes her to fall in love with the first
living thing she sees upon awakening (2.1 .34 ). After Titania awakes and falls in love
with asinine-eared Bottom, the Fairies respond to Titania's orders by supplying Bottom
with provender and service appropriate to his equine needs and even respond in kind
when Bottom assumes the royal consort's role and gives orders to the Fairies in his own
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right (4.1.10-20).
In the closing scenes of the play, the Fairies join Oberon and Titania in blessing
the sleeping household of Theseus, the Fairies dancing and singing at the command of
Titania (5.1.407).

Attitude on Important!fhematic Issues - The Fairies seem to have no independent
attitudes, but respond as ordered to every command of Titania.

How Others See the Character - Puck , as noted above, appears to consider the
Fairies a little precious, a little exotic, and--perhaps--a little supercilious. In his role as
consort to the Fairy Queen, Bottom regards the Fairies as an Elizabethan lord might
regard the yeomen of his estate, though a little more inclined toward familiarity than
would be appropriate for one to the Elizabethan manor born (3.2.182-200). Oberon pays
no attention to the Fairies, and the other characters, to whom the Fairies are credible but
invisible, are ignorant of their presence.
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Themes and Ideas

1. Themes Literary historians agree that Shakespeare initially wrote A Midsummer Niibt' s
Dream for presentation in celebration of the courtly wedding of a noble family, most
probably the wedding of William Stanley, Earl of Derby, and Eliz.a.beth Vere, daughter of
the Earl of Oxford, which took place at Greenwich on January 26, 1595 (Robertson 20:
441 ). On this occasion, Shakespeare was addressing a sophisticated audience, one well
versed in the classics, knowledgeable of the poetic arts, and demanding in terms of
spectacle, music, and song. His purpose was to entertain, amuse, and, perhaps, even
amaze his cosmopolitan spectators. The principal theme, a consideration of the varieties
of love as disorders of the imagination, was dictated by this occasion.
Among the writers of the period, Shakespeare was agreeably the expert on love.
Francis Meres (1565-1647), whose

Palladis Tamia. Wits Treasuoi, reviewed all English

literature from the time of Chaucer to the date of publication (1598), compared the
English authors with their Greek, Latin, and Italian counterparts. Of the 125 English
authors examined by Meres, he found Shakespeare the nearest to Ovid and as good as
Seneca in tragedy and as good as Plautus in comedy. He adds that Shakespeare was " ...
the most passionate among us to bewaile and bemoane the perplexities of Love" (qtd. in
Robertson 20: 437). This reputation as an expert in affairs of the heart was undoubtedly
based, in significant part, upon Shakespeare's erotic poem, Venus and Adonis, upon A
Midsummer Night's Dream, and upon Romeo and

Juliet,

This recognized expertise
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probably occasioned Shakespeare's selection as the author of choice for the epithalamion
we know as AMidsummer Night's Dream.
In AMidsummer Night' s Dream, Shakespeare introduces the themes of love and
lunacy with lightning speed; within the first few lines ( 1.1.4 ), the metaphor of the moon
(that which produces lunacy), and love (in this case, the mature love of the noble ruler
qua father figure Theseus and his conquered bride-to-be Hippolyta), are introduced. In
another seventeen lines ( 1.1. 21) Egeus introduces his daughter, Hermia; his favorite
suitor, Demetrius; and Hermia's love, Lysander, and alleges that Lysander has bewitched,
i.e., made lunatic, Hermia in magical and unfair competition with Demetrius. Not far
into the first scene (1.1.179), Helena enters with a further complication: Demetrius's
sudden disenchantment with her and bedazzlement with Hermia, additional proof that
love is the most irrational of all human emotions. The observer sees these young people
like pretty mayflies flittering in the spring sunlight, indistinguishable but to themselves,
and each madly intent upon the act of love.
When the young people flee into the forest (the great Arden or wooded valley of
the Celt, so well known and so close to Shakespeare in his Warwick childhood), they
further complicate their existence by leaving the reality of civilization (as exemplified by
the city of Athens, where law and order prevail and marriages take place), and by
entering into the mysterious and dangerous primitive woodland (where strange and
enchanted happenings occur and woods-colts are conceived and born). It is not only a
Freudian voyage from the ego to the id, but an Elizabethan voyage from the land of
reality into a supernatural forest of the imagination, where fairies and elves and sprites
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and other goblinry hold sway.
There in the forest, Shakespeare gives us another kind of love, the fantasy love of
Oberon and Titania, whose weird and passionate relationship is so tempestuous, so
violent, that their disagreements pervert the seasons; contagious fogs swamp the land, the
nights are not with hymn or carols blessed, and crops rot in the fields (2.1. 90-111 ). Also
in the forest, Shakespeare provides us with an interesting commentary upon the theme of
love at first sight. Through the expedient of the magic potions, love-in-idleness and
Dian's bud (administered by Puck in his role as Cupid), and particularly in the scenes
involving Bottom in ass's garb with the bewitched Titania, Shakespeare shows the
irrationality of precipitous falling in love and the ease with which one falls out of love
upon the dissolution of infatuation.
In the play of Pyramus and Thisby as portrayed by the Mechanics, Shakespeare
provides a commentary upon another facet of love. i.e. love as tragedy. The play-withina-play is nothing more nor less than Romeo and Juliet in miniature and made grotesque
by the inept Mechanics, and--because we are intentionally deprived by Shakespeare of
the imaginative function he can so masterfully summons and so masterfully dismiss--we
laugh instead of cry.
Theseus sums up the joint themes of love and madness in a few lovely lines:
Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet
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Are of imagination all compact.
One sees more devils than vast hell can hold;
That is, the madman. The lover, all as frantic,
Sees Helen's beauty in a brow of Egypt.
The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of these unknown, the poet's pen
Tums them to shapes and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name. (5.1.3-17)
Finally, there is another sort oflove portrayed: a mature, domesticated sort of
love--that not particularly romantic love which creates good families, happy children,
and secure homes. The exemplification of this love we find in the final speech of
Oberon (5.1. 408-425), which follows the somber memento mori of Puck (5.1. 378-397).
In these lines, Oberon solemnly blesses the sleeping household and its occupants, calls
for continuing fidelity among the lovers, invokes for them good fortune and safety, and-as a final, greatest blessing--promises handsome, healthy children for the nuptial couples.
Another theme which figures prominently in A Midsummer Ni~ht's Dream is the
theme of transformation. Theseus and Hippolyta begin the play in a state of conflict
resulting from her capture and subjugation, but their differences are resolved and they
find themselves in a state of homeostasis by the play's ending. All of the young lovers
progress through various stages of love and counter-love, passing from certainty into
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confusion and back agai°' until all is resolved and they, too, are transfonned into stable
citizens worthy of joining Theseus in his wedding ceremony.
Bottom that most romantic of all the Mechanics, was most transfonned by the
'

private world of his dream creation. He says (parodying Paul in I Corinthians, ii, 9 fl):
I had a most rare vision. I have had a dream, past the
wit of man to say what dream it was~ man is but an ass if he
go about to expound this dream ... The eye of man hath not heard,
the ear of man hath not see°' man's hand is not able to taste, his
tongue to conceive, nor his heart to report, what my dream was
(4.1.202),
achieving through this vision the capacity for introspection which was previously so
lacking in this shallow Bottom.
Kennode contrasts Bottom's insightful dream with the "hideous dreams" of the
other humans and calls Bottom's dream" ... an ambiguous, enigmatic, [dream] of high
import," in short, a transcendental experience which "tell us that the blindness of love,
the dominance of the mind over the eye, can be interpreted as a means to grace as well as
to irrational animalism: that the two aspects are, perhaps, inseparable" (218).
2. Major Ideas The fertile mind of Shakespeare fills

AMidsummer Night s Dream with an

infinite variety of ideas. He skates as close to presenting a court masque as is possible,
but avoids the limitations of that genre by the use of his gorgeous poetry and imagery
while retaining the spectacle, the music, the dance, the song, and the exotic costumery.
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He dances light as one of Titania's fairies between the world of reality and the world of
fantasy, raising questions of metaphysics and esthetics with almost every line. He
explores the Elizabethan social order, with its rigid hierarchy and its occasional lapses
into democracy, and explores and comments through Theseus, sympathetically, yet
somewhat ironically, upon the actor's art, saying "The best in this kind are but shadows;
and the worse are no worse, if imagination amend them" ( 5 .1 .213 ).
One of the most important ideas of A Midsummer Night's Dream is
Shakespeare's construct of the role of women, an important, even critical element of this
play. In the opening scenes, Hermia is in revolt against her father, Egeus, and also
against Theseus, both powerful masculine figures (1.1.57). She is subsequently joined in
this (to most Elizabethan males), unnatural revolution by Helena, who rejects the
feminine courtship role imposed by Demetrius and all of Elizabethan male society. Both
women leave the civilized city (an unwomanly thing to do!) and find refuge in the
unstructured new society of the forest. Unfortunately, there they find the human battle of
the sexes reflected in a parallel battle between Oberon and Titania, who is also in a state
of revolt against her liege lord.
Shakespeare explores the idea "order equals masculine domination; feminine
disruption of male domination equals chaos," suggesting that Titania's quarreling with
Oberon has changed the seasons and disrupted the forces of nature, Shakespeare
concluding, it appears, that the comic heroine does not fight the system, but merely
surfaces again and again to temporarily subvert an uncertain and unfair social system. A
wider review and a careful consideration of the women in Shakespeare's writing (despite
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his theory of masculine balance), indicates that Shakespeare likes women, respects
women, and enjoys women. His heroines are not sissies - there are more Hillaries than
Monicas in Shakespeare's sorority--and each of his heroines is both more temperate and
more lovely than these two leading ladies of our unfortunate time.
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Past Production!

1. Royal Shakespeare Company-A Midsummer Night's Dream, 1996
Black voids, umbrellas, and light bulbs mark this intriguing 1996 production of A

Midsummer Night's Dream.

Despite its eccentric set design and colorful, Dr. Seussian

costume plot, the performance of the text is truly amazing. The crispness and precision
of the diction is refreshing. Because of the abstract setting, the viewer never quite knows
where she is, and thus can concentrate better on the rendering of the text and the
development of the story.
In this RSC production, individual characterization takes priority over lush locale.
The earthiness of the production is not contained in the dusky color pallette and lovely
filming location as it is in the Hoffman production. Instead, the sensuality of the play is
conveyed by the characters' interpersonal relationships and the sometimes overt physical
gestures and movements. Puck's sexual attraction to a maleficent Oberon is interesting
though not a choice I think is substantiated within the text. Puck's connection to Oberon
is stronger than Oberon's connection to Titania~ Titania and Oberon have no loving bond
between them, rather they seem to plot against one another. Titania and Bottom
demonstrate their physical love in view of the audience, rather than leaving their
relationship to the imagination of the viewer.
Though often he is played as the merry prankster, Puck's character in the RSC
production is mirthless, sexual, and scheming. He controls sleep, an element of
characterization I may wish to borrow for our production. His energy is strangely
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feminine, an element of characterization I will not choose to borrow.
The Mechanicals are not the standouts in this production as they often are. Their
comedy is somewhat tame and contained throughout. Thisby slits her wrists in this
production, something which seems, somehow, to lack humor.
Hippolyta and Theseus and Titania and Oberon are double-cast, as is Puck and
Philistrate. This is a choice which I think may work better in films than on stage for
several reasons. First, the costume changes in Act 5 would be difficult to execute.
Second, the close-ups in film allow the audience to see the doubling and to make
thematic connections. In theatre, the subtlety of the double casting might be lost in a
large house.
Overall, this production is a treat for the ears, though something is lost in the
abstraction of the visual concepts.
2. Michael Hoffman -- A Midsummer Niimt' s Dream, 1999
"Beautiful" describes this 1999 film of AMidsummer Night's Dream directed by
Michael Hoffman and starring Kevin Kline as Bottom. Its Tuscan backdrop allows for
the dirty earthiness and lust to emerge as the 1996 RSC version does not. The effective
use of statues, golden-hour lighting, and lush foliage provides a lovely glimpse into a
bygone era. Unfortunately, the backdrop is the dominating force in this production, and
the rendering of the test takes a backseat to the design aesthetic.
The mismatched cast includes Anna Friel as Hermia and Callista Flockhart as
Helena. Though each gives an effective performance in her own right (Freil's more
powerful in my mind than Flockhart), their difference in acting styles makes it
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impossible to believe that these are best friends. The Shakespeare set mixing it up with
the Hollywood set seems incongruent at best. Some performances in the production are,
however, stellar. Kevin Kline's Bottom is charming, funny, and warm. He is oppressed
by a silent, stone-faced wife which lends a certain poignancy to the love scenes with
Titania. The other Mechanicals are funny and engaging. Flute's quiet grace at the
moment of highest potential "hamminess" in Act 5's play-within-a-play demonstrates an
interesting directorial interpretation. Flue stands above the body of Pyramus and weeps
real tears, moving the newlyweds to tears of their own. Though critics have commended
this ending, I will not cheat the audience out of well-deserved belly laughs in Act 5 in
favor of this sentimentality.
Michelle Pfeifer's Titania and Rupert Everett's Oberon dress the stage
beautifully, but their performances do not impress. Stanley Tucci's publically-urinating
Puck captures the character's sensuality and earthy humor well. His comic timing is
impeccable, and his business with the bicycle is clever.
Clever business and lush sets do not a perfect production make. Though this
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream was beautiful, it rarely achieved more than
this distinction.
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Shakespeare Biographical Notes
1. The YouthWilliam Shakespeare (1564-1616) was probably born on April 23, 1564, and was
baptized in the parish church of Stratford-on-Avon in Warwickshire on April 26, 1564.
His father was John Shakespeare, a burgess (a citizen or freeman of a British borough),
of the recently constituted corporation of Stratford, a provincial market-town not far
from the Forest of Arden. His father, John Shakespeare, has been variously described as
a butcher and wool-dealer, though it is now accepted generally that he was a glover, since
he "signed" his name with a drawing of the compass with which glovers laid out their
gloves. Historically, the Shakespeare family were farmers and small land-holders near
Stratford and Snitterfield. The name Shakespeare probably derives from the AngloSaxon personal name, Seaxberht. It is spelled variously Shaxpere and Schackspere.
Shakespeare, himself, generally wrote "Shakspere" but signed his will "Shakspeare"
(Robertson 20: 433).
William Shakespeare's mother was Mary Arden, who married John Shakespeare
sometime between November 1556 and the end of 1557. Mary Arden was the youngest
of eight daughters of Robert Arden, who was counted among the leading gentry of
Warwickshire. In 1558 the couple had a daughter, Joan, and in 1562, a second daughter,
Margaret, who both died young. William Shakespeare was the third child, followed by
several other boys and girls, one-- Edmund-also becoming an actor (Robertson 20:
434).
In the years following the birth of William Shakespeare, John Shakespeare
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prospered and was elected to alderman. In 1568, he held the chief municipal office, that
of high bailiff, which included the duties of a justice of the peace. This office made John
Shakespeare an official "gentleman" and, therefore, eligible for a coat of arms (The

Oxford Companion to English Literature 889).
In William Shakespeare's time, Stratford-on-Avon enjoyed a free grammar
school, where, it is generally assumed, young William Shakespeare attended class
(though there is no evidence to this effect, the school's records having been lost), and it
is probable, ifhe did attend the school, he left it when he was about 13 years old due to
the financial difficulties of his father.

Whatever his circumstance, at the age of 18

William Shakespeare married Anne or Agnes (though legally different, custom treated
both names as identical) Hathaway, who was about eight years older than William.
Documentary evidence in the form of a bond dated November 28, 1582 exists, the bond
being necessary because William had not yet reached his majority. Apparently Anne was
with child at the time of the marriage, as their first child, Susanna, was baptized on May
26, 1583, about six months after the date of the marriage bond. Twins, Hamnet and
Judith, were born to William and Anne on February 2, 1585 (Robertson 20: 434).
William Shakespeare reportedly left Stratford-on-Avon in haste, tradition having
it he fled to avoid prosecution for poaching on the land of Sir Thomas Lucy (whom,
according to Robertson, he later satirized as Justice Shallow in The Meny Wives of
Windsor) (20: 435).
2. The "Missing" Eight Years . History does not reflect what Shakespeare did for eight years following his
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hasty departure from Warwickshire. Speculation has it that he was a scrivener, an
apothecary, a dyer, a printer, or a soldier. Internal evidence in some of his plays
indicates a familiarity with Dursley in Gloucestershire, and a half-remembered
recollection by the contemporary antiquarian, John Aubrey, survives that "[Shakespeare]
had been in his younger yeares as Schoolmaster in the Countrey" (The Oxford
Companion to English Lit&rature 889).
3. Shakespeare In London -

By the summer of 1592, when he was 28, Shakespeare had begun to emerge as a
playwright, and had evoked the jealousy of the sinister playwright and feckless drunkard,
Robert Greene, a Threepenny Opera rogue, whose

Million of Repentance,

Groats-worth of Wit Purchased with a

memorialized Shakespeare as

... an upstart Crow, beautified with our feathers, that with his
Tyger heart wrapt in a Players hide, supposes he is as well able to
bumbast out a blank verse as the best of you: and being an absolute
Johannes fac totum, is in his own conceit the onely Shake-scene in a
countrie.
The parody of a line from Herny VI and the play upon Shakespeare's name
certifies the identity of the intended victim of this literary ambush (The Oxford

Companion to Enilish Literature 418).
Henry Chettle, Greene's publisher, who later became a playwright himself
subsequently published an apology in his Kind-Heart' s Dream (1592) in which he
apologized for Greene's attack upon Shakespeare by writing," ... that I did not [keep
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Greene's hostile references to Shakespeare out of the publication], I am as sorry as if the
original fault had been my fault, because, myself have seen [Shakespeare's] demeanor no
less civil than his excellent in [his profession of acting]. Besides, divers of worship have
reported his uprightness of dealing, which argues his honesty, and his facetious grace in
writing, that approves his art" (qts. Parrott 15-16).
Shakespeare's earliest London writing include the poems Venus and Adonis
(April 1593) and The Rape ofLucrece, (about May 1594), which were printed by Richard
Field, an old Stratford acquaintance. Shakespeare enjoyed patronage at this time from
the young Henry Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton, to whom he dedicated both poems.
Shakespeare also wrote some of the sonnets at this time, and it is speculated (a dangerous

art), that, with the financial assistance of the Earl of Southampton, Shakespeare visited
northern Italy, Germany, and--perhaps--Denmark during the enforced closures of the
London theater (June 1592 through April 1594), which were shut down, first, as a result
of riots among the apprentices and then because of plague. There is also a report, not
supported, that Southampton gave Shakespeare 1,000 English pounds "to enable him to ·
go through with a purchase which he heard he had a mind to," though there is no
evidence of such an expensive purchase. There are indications, however, that, through
Southampton, Shakespeare was introduced to Essex and others in his circle at court
(Robertson 20:436).
The London theaters re-opened in the summer of 1594, at which time
Shakespeare was associated with the Chamberlain's Company of Actors, then the most
prominent acting group in England. By the following winter, Shakespeare had become a
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leading member of the Chamberlain's Company, and his name appears for the first and
only time in the Chamberlain's accounts as one of the recipients of payment for
performances at court. It appears that Shakespeare continued to act with and write for
the Chamberlain's Company to the end of his career. When the Lord Chamberlain died
in June 1596, the Company passed under the protection of his successor, George, Second
Lord Hunsdon, and was re-titled "The Lord Chamberlain's men." Upon the accession of
James I, the Company passed under his patronage, and was known throughout the
remainder of Shakespeare's association with that company as "the King's men"
(Robertson 20:436).
In addition to being a shareholder in the company, Shakespeare acted the roles of
Adam in As

You Like It and the Ghost in Hamlet

It appears that Shakespeare wrote

about two plays a year for the company, and that Ben Jonson, Thomas Dekker, Sir
Francis Beaumont, John Fletcher (who collaborated with Shakespeare in writing~

Two Noble Kinsmen and Herny VIII), and Cyril Toumeur also wrote for the company
(Robertson 20:436).
Shakespeare appears to have prospered through his association with the theatre, it
being reliably estimated that his theatrical income as producer, writer, and actor must
have reached about 200 pounds a year. He was able to provide assistance to his father,
John Shakespeare, who had fallen upon economic hard times to the point that the elder
Shakespeare was listed as a recusant who had not attended church (then a misdemeanor),
to escape his debtors. In addition to helping his father recover some lost property and to
re-establish his solvency, Shakespeare obtained for the family a coat of arms (a gold
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spear tipped with silver on a black background). In 1597, Shakespear paid 60 pounds for
New Place, one of the largest houses in Stratford, though then in need of refurbishment.
John Shakespeare, remembered as "a merry-cheekt old man" always ready to crack a jest
with his son, died in 1601, and Shakespeare's mother passed away in 1608. Ownership
of the Henley street house, where Shakespeare was born, passed to William (Robertson
20:436).
In 1602, Shakespeare invested 320 pounds in a 107 acre estate in Old Stratford
and also rented a nearby cottage in Chapel Lane, probably for his gardener. In 1605,
Shakespeare invested another 440 pounds for a lease of certain tithes in Stratford parish,
which brought in an income of about 60 pounds a year (Robertson 20:436).
Though throughout his career, Shakespeare visited Stratford at least annually, he
established permanent residence in London, at Southwark, as early as 1596. He paid a
subsidy in the parish of St Helen's, Bishopsgate, in 1597 and 1599. In 1604, Shakespeare
"lay" in the house of Christopher Mountjoy, a tire-maker of French extraction, at the
comer of Silver Street and Monkwell Street in Cripplegate, and a note from William
Beeston, an actor, reflects "The more to be admired, quod he was not a company keeper,
lived in Shoreditch, wouldn't be debauched, and if invited to court; he was in paine."
His welcome at court is established by the statement of Ben Jonson that Shakespeare
wrote The Men:y Wives of Windsor upon the request of Queen Elizabeth that she see
Falstaff in love and by an autograph letter from James I commending Shakespeare, which
is now lost (Robertson 20:437).
There is evidence that Shakespeare was well liked by his fellow playwrights and
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that he and the contentious (and sometimes murderous) Ben Jonson were particularly
intimate (Shakespeare playing an acting role in Jonson's Evezyman in His Humoyt),
though both took literary and critical shots at each other during the so-called "War of the
Theatres." Shakespeare's contemporary reputation was well established with honorific
allusions to his work both as poet and dramatist after the publication of Venus and
Adonis and Lucrece. (Parrott 18-19).
4. Shakespeare Returns to StratfordIn about 1610, Shakespeare apparently assumed full-time residence in Stratford,
where he lived the life of a prosperous, retired gentleman in his home at New Place. It
may be that the last few of the plays were written during this period, but it is reasonable,
rather, to suppose that Shakespeare' s connection with the King's Men ended when the
Globe was burnt down, the result of an over-exuberant cannon discharge during a
performance of Herny VIII on June 29, 1613.

Shakespeare maintained his associations

in London, however, and in 1613 purchased for 140 pounds a house in the Blackfriars,
which he conveyed to trustees, apparently in order to bar the right which his widow
would otherwise to have had to dower ("dower" being the wife's right to inherit the
husband's property and to possess it during her lifetime) (Robertson 20:437)).
On March 25, 1616, Shakespeare, apparently in some haste, as there are many
erasures and interlineations, made his will. The estate was not a large one, the best
estimate being that its annual value was between 200 and 300 pounds. There were
legacies to his daughter, Judith Quiney, and his sister, Joan Hart, and rememberances to
friends in Warwickshire and in London, but the real estate was left to his favorite
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daughter, Susanna Hall. Shakespeare's wife is mentioned in an interlineation in which
"the second-best bed with the furniture" was bequeathed to her (her rights to dower most
of the real estate being previously established by law) (Robertson 20:437-438).
About a month after signing his will, Shakespeare died, and, as a tithe-owner, was
buried in the chancel of the parish church. Anne Shakespeare followed her husband on
August 6, 1623. Richard Davis, a Gloucestershire clergyman of the end of the 17th
Century, reported that Shakespeare "died a papist," (that is to say a Roman Catholic),
which may, or may not, be true (Robertson 20:437-438).
5. The Plays -

A collection of Mr. William Shakespeare's Comedies. Histories and Tragedies
was printed at the press of William and Isaac Jaggard and issued by a group of
booksellers in 1623. This volume is known as the First Folio. It is dedicated to the earls
of Pembroke and Montgomery and contains commendatory verses by Ben Jonson and
others. The contents include, with the exception of Pericles, all of the 37 plays now
ordinarily printed in editions of Shakespeare's work. Of these 18 were published for the
first time and 18 had been published in one or more separate editions, known as the
Quartos.
The Quarto Editions, with dates of publication, are as follows:

Titus Andronicus (1594)

Herny v (1600)

2. Hem YI (1594)

AMidsummer Night's Dream (1600)

3. Herny VI (1595)

The Merchant of Venice ( 1600)

Richard II (1597)

Much Ado About Noth;ng (1600)
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Richard ill (1597)

The Mem Wives of Windsor (1602)

Romeo and Juliet (1597)

Hamlet (1603)

Love's Labour's Lost (1598)

King Lear (1608)

1. Herny IV (1508)

Troilus and Cressida (1609)

2.

Henry IV (1600)

Othello (1622)

Herny V (1600)
The quality of the Quartos differs greatly, some being practically identical with
those of the First Folio and some being shortened, apparently for stage purposes. Some
may be pirated editions, taken from prompter's notes or scripts obtained from actors.
Efforts to capitalize on Shakespeare's reputation as an author resulted in his name or
initials being placed on the title-pages of other plays: Locroine (1595), Sir John OJdcastle

(1600), Thomas Lord Cromwell (1602), The London Prodigal (1605), and Pericles
(1609), of which later play Shakespeare apparently wrote the last three acts.
Additionally, Shakespeare may have co-authored The Noble Kinsmen (1634) with John
Fletcher. Some no-longer existent plays (Cardenio,

Herny I. Herny II. King Stephen,

Duke Humphrey. _and Aphis and Ianthe have been associated with Shakespeare's name
with varying degrees of certitude (Robertson 20:438).
So far as a chronology of the plays can be established, it appears that the plays
were performed in the following sequence by play-year:

Herny VI-2. 3 (1590-91); Heruy VI-I (1591-92); Richard IIl, Comedy of Errors
(1592-93);

Titus Andronicus, Taming of the Shrew (1593-94); Two Gentlemen of

Verona, Love's Labour's Lost, Romeo and Juliet (1594-95); Richard I

[which
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was produced to coincide with Essex's abortive revolt against Elizabeth],
Midsummer Night's Dream (1595-96), [the year of Hamnet's death];

King John,

Merchant of Venice (1596-97); 1, 2, Hem IV (1597-98); Much Ado About
Nothin2, Herny v (1598-99); Julius Caesar, Merzy Wives of Windsor, As You
Like It (1599-1600); Twelfth Night, Hamlet (1600-01); Troilus and Cressida
(1601-02),

All's Well that Ends WeJI, Measure for Measure, Othello (1604-05);

Macbeth, Lear (1605-06); Antony and Cleopatra (1606-07); Coriolanus, Timon of
Athens (1607-08); Pericles (1608-09); Cymbeline (1609-10); Winter's Tale
(1610-11), Tempest (1611-12); Henr,y VIII, Two Noble Kinsmen (1612-13, [the
time of Shakespeare's relocation to Stratford] (Robertson 20:438-439).
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Learning Outcomes
Throughout the course of the rehearsals for AMidswnmer Night's Dream--A

Creole Creation, students will have multiple opportunities to participate in many
different learning activities while serving in the cast or on the crew. Some learning
objectives for students in both capacities follow:
1. Students will learn scansion techniques, including identifying meter, feet,
rhythm, rhyme scheme, and ceasura.
2. Students will identify poetic devices, such as metaphor, simile, allusion,
assonance, alliteration, and symbol.
3. Actors will practice these poetry and scansion skills by scanning their own
lines in the play.
4. Students will practice set building skills as cast and crew dedicate a minimum
of 15 hours to set construction.
5. Students will practice publicity and sales skills as cast and crew both attempt
to sell a minimum of 15 tickets and one ad for the program.
6. Students will learn the value of teamwork and the importance of selfdiscipline as they attend rehearsals and performance while supporting each other in cast
and crew positions.
7. Actors will practice theatrical character development skills, including
development of character biographies.
8. Actors will develop interior monologues, subtext, character relationships,
objectives, obstacles, tactics, strategies, beats and moments of evaluations for their own
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characters.
9. Actors will participate in acting games like kick the box, chair walk, and
others to help understand phrasing and breathing.
10. Actors will explore the difference between acting in heightened text and
contemporary realism.
11. Cast and crew will learn about Mardi Gras traditions through work with Mardi
Gras mask expert Diane Trapp.
12. Crew Members will have the opportunity to shadow professional designers of
lighting, sets, and costumes, as well as a professional composer and choreographer.
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Student Information Form and Additional Contract

AMIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
(This form is for aspiring actors as well as students interested in behind the scenes work)
Name
Parents' Full Names_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, ZIP Code_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone number_ _ _ _ _ __
Circle One
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
1. If you are auditioning to be an actor on stage and you are not cast, do you still want to
be involved with the production in another way? Circle one: Yes
No
2. Are you willing to accept any acting role in this production? Circle one: Yes No
3. If you have read or know something about AMND, do you have any role preference?
Please list character(s)' name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Please circle all areas of interest:
Lead Role
Makeup Manager
Makeup Crew
Publicity Manager
Poster Distribution
Usher

Supporting Role
Costumer Manger
Costume Crew
Lighting Manager
Set Construction
House Manager

Actor Understudy
Props Manager
Props Crew
Publicity Crew
Sound Manager
Prompter

Student Producer
Stage Manager
Stage Crew
Lighting Crew
Sound Crew
Assistant Director

5. List Relevant Previous Experience: (Name of play, part played, technical experience:
where and when?)

6. List all formal training you may have received: (acting classes, voice training, dance
training, gymnastic training, member of band, choir, or orchestra, etc.)

7. Please list other activities in which you are presently involved: (school, community,
church, sports, etc.) What is the time committed to each activity each week?)
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Student Information Form and Additional Contract
Sunset High School Theatre Contract
(Continued)

8. What musical instruments do you play w e l l ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _9
, . Are you confident singing as a soloist? (Circle One) Yes
No
9B. Are you confident dancing? (Circle One) Very
Pretty Much If1 have toNo

10. Please write your first semester schedule below with as much detail as possible:

Period

Room Number

Teacher

0
1

2
3

4
5
6

11. What lunch period do you have? (Circle One)

2d

3d

12. In what way could your parents, family member(s), or guardian contribute to the
production?
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

I.

Sewing (Circle One)
Food for work/cast parties
Set construction
Set painting
Fabric or lumber donations
Work party supervision
Ad sales
Ticket sales
Other (Please list)

Well

A little
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Sunset High School Theatre Contract

Parents and Students please read carefully before signing this agreement.
There are four requirements of all members of the cast and crew of this play.
They include: two--thre~ weeks of required rehearsals, set construction hours,
ticket and ad sale requirements and costume construction provisions. These
responsibilities are described in detail below. Failure to comply with these
requirements may result in removal from the play.
1. It is very important that you understand being involved with a play requires
regular attendance. Many times a scene is only blocked (worked on in great
detail) once. If you miss that rehearsal, it holds other members of the cast back,
and actors and crew lose precious time. Play production is truly team work. You
will be held accountable and responsible for your actions and decisions.
The three final weeks are required rehearsals. All lessons, doctor
a,p_pointrnents, sports conflicts, etc,, during these weeks will need to be
rescheduled for times other than the call times on the official A Midsummer
Night's Dream schedule, DRESS REHEARSALS AND PERFORMANCES ARE
MANDATORY REGARDLESS. If you miss a required rehearsal, Dress
Rehearsal, or performance, you may be removed from the cast. It is very
important that you list conflicts (like lessons, classes, etc.) between March 13 May 28, 2000, so that the directors can make good casting decisions. it is
important that you and your parents understand that there will be required
Saturday work parties and one required Sunday set strike for which attendance is
required (see rehearsal schedule for dates).
List all conflicts that you are aware of from March 13 -May 28, 2000: _ _ __
2. Required Set Construction: Any person who is a member of the Cast and Crew
will be required to help with the set construction. Everyone in the production
will be asked to contribute at least 10 hours to set construction. We will be
working on Saturdays and after school. Students will be requested to strike the
set Sunday. May 28. Please see the director in advance if religious convictions
prohibit Sunday set strike. Otherwise attendance is required of all cast and crew.
3. All cast and crew members are required to sell at least 15 tickets to the
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream. This helps to offset the cost of the
production as well as insures a full house of appreciative audience members.
When students sell 15 tickets, they will be given one free ticket. Students will
also be encouraged to sell at least one advertisement for the program.
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Sunset High School Theatre Contract
(Continued)
4. All actors/actresses cast in A Midsummer Night's Dream may have to make
arrangements to have some/all costume pieces assembled. Supplies will be
provided by the Theatre Department, and costumes will remain the property of
the Theatre Arts Department upon completion of the show. Students must make
provisions for the completion of their costume by the costume parade date listed
on the rehearsal calendar. Footwear and make-up are also the responsibility of
the actors/actresses.
Please sign and date this form acknowledging you have read and understand and are
willing to comply with each ofthe contract elements enumerated above. This must be
signed prior to casting.

Student's Signature and Date

Parent's Signature and Date

Date: --------

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Technical Support Application

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I. What technical position are you most interested in? Please rate your interests from I
(highest interest) to 5 (lowest interest).
Makeup Manager ( )
Stage Manager ( )
Props Crew ( )
Light Manager ( )
Prompter ( )
Poster Distribution ( )
Assistant Director ( )
Student Tech Director ( )

Costume Manager ( )
Makeup Crew ( )
Stage Crew ( )
Publicity Crew ( )
Set Construction Crew ( )
Usher ( )
Sound Crew ( )
Light Designer ( )

Props Manager ( )
Costume Crew ( )
Publicity Manager ( )
Light Crew ( )
Sound Manager ( )
House Manger ( )
Student Producer ( )

2. We need to have a brief (1/2 hour) weekly cast, crew, and staff meeting. What day of
the week would best fit your schedule for this meeting? Please number the best days
from 1 (best) to 3 (not so good, but possible):
Monday ( )
Friday ( )

Tuesday ( )
Saturday ( )

Wednesday ( )
Sunday ( )

Thursday ( )

3. For theatre leadership positions, please list your most relevant technical training and
experience on the back of this sheet.
4. If you are applying for Student Tech Director, Assistant Director, Stage manager,
Student Producer, or Lighting Designer, briefly let me know why you are interested in a
technical leadership position. What are your best qualifications? How well do you work
with others? How responsible are you?
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Cast and Crew
A

Midsummer Ni&bt's Dream

Thank you for auditioning for A Midsummer Ni2l)t' s Dream. You were all
wonderful! I am so proud of all of you and I am so excited about this cast and crewl

I know some of you will be excited and others disappointed. Please try to be as
supportive and professional as you can--both to the people who were and to the people
who were not cast.

Please initial by your name if you are accepting the part or responsibility you
were assigned.

Scripts and schedules will be available early next week in Room 3-16.

Thanks - Laurie Kash

CAST

Theseus

Sean Sole

Hippolyta

Leslie Meyrovich

Philostrate

Katie Albert

Egeus

Mary Todd

Lysander

Zach Koval

Demetrius

Daniel Noval

Hermia

Lizzie Giles

Helena

Gillian Barlow

Oberon

Andy Flesuras
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Titania

Yelena King

Fairy One

Iris Hinz

Puck

Dustin Mejia

Mustard Seed

Kristen Allen

Peaseblossom

Teresa Lawrence

Moth

Sarah Cohen

Cobweb

Ellie Brown

Praline

Sarah Meyrovich

Fig

Alice Moore

Indigo

Erica Hoefer

Peter Quince

Paul Iverson

Nick Bottom

Mike Reed

Francis Flute

Eric Edens

Tom Snout

Kevin Arnold
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Cast and Crew

AMidsummer Nipt's Dream
(Continued)

Robin Starveling

Pat Leonard

Snug

Joey Wyatt Nelson

Street Band

Jennifer Munson
William Langslet
Jim Merwin
Ford Walker

Attendants to the Duke

Steven Rambo
Tait Fritz

Female Understudy

Emily Mejia

Technical Crew

AMidsummer Nia=ht's Dream
Assistant Director

Kristin Rostad

Production Assistant

Jessica Peterson

Stage Manager

Sam Saven

Assistant Stage Manager

Kirsten Goldman

Student Tech Director

Erica Hoefer

Props Manager

Didi Dishman

Prompter

Sara Wilder

Student Producer

Cara King

Master Electrician

Keith Sadowski

Lighting Crew

Jay Lauer

Set Construction Crew

Ford Walker
Jessica Reese
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Renee Rogers
Torn Hopkins
Courtney Ngai
Ashley Rhinehart
Sara Wilder
TrehaFoley
William Langslet
Costume Manager

Kelly Teeter

Costume Crew

Alex Fies

Makeup Manger

Sarah Einowski

Publicity Crew

Heather Bell
Colby Lauer
Kaleigh Brown

Master Carpenter

Jacob Olson

Stage Crew

Jessica Reese
Courtney Ngai
Brandon Bourbonais
Kelly Teeter
Lauren Stensland

House Manager

Carolyn Hunt
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Production Journal
Even before I applied to the Master's program at Central Washington University,
I knew that I wanted to direct A Midsummer Night's Dream in our New Orleans' setting.
The first thing about our concept statement that we clarified after the declaration of
location was the date. My husband did not want to be confined to a specific era so that
he could be a free to explore the myriad musical styles of the area, but for concerns of
costuming, given circumstances and set, I felt we needed more precision. I asked Dave
to select a time period that provided him with an interesting and challenging musical
pallette, and given his love of Dixieland music, the 1920's seemed a natural fit. The
musical tide of the time included Jazz, Ragtime, Folk music and Dixieland. I then read
through a variety of materials which provided a basis for me to identify a specific year
that met my needs. I learned that Duke Ellington's first album was released in 1926.
Given both my husband's and my respect for Duke Ellington, 1926 became our year.
After the setting was chosen, the pieces fell together rapidly. The fit of the
setting with the play became more and more cohesive, and more and more intriguing.
The addition of Voodoo to the concept of the show brought depth and magic to the show
and the research behind it.

In August 1999, designers met to discuss our initial concepts for the show. At the
time, graphic artist Billy Glover was on our team, but his busy schedule with college
studies prevented him from dedicating the time needed to the production. A costumer
had not been identified since I had yet to meet the parents and students at Sunset, and I
did not then know the parental resources available. Our initial concepts were met with a
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variety of questions and a warm initial acceptance, and I left the meeting feeling both
inspired and challenged.
In September, I met the "Mom" of our Theatre department, Linda Shurtleff. Her
wisdom and humor have guided three Theatre Arts teachers at Sunset, and she offered
her help to me. I accepted, and in doing so, found my make-up and hair designer. Linda
gave me the number of Bev Baril, a costumer who had taken a break for several years
and was possibly eager to return to costuming for the school. I met with Bev in October,
and her excitement about the color and life of the concept persuaded her to return to
costuming in The Music Man and this production.
Our set designer was to be Jake France, a young designer from Portland with
whom I had worked for a year at Forest Grove. Jake had done a marvelous job at Forest
Grove, and had designed a lovely set for Hay Fever, our December play at Sunset. In
December, I introduced Jake to Tim Stapleton, a professional set designer whose work
has appeared in theaters from Ellensburg to Broadway. Tim looked over Jake's designs
for The Music Man, our March musical at Sunset. Tim was impressed with Jake's work
and even listened to us bounce ideas off of him for A Midsummer Ni~hf s Dream.
Unfortunately, as Jake became more and more busy, his work with us was less and less
satisfactory, and the set for

The Music Man was less than we had expected.

Additionally, the personal stress I endured during the process was not something I
wanted to face again on the next production. Though it was a very painful experience to
fire a friend, I learned a very valuable lesson at this time: artistic projects often offer very
little in terms of monetary reward or recognition, so one must enjoy the process of
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creating the Art, since it is through this process that the passion, the fire, and the fun of
Art are truly experienced. Creating the set for The Music Man was not fun. It was

unhappy, unfulfilling, and unsatisfying. But during the work parties for that show, I met
a great builder and friend who was to be the Technical Director for A Midsummer

Night's Dream. Brett Kovar, new to Theatre but not to construction, offered his help on
the building of the set. Though he was not sure of his skills at the onset of the project,
Brett soon found he had skills with set painting, design and problem solving. He was
also great with the kids, and his positive attitude and strong work ethic were inspiring to
the kids and to me. I always knew the set would be completed on time and with care.
Our work parties were organized and fun. The kids had much more say about the design
of the set, something in which they took much pride. Set construction became a
highlight of the week for the kids and me. Though the process of hiring and firing is
sometimes unpleasant, it is a necessary part of my job, and through it I have found some
wonderful people with which to work.
Throughout the process, Dave Chartrey wrote and rewrote music as our
specifications changed. The length of scene changes was modified as we dealt with
actual set pieces. Dave remained flexible to accommodate our needs. When we realized
that the students in the Sunset band program were going to be in Hawaii during the time
we most needed to rehearse and record them, Dave asked his students at Forest Grove
High School to record "The Black Iris Rag" and other pieces, and Dave reduced the
number of live musicians needed from fifteen to eight. Dave recorded the more difficult
pieces with a professional Dixieland Band (he, himself, playing coronet and trumpet) to
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insure that the project would go off without a hitch. My team teacher from Sunset, Cliff
Shaw, coincidentally a childhood friend of Brett Kovar the Technical Director, used his
sound studio at home to engineer our recordings.
While Saturdays were filled with students busily building sets and sewing
costumes, our weekdays were filled with hours of rehearsal. Casting for AMidsummer

Nights Dream took place during production of The Music Man.

We had many talented

students audition, and I was delighted to have so many actors from which to choose. The
cast list put a crimp in The Music Man rehearsals for a day or two as students dealt with
their disappointment in not being selected for the Shakespearean production. I would
rather not cast during a show again (in a high school context at least), but I was already
short on time, and I wanted to give the kids a head start with the heightened text. Our
first rehearsal of AMidsummer Night's Dream was on Mardi Gras!
We rehearsed five days a week nearly every week for eight weeks. When I had
planned for this production at Forest Grove, I had scheduled twelve weeks for rehearsal,
but at Sunset, the production schedule is much tighter and more demanding. Our March·
musical could not be moved due to scheduling conflicts. Fortunately, however, the
students I got to work with demonstrated a wonderful work ethic and strong attention
span. We were able to cover scansion in a day or two, and the students with verse
passages faithfully scanned their lines per my request. Students rehearsed with each
other outside of rehearsal and often attended rehearsals they were not called for just to
keep up with the progress of the play or to watch the fun of blocking. The kids kept the
energy light and fun. Many of our April blocking rehearsals were conducted outside
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because the weather was so lovely. As is expected during a production of A Midsummer

Ni~ht' s Dream, several students fell in love and began dating. All students agreed this
cast was the most positive and happy with whom they had ever worked. Our rehearsals
were genuinely fun.
The last few weeks brought choreography rehearsal with John Szerszen, costume
parade (two days later than we had scheduled to accommodate Bev's trip to Hawaii),
poster, program and tee shirt e-mails from John Hoefer, Jim Gilsdorf's lighting latenighters, and make-up trials with Linda. We changed Puck's makeup concept from
Harlequin to Haitian Voodoo-inspired the last week before opening.
This show experienced very few roadblocks along the way. The staff: John
Hoefer, Brett Kovar, Linda Shurtleff, John Szerszen, Bev Baril, Diane Trapp, Cliff Shaw,
Jim Gilsdorf, Dave Chartrey, were all amazing. Their talent and creatively sparkled. The
students were dedicated, hard-working and talented. They knew how much this show
meant to Dave and me. They had the power within them to destroy this project which
meant so much to all of us, but they focused their energy and sent it in a positive
direction, creating one of the most successful plays I have yet to produce. I am very
proud of all of our efforts.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Theatre Arts

LAURIE KASH THESIS PRODUCTION- A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM -Performed at Sunset High School, Beaverton, Oregon. Viewed Saturday, May 20, 2000
The production was offered in a lovely setting at Sunset High School. The auditorium is old but
attractive, with a huge (probably 70 foot) proscenium opening and seating about 1,000 persons.
The director, Laurie Kash, wisely reduced the playing area to the 30 foot center of the stage and
decorated the side stages with foliage, which continued the forest setting for some scenes or
turned neutral when the action was in the city. The live band was located on the left side stage
and viewed the action through a scrim foliage drop .
The night I attended an audience of about 400 enthusiastically enjoyed the show - and the
dinner. The director made the event a complete theatre evening. She engaged the Capital City
Jazz Band (from Salem, Oregon) to entertain during a pre-show dinner which was served in the
school cafeteria. About fifty person bought both show and dinner. The meal was coordinated
with the setting for the production itself- which was New Orleans Creole. The director
subtitled the play "A Creole Creation." Pre-show dinner featured shrimp jambalaya with hush
puppies, apple cobbler and iced tea, all enjoyed with live jazz. Laurie also involved her family in
the production as her husband, Dave, a fine musician, joined the jazz band for a few sets on
trumpet, composed an original score for the production, and conducted the live band.
Other hospitality features included students who greeted the audience as they arrived and guided
them to the dinner or auditorium, cast members serving the dinner in their fairy costumes, flowers
for sale in the lobby - I noticed many parents buying them and sending them backstage to the
actors -- and forest and other night sounds in the auditorium to create an appropriate pre-show
atmosphere.
Sunset High School has a very satisfactory budget for a high school drama program. For this
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream, Laurie was able to hire staff (many professional)
to fill eight positions - composer, technical director, costumier, makeup and mask designer,
choreographer, lighting designer, hair designer, and sound engineer. Of course, a good budget
does nothing but get wasted if the drama teacher doesn't know how to use it. Laurie knows.
Students were assigned to assist each of the adult staff members and learn by working with
working professionals. As no set designer was listed on the program, and yet a large number of
students assisted with the set, I inquired about this credit and discovered that Laurie designed the
setting herself, working with her students who contributed many ideas.

400 E. 8th Avenue• Ellensburg, WA 98926-7460 • 509-963-1766 • FAX 509-963-1767
EEO/AA/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323
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The production itself was especially successful as a learning tool for these students. I've never
heard high school actors speak Shakespeare as clearly or with such confidence as did Laurie's
actors. To accomplish this feat means that the students both understand what they are saying and
have learned the techniques of speaking the verse. This is a fabulous achievement! Rarely is even
one of these two skills evident in a high school Shakespearean production. Rarely can one stand
to sit through the show, let alone look forward to the next scene and not want to go home at
intermission.
Both settings were lovely. The first, following the Creole theme, was the New Orleans French
Quarter, 1926, at Mardi Gras time. The second was a bayou outside the city which featured a
huge cypress tree (with bower of roots for Titania's bed), moss, a dock, and a real pond, which
was cleverly used as a place for Hermia to fall into during her frustration. A fiber optic star drop
added a wonderful depth to the forest setting. (My only disappointment was the visible traveler
lines that hung upstage.)
The costumes were equally charming and appropriate for the period and setting. The Mardi Gras
background allowed the director to costume her characters first for the reveling and then in their
traditional clothes. For example, Titania first appeared in a red and gold 18th century Marie
Laveau, Vodoun Queen, hoop dress before she later changed to a more traditional forest-queen
garb. The lighting was non-intrusive, the props believable, the masks wonderful (with the
exception of a mouth on Bottom's mask that tended to muffle some words), and the hair and
makeup very attractive.
A highlight was the live band which was used not only throughout the production to play Dave
Chartrey' s original score but as on-stage leaders of the Mardi Gras parade, which opened the
show. Added to the opening was the director's use of a trap door and fog for Puck's entrance
(and later for his exit at the conclusion of the evening).
The production featured some lovely scenes. Coming to mind immediately was the fairies putting
Titania to bed, almost a dance number nicely choreographed with pleasing music and gentle
lighting, the mechanicals opening scene and their later "play," the final dance and moments
accompanied by lovely music, Puck putting the lovers to sleep in the forest, Titania and Bottom
with the fairies, and others.
·
There were also some problems. The "concept" did not quite work. The many references to
Athens in the script kept jarring me out of the Creole setting and I'm sure were confusing to most
members of the audience. The actors tended to look downward a lot - possibly caused by the
fact that the majority of the audience is below them in this auditorium. Shoes were not padded
and the stage floor was noisy - an inappropriate sound in the forest setting.
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The actors spoke the language better than they realized the characters. This is not unusual with
young actors just learning to speak Shakespeare's language. The jump from speaking the
language to playing character throuih the language is very difficult, even for professional actors.
Titania (Yelena King) probably handed the combination of skills the best, but others were well on
their way to achieving both skills.
Philostrate tended to upstage because of noisy shoes (a costume problem) and blocking which had
her moving on others' action and dialogue (a director problem). Some staging tended to force the
actors to work upstage uncomfortably (Helena's "mockery" and "spite" speeches, and her
confrontation with Hermia in Act III), and some actor physical characterizations tended to be
opposed to the objective of the character at the moment - a problem primarily among the young
lovers (when intensity was required we would get a casual physical presence). I would have liked
a "magic" moment at the removal of Bottom's head. I also wasn't sure it was necessary to leave
the young lovers on stage during intennission. I could only think, "what if they have to go to the
bathroom?"
But these things aside, the production was a first-rate accomplishment for a high school
production, for a production by young people tackling Shakespeare, and for a creative thesis
project. The director and all who worked on the show are to be congratulated and should feel a
great sense of achievement. I hope the Sunset High School administration, the school board, and
the parents of these students realize and appreciate the remarkable skills and talents of their new
drama director, and continue to support this outstanding program. I see no reason why they
would not! Thank you for a wonderful show and most enjoyable visit.

Wesley Van Tassel, Ph.D.

Please note: A signature was redacted from this page due to security concerns.
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Portrait of Joan Crawford, circa 1927
Fig. I - Hair and Makeup Concepts
Source: Diane MacIntyre, The Silent Majority

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.

Portrait of Marion Davies
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Joan Crawford playes the Parisian Girl

Sympathy Comes in the Form of a Snake
Fig. 2 - Hair and Makeup Concepts
Source: Diane MacIntyre, The Silent Majority

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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A glamor portrait of Marion Davies

Fig. 3 - Hair and Makeup Concepts
Source: (Davies) Diane MacIntyre, The Silent Majority

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Dresses, Hats, and Shoes, circa l 920's

Fig. 4 - Costume Design Concepts
Source: costumegallery.com

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Shoes, circa l 920's

Fig. 4 - (Continued) Costume Design Concepts
Source: costumegallecy.com

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.

A last quick glance at

regal sp le nd or -q ue en

of an Osiris ball, scep

Fig. 5 - Costume Des
ign Concepts
Source: Diane Trap
p

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.

ter in hand .. .
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Congaree Swamp National Monument, South Carolina, U.S.

Fig. 6 - The cypress tree in Set 2
Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Charming l 880's Creole Cottage

Fig. 7 -Peter Quince's Home (Set 1)
Source: noro.com

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Exceptional Early 1800 French Quarter Residence

Fig. 8 - Street Scene (Set 1)
Source: noro.com

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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A French Quarter Creole Townhouse

Fig. 9 - Creole Townhouse (Set 1)
Source: noro.com

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Fairies Attending Bottom

Fig. 10 - Photographs of A Creofo Version
Source: Laurel R. Kash
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A Play Before the Duke
Fig. 11 - Photographs of A
Source: Laurel R. Kash

Creole Version
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Reconciliation Dance
Fig. 12 - Photographs of A Creole Version
Source: Laurel R. Kash
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Bottom's Blues
Fig. 13 - Photographs of A Creole
Source: Laurel R. Kash

Version
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Hippolyta as Isis
Fig. 14 - Photographs of A Creole Version
Source: Laurel R. Kash
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Self-Evaluation
Ambitious. When I told people I was directing a production of Shakespeare for
my thesis, people said I was ambitious. When I told them I was setting it in New Orleans
during Mardi Gras in 1926, they said I was creative. When I told them I had solicited a
musical score from my husband; that we would open with a parade; and that the person
who would be adjudicating the show, my thesis advisor, the man who literally wrote the
book on Shakespeare performance was Dr. Van Tassel, they said I was insane. And yet, I
think that we were able to produce a very successful show. Maybe it takes a little
insanity to produce theatre anyway!

A Midsummer Night's Dream~-A Creole Creation, was a wonderful project on so
many levels. It provided for me a marvelous opportunity to employ Shakespeare acting
tools I had learned from Dr. Van Tassel's classes and book, to explore the rich history
and culture of New Orleans, and to showcase acting, building, sewing, and musical talent
of our outstanding students. The final realization was not entirely all that I had hoped
for, but it was certainly the realization of a dream.
The research component of the project began in earnest last summer and was a
very rewarding element of the project. Unfortunately, much of the richness of the given
circumstances and cultural context was lost in the rendering. The final production could
not contain all that my husband and I had researched about the time and culture.
Program notes can only provide a limited amount of information to an audience. The
Voodoo culture could not be played out in it fullness because of fear of community
backlash, so it was only suggested in the performance, and therefore did not read as
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strongly as it might have. The hand-beaded snake on Puck's vest, probably the most
time-consuming costume piece in the show (next to Titania's Mardi Gras ball gown), was
not as visible as it could have been, and its meaning was lost on the audience. Further,
Puck's gris-gris bag and his skeletal makeup suggest Voodoo to an audience acquainted
with such conventions, but to an average audience, such suggestions may have been lost.
Nevertheless, we strove for consistency in our artistic vision, though our vision may have
been too academic for the average audience member to see clearly.
Other than our subtleties lost on our audience, I was generally very satisfied with
our production. The students rose to the occasion and delivered with text with pride and
confidence. Their articulation, projection and imagery exceeded the average high school
expectation. The students really found meaning in the text; they knew what they were
saying at any given moment. Most times they were also able to help an audience to
understand the text, an important feat in today's television-close-up-culture.
I wish I had been given several more weeks of rehearsal time in order to help the
students realize deeper characterization. In the amount of time we had, I settled for vivid
physicalization and some successful word-painting to convey the meaning of the text,
and there were moments where the characters were lost amidst the schtick. Given twelve
weeks, I would have been able to avoid this pitfall. About the acting: I heard no
complaints from the audience (which included our school's Shakespeare teacher, who
loved the setting and the acting, and the parents who loved everything about the
production). Audience members insisted it was the best play every produced at Sunset
High School. But I know that we cheated the characters out of full development in favor
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of audience-pleasing fun. I allowed Bottom's character to become too broad because I
knew an audience would love it though I should have reined him in so that he might
achieve a more honest characterization. Hermia and Titania both submitted grand
performances, at times really getting at the hearts of the characters. Other students really
honed their skills: Demetrius was a first-time actor who tackled the text admirably and
Lysander took a look at the more hormonal side of the character, a refreshing tact. I am
proud of their work, and would love to see what the kids could have done with more
time.
The technical elements of the show make me beam with pride. I was very proud
of our set and costumes. I thought they really created a consistent world. The lighting
was amazing, though I would have chosen more general illumination over mood-lighting
ifl were to do this production again. Importantly, our lighting plan suffered from the
major constraint of having only 24 six-kilowatt dimmers in a house this large.
Overall, I think we created a very successful show. From the catered dinner to
the cast party, it was a success in the eyes of our students, the community, and the
production staff.
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A Midsummer Night's Dream
A Creole Creation
Adapted by

Laurel Renee Kash

February 51\ 2000
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A Midsummer Night's Dream

[DRAMATIS PERSONAE
THESUS, Duke ofAthens
HIPPOLYTA, Queen of Amazons, betrothed to
Theseus
EGEUS,father to HermiaHERMIA, daughter to Egeus, in love with Lysander
LYSANDER )
HELENA, in love with Demetrius
DEMETRIUS ) in love with Hermia
PIDLOSTRATE, Master ofRevels OBERON, King ofthe Fairies
TITANIA, Queen of the Fairies
PUCK, OR ROBIN GOODFELLOW
PEASEBLOSSOM)
COBWEB
)
MOTH
) fairies
MUSTARDSEED)
QUINCE, a carpenter
BOTTOM, a weaver
FLUTE, a bellows-mender
SNOUT, a tinker
SNUG, a joiner
STARVELING, a tailor

)
)
) presenting
)
)
)

PROLOGUE
PYRAMUS
THISBY
WALL
LION
MOONSIDNE
Other Fairies, attending their

King
and Queen; ATTENDANTS
on
Theseus and Hippolyta
Scene: Athens, and a wood near it]

[ACT I, Scene I]

ENTER THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, PIDLOSTRATE, with others.
THESEUS
Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour
Draws on apace. Four happy days bring in
Another moon; but 0, methinks, how slow
This old moon wanes!
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IDPPOLYTA
Four days will quickly steep themselves in night;
Four nights will quickly dream away the time;
And then the moon, like to a silver bow
New bent in heaven, shall behold the night
Of our solemnities.
THESEUS
Go Philostrate,
Stir up the Athenian youth to merriments.

EXIT PHILOSTRATE.
Hippolyta, I woo'd thee with my sword,
And won thy love doing thee injuries~
But I will wed thee in another key,
With pomp, with triumph, and with revelling.
ENTER EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA and LYSANDER and DEMETRIUS.
EGEUS
Happy be Theseus, our renowned Duke!
THESEUS
Thanks, good Egeus. What's the news with thee?
EGEUS
Full of vexation come I, with complaint
Against my child, my daughter Hermia.
Stand forth Demetrius. My noble lord,
This man hath my consent to marry her.
Stand forth, Lysander. And, my gracious Duke,
This man hath bewitch'd the bosom ofmy child.
Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes,
And interchang' d love-tokens with my child;
With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart,
Turn' d her obedience (which is due to me)
To stubborn harshness. And, my gracious Duke,
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Be it so she will not her before your Grace
Consent to marry with Demetrius,
I beg the ancient privilege of Athens:
As she is mine, I may dispose of her;
Which shall be either to this gentleman,
Or to her death, according to our law
Immediately provided in that case.

THESEUS
What say you, Hermia? Be advis' d, fair maid,
To you your father should be as a god;
Demetrius is a worthy gentleman.
HERMIA

So is Lysander.

THESEUS
In himself he is;
But in this kind, wanting your father's voice,
The other must be held the worthier.
HERMIA

I would my father look' d but with my eyes.
THESEUS
Rather your eyes must with his judgment look.
HERMIA

I do entreat your Grace to pardon me.
I know not by what power I am made bold,
But I beseech your Grace that I may know
The worst that may befall me in this case,
Ifl refuse to wed Demetrius.

THESEUS
Either to die the death, or to abjure
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For ever the society of men.
Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires,
Know of your youth, examine well your blood,
Whether (if you yield not to your father's choice)
You can endure the livery of a nun,
For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd,
To live a barren sister all your life,
Chaunting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon.
HERMIA

So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord;
My soul consents not to give sovereignty.
THESEUS
Take time to pause and by the next new moon-The sealing day betwixt my love and me
For everlasting bond of fellowship-Upon that day either prepare to die
For disobedience to your father's will,
Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would,
Or on Diana's altar to protest
For aye austerity and single life.
DEMETRIUS
Relent, sweet Hermia, and, Lysander, yield
Thy crazed title to my certain right.
LYSANDER
You have her father's love, Demetrius,
Let me have Hermia's; do you marry him.
EGEUS
Scornful Lysander, true, he hath my love;
And what is mine, my love shall render him.
And she is mine, and all my right of her
I do estate unto Demetrius.
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LYSANDER
I am, my lord, as well deriv' d as he,
As well possess' d; my love is more than his;
My fortunes every way as fairly rank'd
(If not with vantage) as Demetrius';
And (which is more than all these boasts can be)
I am belov' d of beauteous Hermia.
Why should not I then prosecute my right?
Demetrius, I'll avouch it to his head,
Made love to Nedar's daughter, Helena,
And won her soul; and she, sweet lady, dotes
Devoutly dotes, dotes in idolatry,
Upon this spotted and inconstant man.
THESEUS
I must confess that I have heard so much,
But, Demetrius, come,
And come, Egeus, you shall go with me;
I have some private schooling for you both.
For you, fair Hermia, look you arm yourself
To fit your fancies to your father' s will;
To dea~ or to a vow of single life.
Come, my Hippolyta; what cheer, my love?
Demetrius and Egeus, go along.
EGEUS
With duty and desire we follow you.
EXIT ALL except HERMIA and LYSANDER.
LYSANDER
How now, my love? why is your cheek so pale?
How chance the roses there do fade so fast?

HERMIA
Be like for want of rain; which I could well
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Beteem them from the tempest of my eyes.

LYSANDER
Ay me! for aught that I could ever read,
The course of true love never did run smoothHERMIA
0 hell, to choose love by another's eyes!
Then let us teach our trial patience,
Because it is a customary cross,
As due to love as thoughts and dreams and sighs,
Wishes and tears, poor fancy's followers.
LYSANDER
A good persuasion; therefore hear me, Hermia:
I have a widowed aunt, a dowager,
Of great revenue, and she hath no child.
From Athens is her house remote seven leagues;
And she respects me as her only son.
There, gentle Hermia, may I marry thee;
And to that place the sharp Athenian law
Cannot pursue us. If thou lovest me, then
Steal forth thy father's house to-morrow night;
And in the wood, a league without the town
(Where I did meet thee once with Helena
To do observance to a mom of May),
There will I stay for thee.
HERMIA
My good Lysander,
I swear to thee, by Cupid's strongest bow,
By his best arrow with the golden head,
By the simplicity of Venus' doves,
By that which knitteth souls and prospers loves,
And by that fire which bum' d the Carthage queen
When the false Troyan under sail was seen,
By all the vows that ever men have broke
(In number more than ever women spoke),
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In that same place though hast appointed me
To-morrow truly will I meet with thee.
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LYSANDER
Keep promise, love. Look, here comes Helena.
ENTER HELENA

HERMIA
God speed fair Helena! Whither away?
HELENA
Call you me fair? That fair again unsay.
Demetrius loves your fair. 0 happy fair!
Your eyes are lodestars, and your tongue's sweet air
More tuneable than lark to shepherd's ear
When wheat is green, when hawthorn buds appear.
Sickness is catching; 0, were favor so,
Yours would I catch, fair Hermia, ere I go;
My ear should catch your voice, my eye your eye,
My tongue should catch your tongue's sweet melody.
Were the world mine, Demetrius being bated,
The rest I' 11 give to be you translated.
0, teach me how you look, and with what art
You sway the motion of Demetrius' heart.
HERMIA
I frown upon him; yet he loves me still.
HELENA
0 that your frown would teach my smiles such skill!
HERMIA
I give him curses; yet he gives me love.
HELENA
0 that my prayers could such affection move!
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HERMIA
The more I hate, the more he follows me.
HELENA
The more I love, the more he hateth me.
HERMIA
His folly, Helena, is no fault of mine.
HELENA
None but your beauty; would that fault were mine!
HERMIA
Take comfort; he no more shall see my face;
Lysander and myself will fly this place.
Before the time I did Lysander see,
Seem'd Athens as a paradise to me;
0 then, what graces in my love do dwell,
That he hath turn' d a heaven into hell!
LYSANDER
Helen, to you our minds we will unfold:
To-morrow night, when Phoebe doth behold
Her silver visage in the wat'ry glass,
Decking with liquid pearl the bladed grass
(A time that lovers' flights doth still conceal),
Through Athens gates have we devis'd to steal.
HERMIA
And in the wood, where often you and I
Upon faint primrose beds were wont to lie,
Emptying our bosoms of their counsel sweet,
There my Lysander and myself shall meet;
And thence from Athens turn away our eyes,
To sees new friends and stranger companies.
Farewell, sweet playfellow, pray thou for us;
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And good luck grant thee thy Demetrius!
Keep word, Lysander; we must starve our sight
From lovers' food till morrow deep midnight.
LYSANDER
I will my Hermia.
EXIT HERMIA.
Helena, adieu:
As you on him, Demetrius dote on you!
EXIT LYSANDER
HELENA
How happy some o'er other some can be!
Through Athens I am thought as fair as she.
But what of that? Demetrius thinks not so;
He will not know what all but he do know;
And as he errs, doting on Hermia's eyes,
So I, admiring of his qualities.
Things base and vile, holding no quantity,
Love can transpose to form and dignity.
Love looks not with the eyes but with the mind
And therefore is wing' d Cupid painted blind;
For ere Demetrius look'd on Hermia's eyne,
He hail' d down oaths that he was only mine;
And when this hail some heat from Hermia felt,
So he dissolv'd and show'rs of oaths did melt.
I will go tell him of fair Hermia's flight;
Then to the wood will he to-morrow night
Pursue her, and for this intelligence
If I have thanks, it is a dear expense.
But herein mean I to enrich my pain,
To have his sight thither and back again.
EXIT HELENA
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[Scene II]
ENTER QUINCE, SNUG, BOTTOM, FLUTE, SNOUT, and STARVELING.
QUINCE
Is all our company here?
BOTTOM
You were best to call them generally, man by man, according to the script.
QUINCE
Here is the scroll of every man's name, which is thought fit, through all Athens, to play
in our enterlude before the Duke and the Duchess, on his wedding-day at night.
BOTTOM
First, good Peter Quince, say what the play treats on; then read the names of the actors;
and so grow to a point.
QUINCE
Marry, our play is The most lamentable comedy and most cruel death ofPryamus and
Thisby.
BOTTOM
A very good piece of work, I assure you, and a merry. Now, good Peter Quince, call
forth your actors by the scroll. Masters, spread yourselves.
QUINCE
Answer as I call you. Nick Bottom the weaver.
BOTTOM
Ready. Name what part I am for, and proceed.
QUINCE
You, Nick Bottom, are set down for Pyramus.
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BOTTOM
What is Pyramus? A lover or a tyrant?
QUINCE
A lover, that kills himself most gallant for love.
BOTTOM
That will ask some tears in the true perfonnance of it. If I do it, let the audience look to
their eyes. I will move storms; I will condole in some measure. To the rest--yet my chief
humor is for a tyrant. I could play Ercles rarely, or a part to tear a cat in, to make all
split.
"The raging rocks
And shivering shocks
Shall break the locks
Of prison gates;
And Phibbus' car
Shall shine from far,
And make and mar
The foolish Fates."
That was lofty! Now name the rest of the players.
This is Ercles' vein, a tyrant's vein, a lover is more condoling.

QUINCE
Francis flute the bellows-mender.
FLUTE

Here, Peter Quince.
QUINCE
Flute, you must take Thisby on you.

FLUTE
What is Thisby? a wand'ring knight?
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QUINCE
It is the lady that Pyramus must love.
FLUTE

Nay, faith; let not me play a woman; I have a beard coming.

QUINCE
That's all one; you shall play it in a mask, and you may speak as small as you will.
BOTTOM
And I may hide my face, let me play Thisby too. I'll speak in a monstrous little voice,
"Thisne! Thisne! Ah, Pyramus, my lover dear! thy Thisby dear, and lady dear!"

QUINCE
No, no, you must play Pyramus; and Flute, you Thisby.
BOTTOM
Well, proceed.

QUINCE
Robin Starveling, you must play Thisby's mother. Tom Snout the tinker.
SNOUT
Here, Peter Quince.

QUINCE
You, Pyramus' father; myself, Thisby's father; Snug, the joiner, you the lion's part. And
I hope here is a play fitted.
SNUG
Have you the lion's part written? Pray you, if it be give it me, for I am slow of study.
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QUINCE
You may do it extempore, for it is nothing but roaring.
BOTTOM
Let me play the lion too. I will roar, that I will do any man's heart good to hear me. I
will roar, that I will make the duke say, "Let him roar again, let him roar again."

QUINCE
And you should do it too terribly, you would fright the Duchess and the ladies, that they
would shrike; and that were enough to hang us all.

ALL
They would ,hang us, every mother's son.
BOTTOM
I will grant you friends, if you should fright the ladies out of their wits, they would have
no more discretion but to hang us; but I will aggravate my voice so that I will roar you as
gently as any sucking dove; I will roar you and 'twere any nightingale.

QUINCE
You can play no part but Pyramus; for Pyramus is a sweet-fac'd man; a proper man as
one shall see in a summer's day; a most lovely gentleman-like man: therefore you must
needs play Pyramus.
BOTTOM
Well, I will undertake it. What beard were I best to play it in?

QUINCE
Why, what you will.
BOTTOM
I will discharge it in either your straw-color beard, your orange-tawny beard, your purplein-grain beard, or your French-crown-color beard, your perfit yellow.
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QUINCE
Some of your French crowns have no hair at all; and then you will play barefac' d. But,
masters, here are your parts, and I am to entreat you, request you, and desire you, to con
them by to-morrow night; and meet me in the palace wood, a mile without the town, by
moonlight; there will we rehearse; for ifwe meet in the city, we shall be dogg'd with
company, and our devices known. In the mean time I will draw a bill of properties, such
as our play wants. I pray you fail me not.
BOTTOM
We will meet, and there we may rehearse most obscenely and courageously. Take pains,
be perfit; adieu.
QUINCE
At the Duke's oak we meet.
BOTTOM
Enough; hold, or cut bow-strings.
EXIT ALL.
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[ACT II, Scene I]
ENTER a FAIRY at one door and ROBIN GOODFELLOW [PUCK] at another.
PUCK
How now, spirit, whither wander you?
FAIRY
Over hill, over dale,
Thorough bush, thorough brier,
Over park, over pale,
Thorough flood, thorough fire,
I do wander everywhere
Swifter than the moon's sphere;
And I serve the Fairy Queen
To dew her orbs upon the green.

I must go seek some dewdrops here,
And hang a pearl in every cowslip's ear.
Farewell, thou lob of spirits; I'll be gone.
Our Queen and all her elves come here anon.
PUCK
The King doth keep his revels here to-night;
Take heed the Queen comes not within his sight;
For Oberon is passing fell and wrath,
Because that she as her attendant hath
A lovely boy stolen from an Indian king;
She never had so sweet a changeling.
And jealous Oberon would have the child
Knight of his train, to trace the forests wild;
But she, perforce, withholds the loved boy,
Crowns him with flowers, and makes him all her joy.
And now they never meet in grove or green,
By fountain clear, or spangled starlight sheen,
But they do square, that all their elves for fear
Creep into acorn-cups, and hide them there.
FAIRY
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Either I mistake your shape and making quite,
Or else you are that shrewd and knavish sprite
Call' d Robin Goodfellow. Are not you he
That frights the maidens in the villagery,
Those that Hobgoblin call you, and sweet Puck,
You do their work, and they shall have good luck.
Are not you he?
PUCK
Thou speakest aright~
I am that merry wanderer of the night.
I jest to Oberon and make him smile
When I a fat and bean-fed horse beguile,
FAIRY
And here my mistress. Would that he were gone!
ENTER the King of Fairies [OBERON] at one door with his TRAIN, and the
Queen [TITANIA] at another with hers.
OBERON
Ill met by moonlight, proud Titania.
TITANIA
What, jealous Oberon? Fairies, skip henceI have forsworn his bed and company.

OBERON
Terry, rash wonton! Am not I thy lord?
TITANIA
Then I must be thy lady. Why art thou here,
But that, forsooth, the bouncing Amazon,
Your buskin'd mistress, and your warrior love,
To Thesus must be wedded, and you come
To give their bed joy and prosperity?
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OBERON
How canst thou thus for shame, Titania,
Glance at my credit with Hippolyta,
Knowing I know thy love to Theseus?
TITANIA
These are the forgeries of jealousy;
And never, since the middle summer's spring,
Met we on hill, in dale, forest, or mead,
By paved fountain or by rushy brook,
But with thy brawls thou has disturb'd our sport.
And thorough this distemperature, we see
The seasons alter: horary-headed frosts
Fall in the fresh lap of the crimson rose.
As in mockery set; the spring, the swnmer,
The chiding autumn, angry winter, change
Their wonted liveries; and the mazed world,
By their increase, now knows not which is which.
And this same progeny of evils comes
From our debate, from our dissension;
We are their parents and original.
OBERON
Do you amend it then; it lies on you.
Why should Titania cross her Oberon?
I do but beg a little changeling boy,
To be my henchman.
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TITANIA
Set your heart at rest~
The fairly land buys not the child of me.
His mother was a vot'ress ofmy order,
And in the spiced Indian air, by night,
Full often hath she gossip'd by my side,
And sat with me on Neptune's yellow sands,
But she, being mortal, of that boy did die,
And for her sake do I rear up her boy~
And for her sake I will not part with him.

OBERON
How long within this wood intend you stay?
TITANIA
Perchance 'til after Theseus' wedding-day.
If you will patiently dance in our round,
And see our moonlight revels, go with us~
If not, shun me, and I will spare your haunts.

OBERON
Give me that boy, and I will go with thee.
TITANIA
Not for thy fairy kingdom. Fairies, away!
We shall chid downright, ifl longer stay.
EXIT TITANIA and her TRAIN.

OBERON
Well~ go thy way. Thou shalt not from this grove
Till I torment thee for this injury.
My gentle Puck, come hither. Thou rememb'rest
Since once I sat upon a promontory,
And heard a mermaid on a dolphin's back?
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PUCK
I remember.
OBERON
That very time I saw,
Cupid all arm'd. A certain aim he took
At a fair vestal throned by the west,
And loos'd his love-shaft smartly from his bow.
Yet mark'd I where the bolt of Cupid fell.
It fell upon a little western flower,
Before milk-white, now purple with love's woun~
And maidens call it love-in-idleness.
Fetch me that flow'r; the herb I showed thee once.
The juice of it on sleeping eyelids laid
Will make or man or woman madly dote
Upon the next live creature that it sees.
Fetch me this herb, and be thou here again
Ere the leviathan can swim a league.
PUCK
I'll put a girdle round about the earth in forty minutes.
EXIT PUCK.
OBERON
Having once this juice,
I'll watch Titania when she is asleep,
And drop the liquor of it in her eyes;
The next thing then she waking looks upon
(Be it on lion, bear, or wolf, or bull,
On meddling monkey, or on busy ape},
She shall pursue it with the soul of love.
And ere I take this charm from off her sight
(As I can take it with another herb},
I'll make her render up her page to me.
But who comes here? I am invisible,
And I shall overhear their conference.
ENTER DEMETRIUS, HELENA (following him).
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DEMETRIUS
I love thee not; therefore pursue me not.
Where is Lysander and fair Hermia?
The one I'll slay; the other slayeth me.
HELENA
You draw me, you hard-hearted adamant;
But yet you draw not iron, for my heart
Is true as steel. Leave you your power to draw,
And I shall have no power to follow you.

DEMETRIUS
Do I entice you? Do I speak you fair?
Or rather do I not in plainest truth
Tell you I do not nor I cannot love you?
HELENA
And even for that do I love you the more;
I am your spaniel; and, Demetrius,
The more you beat me, I will fawn on you.
Use me but as your spaniel; spurn me, strike me,
Neglect me, lose me; only give me leave,
Unworthy as I am, to follow you.
What worser place can I beg in your love
(And yet a place of high respect with me)
Than to be used as you use your dog?
DEMETRIUS
Tempt not too much the hatred of my spirit,
For I am sick when I do look on thee.
HELENA
And I am sick when I look not on you.
DEMETRIUS
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You do impeach your modesty too much,
To leave the city and commit yourself
Into the hands of one that loves you not.
HELENA
Your virtue is my privilege. For that
It is not night when I do see your face,
Therefore I think I am not in the night,
Nor doth this wood lack worlds of company,
For you in my respect are all the world.
Then how can it be said I am alone,
When all the world is here to look on me?
DEMETRIUS
I'll run from thee, and hide me in the brakes,
And leave thee to the mercy of wild beasts.
HELENA
The wildest hath not such a heart as you.
Run when you will; the story shall be chang' d:
Apollo flies, and Daphne holds the chase;
The dove pursues the griffin; the mild hind
Makes speed to catch the tiger--bootless speed,
When cowardice pursues and valor flies.
DEMETRIUS
I will not stay thy questions. Let me go;
Or if thou follow me, do not believe
But I shall do thee mischief in the wood.
HELENA
Ay, in the temple, in the town, the field,
You do me mischief. Fie, Demetrius!
Your wrongs do set a scandal on my sex.
We cannot fight for love, as men may do.
We should be woo'd, and were not made to woo.
EXIT DEMETRIUS.
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I'll follow thee and make a heaven of hell,
To die upon the hand I love so well.
EXIT HELENA.
OBERON
Fare thee well, nymph. Ere he do leave this grove,
Thou shall fly him, and he shall seek thy love.
ENTER PUCK.
Hast thou the flower there? Welcome, wanderer.
PUCK
Ay, there it is.
OBERON
I pray thee give it me.
I know a bank where the wild thyme blows,
Where oxlips and nodding violet grows,
Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine,
With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine;
There sleeps Titania sometime of the night,
Lull' d in these flowers with dances and delight;
And there the snake throws her enamell' d skin,
Weed wide enough to wrap a fairy in;
And with the juice of this I'll streak her eyes,
And make her full of hateful fantasies.
Take thou some of it, and seek through this grove:
A sweet Athenian lady is in love
With a disdainful youth; anoint his eyes,
But do it when the next thing he spies
May be the lady. Thou shall know the man
By the Athenian garment he hath on.
PUCK
Fear not, my lord! your servant shall do so.
EXIT ALL
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[Scene II]

ENTER TITANIA, Queen of Fairies, with her TRAIN.

mANIA
Come now a rondel and a fairy song.

FAIRIES (Singing)
FIRST FAIRY
You spotted snakes with double tongue,
Thorny hedgehogs, be not seen,
Newts and blind-worm, do no wrong,
Come not near our fairy queen.
CHORUS
Philomele, with melody,
Sing in our sweet lullaby,
Lulla, lulla, lullaby, lulla, lulla, lullaby.
Never harm,
Nor spell, nor charm,
Come our lovely lady nigh.
So good night, with lullaby.

FIRST FAIRY
Weaving spiders, come not here;
Hence, you long-legg'd spinners, hence!
Beetles black, approach not near;
Worm nor snail, do no offense.
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CHORUS
Philomele, with melody, etc.
SECOND FAIRY
Hence, away! now all is well
One aloof stand sentinel.
EXIT FAIRIES.
(TITANIA sleeps.)

ENTER OBERON.
(OBERON squeezes the flower on TITANIA 's eyelids.)

OBERON
What thou seest when thou dost wake,
Do it for thy true-love take;
Love and languish for his sake.
Be it ounce, or cat, or bear,
Pard, or boar with bristled hair,
In thy eye that shall appear
When thou wak'st, it is thy dear;
Wake when some vile thing is near.
EXIT OBERON.
ENTER LYSANDER and HERMIA.
LYSANDER
Fair love, you faint with wand'ring in the wood;
And to speak troth I have forgot our way.
We'll rest us, Hermia, if you think it good,
And tarry for the comfort of the day.
HERMIA

Be't so, Lysander. Find you out a bed;
For I upon this bank will rest my head.
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LYSANDER
One turf shall serve as pillow for us both,
One heart, one bed, two bosoms, and one troth.
HERMIA

Nay, good Lysander; for my sake, my dear,
Lie further off yet; do not lie so near.

LYSANDER
0, take the sense, sweet, ofmy innocence!
Love takes the meaning in love's conference:
I mean, that my heart unto yours is knit,
So that but one heart we can make of it;
Two bosoms interchained with an oath,
So then two bosoms, and a single troth.
Then by your side no bed-room me deny;
For lying so, Hermia, I do not lie.
HERMIA

Lysander riddles very prettily.
Now much beshrew my manners and my pride,
If Hermia meant to say Lysander lied.
But, gentle friend, for love and courtesy,
Lie further off, in humane modesty,
Such separation as may well be said
Becomes a virtuous bachelor and a maid,
So far be distant; and good night, sweet friend.
Thy love ne'er alter till thy sweet life end!

LYSANDER
Amen, amen, to that fair prayer, say I,
And then end life when I end loyalty!
Here is my bed; sleep give thee all his rest!
HERMIA

With half that wish the wisher's eyes be press'd.
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(They sleep.)

ENTER PUCK.
PUCK
Through the forest have I gone,
But Athenian found I none,
On whose eyes I might approve
This flower's force in stirring love.
Night and silence--Who is here?
Weeds of Athens he doth wear.
This is he, my master said,
Despised the Athenian maid;
And here the maiden, sleeping sound,
On the dank and dirty ground.
Pretty soul, she durst not lie
Near this lack-love, this kill•courtesy.
Churl, upon thy eyes I throw
All the power this charm does owe.
When thou wak'st, let love forbid
Sleep his seat on thy eyelid.
So awake when I am gone,
For I must now to Oberon.
ENTER DEMETRIUS and HELENA (running).
HELENA
Stay--though thou kill me, sweet Demetrius.
DEMETRIUS
I charge thee hence, and do not haunt me thus.
HELENA
0, wilt thou darkling leave me? Do not so.
DEMETRIUS
Stay, on thy peril; I alone will go.
EXIT DEMETRIUS.
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HELENA
0, I am out of breath in this fond chase!
The more my prayer, the lesser is my grace.
Happy is Hermia, wheresoe' er she lies,
For she hath blessed and attractive eyes.
Dead, or asleep? I see no blood, no wound.
Lysander, if you live, good sir, awake.
LYSANDER (Awakening.)
And run through fire I will for thy sweet sake.
Transparent Helena, nature shows art,
That through thy bosom makes me see thy heart.
Where is Demetrius? 0, how fit a word
Is that vile name to perish on my sword!
HELENA
Do not say so, Lysander, say not so.

What though he love your Hermia? Lord, what though?
Yet Hermia still loves you; then be content.
LYSANDER
Content with Hermia? No; I do repent
The tedious minutes I with her have spent.
Not Hermia, but Helena I love.
Who will not change a raven for a dove?
HELENA
Wherefore was I to this keen mockery born?
When at your hands did I deserve this scorn?
Is't not enough, is't not enough, young man,
That I did never, no, nor never can,
Deserve a sweet look from Demetrius' eye;
But you must flout my insufficiency?
Good truth, you do me wrong (good sooth, you do)
In such disdainful manner me to woo.
But fare you well; perforce I must confess
I thought you lord of more true gentleness.
0 that a lady, of one man refus' d,
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Should of another therefore be abus'd!
EXIT HELENA
LYSANDER
She sees not Hermia. Hermia, sleep thou there,
And never mayst thou come Lysander near!
And, all my powers, address your love and might
To honor Helen and to be her knight.
EXIT Lysander.
HERMIA (Starting up)
Help me, Lysander, help me! do thy best
To pluck this crawling serpent from my breast!
Ay me, for pity! what a dream was here!
Lysander, look how I do quake with fear.
Methought a serpent eat my heart away,
And you sate smiling at his cruel prey.
Lysander! what, remov'd? Lysander! lord!
What, out of hearing gone? No sound, no word?
Alack, where are you? Speak, and if you hear;
Speak, of all loves! I swoon almost with fear.
No? then I will perceive you are not nigh:
Either death, or you, I'll find immediately.
EXIT HERMIA.
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[ACT IIl, Scene I]

ENTER QUINCE, SNUG, BOTTOM, FLUTE, SNOUT, and STARVELING
BOTTOM
Are we all met?

QUINCE
Pat, pat; and here's a marvail's convenient place for our rehearsal. This green plot shall
be our stage, this hawthorn brake our tiring-house, and we will do it in action as we will
do it before the Duke.
BOTTOM
Peter Quince!
QUINCE
What sayest thou, bully Bottom?
BOTTOM
There are things in this comedy of Pyramus and Thisby that will never please. First,
Pyramus must draw a sword to kill himself; which the ladies cannot abide. How answer
you that?
SNOUT
By'r lakin, a parlous fear.
STARVELING
I believe we must leave the killing out, when all is done.
BOTTOM
Not a whit! I have a device to make all well. Write me a prologue, and let the prologue
seem to say we will do no harm with our swords, and that Pyramus is not kill' d indeed;
and for the more better assurance, tell them that I Pyramus am not Pyramus, but Bottom
the weaver. This will put them out of fear.
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QUINCE
Well; we will have such a prologue, and it shall be written in eight and six.
BOTTOM
No, make it two more, let it be written in eight and eight.
SNOUT
Will not the ladies be afeared of the lion?
STARVELING
I fear it, I promise you.
BOTTOM
Masters, you ought to consider with yourselves to bring in (God shield us!) a lion among
ladies, is a most dreadful thing; for there is not a more fearful wild-foul than your lion
living; and we ought to look to't.
SNOUT
Therefore another prologue must tell he is not a lion.
BOTTOM
Nay; you must name his name, and half his face must be seen through the lion's neck,
and he himself must speak through, saying thus, or to the same defect: "Ladies," or "Fair
ladies, I would wish you," or "I would request you," or "I would entreat you, not to fear,
not to tremble: my life for yours. If you think I come hither as a lion, it were pity of my
life. No! I am no such thing; I am a man as other men are"; and there indeed let him
name his name, and tell them plainly he is Snug the joiner.
QUINCE
Well; it shall be so. But there is two hard things: that is, to bring the moonlight into a
chamber; for you know, Pyramus and Thisby meet by moonlight.
SNOUT
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Doth the moon shine that night we play our play?
BOTTOM
A calendar, a calendar! Look at the almanac. Find out moonshine, find out moonshine.

QUINCE
Yes, it doth shine that night.
BOTTOM
Why then may you leave a casement of the great chamber window (where we play) open;
and the moon may shine in at the casement.

QUINCE
Ay; or else one must come in with a bush of thorns and a lantern, and say he comes to
disfigure, or to present, the person of Moonshine. Then, there is another thing: we must
have a wall in the great chamber, for Pyramus and Thisby (says the story) did talk though
the chink of a wall.
SNOUT
You can never bring in a wall. What say you, Bottom?
BOTTOM
Some man or other must present Wall; and let him have some plaster, or some loam, or
some rough-cast about him, to signify wall; or let him hold his fingers thus, and through
that cranny shall Pyramus and Thisby whisper.

QUINCE
If that may be, then all is well. Come, sit down, every mother's son, and rehearse your
parts. Pyramus, you begin. When you have spoken your speech, enter into that brake;
and so every one according to his cue.
ENTER PUCK (Stands behind the mechanics)
PUCK
What hempen home-spuns have we swagg'ring here,
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So near the cradle of the Fairy Queen?
What, a play toward? I'll be an auditor,
An actor too perhaps, if I see cause.

QUINCE
Speak, Pyramus. Thisby, stand forth.
BOTTOM
"Thisby, the flowers of odious savors sweet:--

QUINCE
Odorous, odorous.
BOTTOM
"-- odors savors sweet;
So hath thy breath, my dearest Thisby dear.
But hark; a voice! Stay thou but here a while,
And by and by I will to thee appear."
EXIT BOTTOM.
PUCK
A stranger Pyramus than e'er played here.
EXITS PUCK.

FLUTE
Must I speak now?

QUINCE
Ay, marry, must you; for you must understand he goes but to see a noise that he heard,
and is to come again.

FLUTE
"Most radiant Pyramus, most lily-white of hue,
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Of color like the red rose on triumphant brier,
Most brisky juvenal, and eke most lovely Jew,
As true as truest horse, that yet would never tire,
rn meet thee, Pyramus, at Ninny's tomb."
QUINCE
"Ninus' tomb," man. Why, you must not speak that yet. That you answer to Pyramus.
You speak all your parts at once, cues and all. Pyramus, enter. Your cue is past~ it is
"never tire."
FLUTE
0 - "As true as truest horse, that yet would never tire."
ENTER PUCK and BOTTOM, with an ass's head.
BOTTOM
"Ifl were fair, Thisby, I were only thine."
QUINCE
0 monstrous! 0 strange! We are haunted Pray, masters, fly, masters! Help!
EXIT QUINCE, SNUG, FLUTE, SNOUT, and STARVELING.
PUCK
I'll follow you. rll Iead you about a round,
Through bog, through bush, through brake, through brier:
Sometimes a horse I'll be, some times a hound,
A hog, a headless bear, sometimes a fire,
And neigh, and bark, and grunt, and roar, and burn,
Like horse, hound, hog, bear, fire, at every turn.
EXIT PUCK.
BOTTOM
Why do they all run away? This is a knavery of them to make me afeard.
ENTER SNOUT.
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SNOUT
0 Bottom, thou art chang' d! What do I see on thee?

BOTTOM
What do you see? You see an ass-head of your own, do you?
EXIT SNOUT.
ENTER QUINCE.
QUINCE
Bless thee, Bottom, bless thee! Thou art translated.
EXIT QUINCE.
BOTTOM
I see their knavery. This is to make an ass of me, to fright me, if they could; but I will
not stir from this place, do what they can. I will walk up and down here, and I will sing,

that they shall hear I am not afraid.
(Sings)
The woosel cock so black of hue,
With orange-tawny bill,
The throstle with his note so true,
The wren with little quill --

m ANIA (Awakening)
What angel wakes me from my flow'ry bed?
BOTTOM (Sings)
The finch, the sparrow, and the lark,
The plain-song cuckoo grey,
Whose note full many a man doth mark,
And dare not answer nay -
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TITANIA

I pray thee, gentle mortal, sing again.
Mine ear is much enamored of thy note;
So is mine eye enthralled to thy shape;
And thy fair virtue's force (perforce) doth move me
On the first view to say, to swear, I love thee.

BOTTOM
Methinks, mistress, you should have little reason for that. And yet, to say the truth,
reason and love keep little company together now-a-days. The more the pity that some
honest neighbors will not make them friends. Nay, I can gleek upon occasion.
TITANIA
Thou art as wise as thou art beautiful.
BOTTOM
Not so, neither; but if I had wit enough to get out of this wood, I have enough to serve
mine own tum.
TITANIA
Out of this wood do not desire to go;
Thou shalt remain here, whether thou wilt or no.
I am a spirit of no common rate;
The summer still doth tend upon my state;
And I do love thee; therefore go with me.
I'll give thee fairies to attend on thee;
Peaseblossom! Cobweb! Moth! and Mustard.seed!
ENTER PEASEBLOSSOM, COBWEB, MOTH, and MUSTARDSEED.
PEASEBLOSSOM
Ready.
COBWEB
Andi.
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MOTH
Andl.
MUSTARDSEED
AndI.
ALL FAIRIES
Where shall we go?
TITANIA
Be kind and courteous to this gentleman,
Hop in his walks and gambol in his eyes;
Feed him with apricots and dewberries,
With the purple grapes, green figs, and mulberries;
The honey-bags steal from the humble-bees,
And for night-tapers crop their waxen thighs,
And light them at the fiery glow-worm's eyes,
To have my love to bed and to arise;
And pluck the wings from painted butterflies,
To fan the moonbeams from his sleeping eyes.
Nod to him, elves, and do him courtesies.
ALL FAIRIES
Hail, mortal, hail, hail, hail.
BOTTOM
I cry your worships mercy, heartily. I beseech your warship's name.

COBWEB
Cobweb.
BOTTOM
I shall desire you of more acquaintance, good Master Cobweb. Ifl cut my finger, I shall
make bold with you. Your name, honest gentleman?
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PEASEBLOSSOM
Peaseblossom.

BOTTOM
I pray you commend me to Mistress Squash, your mother, and to Master Peascod, your
father. Good Master Peaseblossom, I shall desire you of more acquaintance too. Your
name, I beseech you, sir?

MUSTARDSEED
Mustardseed.
BOTTOM
Good Master Mustardseed, I know your patience well. I promise you your kindred hath
made my eyes water ere now. I desire you of more acquaintance, good Master
Mustardseed.
TITANIA
Come wait upon him; lead him to my bower.
The moon methinks looks with a wat'ry eye;
And when she weeps, weeps every little flower,
Lamenting some enforced chastity.
Tie up my lover's tongue, bring him silently.
EXIT ALL
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[Scene Il]

ENTER OBERON
OBERON
I wonder if Titania be awak'd;
Then what it was that next came in her eye,
Which she must dote on in extremity.

ENTER PUCK.
Here comes my messenger. How now, mad spirit?
What night-rule now about this haunted grove?

PUCK
My mistress with a monster is in love.
Near to her close and consecrated bower,
While she was in her dull and sleeping hour,
A crew of patches, rude mechanicals,
That work for bread upon Athenian stalls,
Were met together to rehearse a play
Intended for great Theseus' nuptial day.
The shallowest thick-skin of that barren sort,
Who Pyramus presented, in their sport,
Forsook his scene, and ent'red in a brake;
When I did him at this advantage take,
An ass's nole I fixed on his head.
When in that moment (so it came to pass)
Titania wak' d and straightway lov' d an ass.

OBERON
This falls out better than I could devise.
But hast thou yet latch'd the Athenian's eyes
With the love-juice, as I did bid thee do?

PUCK
I took him sleeping (that is finish' d too)
And the Athenian woman by his side;
That when he wak' d, of force she must be ey' d.
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ENTER DEMETRIUS and HERMIA.
OBERON
Stand close; this is the same Athenian.
PUCK
This is the woman; but not this the man.
DEMETRIUS

0, why rebuke you him that loves you so?
Lay breath so bitter on your bitter foe.
HERMIA

Now I but chide; but I should use thee worse
For thou (I fear) hast given me cause to curse.
HERMIA
What's this to my Lysander? Where is he?
Ah, good Demetrius, wilt thou give him me?
DEMETRIUS
I had rather give his carcass to my hounds.
HERMIA

Out, dog, out, cur! thou driv'st me past the bound
Of maiden's patience. Hast thou slain him then?
Henceforth be never numb'red among men!
0, once tell true; tell true, even for my sake!
DEMETRIUS
You spend your passion on a mispris' d mood.
I am not guilty ofLysander's blood;
Nor is he dead, for aught that I can tell.
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HERMIA
I pray thee, tell me then that he is well.
DEMETRIUS
And ifl could, what should I get therefore?
HERMIA
A privilege never to see me more.
And from thy hated presence part I do:
See me no more, whether he be dead or no.
EXIT Hermia.
DEMETRIUS
There is no following her in this fierce vein.
Here therefore for a while I will remain.

(Lies down and sleeps)

OBERON
What hast thou done? thou hast mistaken quite,
And laid the love-juice on some true-love's sight.
About the wood go swifter than the wind,
And Helena of Athens look thou find.
All fancy-sick she is and pale of cheer
With signs of love, that costs the fresh blood dear.
By some illusion see thou bring her here.
I'll charm his eyes against she do appear.
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PUCK
I go, I go, look how I go,
Swifter than arrow from the Tartar's bow.
EXIT PUCK.
OBERON
Flower of this purple dye,
Hit with Cupid's archery,
Sink in apple of his eye.
When his love he doth espy,
Let her shine so gloriously
As the Venus of the sky.
When thou wak' st, if she be by,
Beg of her for remedy.
ENTER PUCK.
PUCK
Captain of our fairy band,
Helena is here at hand,
And the youth mistook by me,
Pleading for a lover's fee.
Shall we their fond pageant see?
Lord, what fools these mortals be!
OBERON
Stand aside! The noise they make
Will cause Demetrius to awake.
PUCK
Then will two at once woo one;
That must needs be sport alone.
And those things do best please me
That befall prepost'rously.
ENTER LYSANDER and HELENA
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LYSANDER
Why should you think that I should woo in scorn?
Scorn and derision never came in tears.
Look when I vow, I weep; and vow's so born,
In their nativity all truth appears.
How can these things in me seem scorn to you,
Bearing the badge of faith to prove them true?
HELENA
You do advance your cunning more and more;
When truth kills truth, 0 devilish-holy fray!
These vows are Hermia's. Will you give her o'er?
Weigh oath with oath, and you will nothing weigh.
Your vows to her and me, put in two scales,
Will even weigh, and both as light as tales.
LYSANDER
I had no judgement when to her I swore.
HELENA
Nor none, in my mind, now you give her o'er.
LYSANDER
Demetrius loves her; and he loves not you.
DEMETRIUS (Awakening)
0 Helen, goddess, nymph, perfect, divine!
To what my love, shall I compare thine eyne?
Crystal is muddy. 0, how ripe in show
Thy lips, those kissing cherries, tempting grow!
This princess of pure white, this seal of bliss!

HELENA

0 spite! 0 hell! I see you all are bent
To set against me for your merriment.
If you were civil and knew courtesy,
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You would not do me thus much injury.
Can you not hate me, as I know you do,
But you must join in souls to mock me too?
If you were men, as men you are in show,
You would not use a gentle lady so;
To vow, and swear, and superpraise my parts,
When I am sure you hate me with your hearts.
You both are rivals and love Hermia
And both conspire to mock poor Helena.
LYSANDER
You are unkind, Demetrius; be not so;
For you love Hermia; this you know I know.
And here, with all good will, with all my heart,
In Hermia's love I yield you up my part;
And yours of Helena to me bequeath,
Whom I do love, and will do till my death.
HELENA
Never did mockers waste more idle breath.
DEMETRIUS
Lysander, keep thy Hermia; I will none.
If e're I lov' d her, all that love is gone.
My heart to her but as guest-wise sojourn' d,
And now to Helen is it home return' d,
There to remain.
LYSANDER
Helen, it is not so.
DEMETRIUS
Disparage not the faith thou dost not know,
Lest, to thy peril, thou aby it dear.
Look where thy love comes; yonder is thy dear.
ENTER HERMIA
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HERMIA

Dark night, that from the eye his function takes,
The ear more quick of apprehension makes;
Wherein it doth impair the seeing sense,
It pays the hearing double recompense.
Thou art not mine eye, Lysander, found;
Mine ear, I thank it, brought me to thy sound
But why unkindly didst thou leave me so?
LYSANDER
Why should he stay, whom love doth press to go?
HERMIA

What love could press Lysander from my side?
LYSANDER
Lysander' love, that would not let him bide-Fair Helena! who more engilds the night
Than all yon fiery oes and eyes of light.
Why seek'st thou me? could not this make thee know,
The hate I bare thee made me leave thee so?
HERMIA

You speak not as you think. It cannot be.
HELENA
Lo! she is one of this confederacy.

Now I perceive, they have conjoin' d all three
To fashion this false sport, in spite of me.
Injurious Hermia, most ungrateful maid!
Have you conspire'd, have you with these contriv'd
To bait me with this foul derision?
Is all the counsel that we two have shar' d,
The sisters' vows, the hours that we have spent,
When we have chid the hasty-footed time
For parting us- 0, is all forgot?
And will you rent our ancient love asunder,
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To join with men in scorning your poor friend?
It is not friendly; 'tis not maidenly.
Our sex, as well as I, may chide you for it,
Though I alone do feel the injury.

HERMIA

I am amazed at your passionate words.
I scorn you not; it seems that you scorn me.
HELENA
Have you not set Lysander, as in scorn,
To follow me and praise my eyes and face?
And made your other love, Demetrius
(Who even but now did spurn me with his foot),
To call me goddess, nymph, divine and rare,
Precious, celestial? Wherefore speaks he this
To her he hates? And wherefore doth Lysander
Deny your love (so rich within his soul)
And tender me (forsooth) affection,
But by your setting on, by your consent?
What though I be not so in grace as you,
So hung upon with love, so fortunate
(But miserable most, to love, unlov' d)?
This you should pity rather than despise.

HERMIA

I understand not what you mean by this.
HELENA
Ay, do! persevere, counterfeit sad looks,
Make mouths upon me when I tum my back,
Wink each at other, hold the sweet jest up;
This sport, well carried, shall be chronicled.
If you have any pity, grace, or manners,
You would not make me such an argument.
But fare ye well; 'tis partly my own fault,
Which death, or absence, soon shall remedy.
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LYSANDER
Stay, gentle Helena~ hear my excuse,
My love, my life, my soul, fair Helena!
HELENA
0 excellent!
HERMIA

Sweet, do not scorn her so.
DEMETRIUS
If she cannot entreat, I can compel.

LYSANDER
Thou canst compel no more than she entreat.
Thy threats have no more strength than her weak prays.
Helen, I love thee, by my life I do!
I swear by that which I will lose for thee,
To prove him false that says I love thee not.
DEMETRIUS
I say I love thee more than he can do.
LYSANDER
If thou say so, withdraw, and prove it too.

DEMETRIUS
Come, quick!
HERMIA
Lysander, whereto tends all this?
LYSANDER
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Away, you Ethiop!
DEMETRIUS
No, no; he'll
Seem to break loose-take on as you would follow,
But yet come not. You are a tame man, go!
LYSANDER
Hang off, thou cat, thou bur! Vile thing, let loose;
Or I will shake thee from me like a serpent!
HERMIA
Why are you grown so rude? What change is this,
Sweet love?
LYSANDER
Thy love? Out, tawny Tartar, out!
Out, loathed med'cine! 0 hated potion, hence!
HERMIA

Do you not jest?
HELENA
Yes, sooth; and so do you.
LYSANDER
Demetrius, I will keep my word with thee.
DEMETRIUS
I would I had your bond, for I perceive
A weak bond hold you. I'll not trust your word.
LYSANDER
What? should I hurt her, strike her, kill her dead?
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Although I hate her, I'll not harm her so.
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HERMIA
What? can you do me greater harm than hate?
Hate me, wherefore? 0 me, what news, my love!
Arn I not Hermia? Are not you Lysander?
I am as fair now as I was erewhile.
Since night you lov' d me; yet since night you left me:
Why then, you left me (0, the gods forbid!)
In earnest, shall I say?
LYSANDER
Ay, by my life;
And never did desire to see thee more.
Therefore be out of hope, of questions, of doubt;
Be certain! nothing truer; 'tis no jest
That I do hate thee, and love Helena.
HERMIA

0 me, you juggler, you canker-blossom,
You thief of love! What, have you come by night
And stol'n my love's heart from him?
HELENA
Fine, i'faith!
Have you no modesty, no maiden shame,
No touch of bashfulness? What, will you tear
Impatient answers from my gentle tongue?
Fie, fie, you counterfeit, you puppet, you!
HERMIA

"Puppet"? Why so? Ay, that way goes the game.
Now I perceive that she hath made compare
Between our statures: she hath urged her height,
And with her personage, her tall personage,
Her height, forsooth, she hath prevail' d with him
And are you grown so high in his esteem,
Because I am so dwarfish and so low?
How low am I, thou painted maypole? Speak!
How low am I? I am not yet so low
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But that my nails can reach unto thine eyes.
HELENA
I pray you, though you mock me, gentlemen,
I have no gift at all in shrewishness;
I am a right maid for my cowardice.
Let her not strike me. You perhaps may think,
Because she is something lower than myself,
That I can match her.
HERMIA
"Lower" hark again.
HELENA
Good Hermia, do not be so bitter with me.
I evermore did love you, Hermia,
Did ever keep your counsels, never wrong' d you;
Save that, in love unto Demetrius,
I told him of your stealth unto this wood.
He followed you; for love I followed him.
But he hath chid me hence, and threat'ned me
To strike me, spurn me, nay, to kill me too.
And now, so you will let me quiet go,
To Athens will I bear my folly back,
And follow you no further. Let me go.
You see how simple and how fond I am.
HERMIA
Why, get you gone. Who is't that hinders you?
HELENA
A foolish heart, that I leave here behind.
HERMIA
What with Lysander?
HELENA
With Demetrius.
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LYSANDER
Be not afraid, she shall not harm thee, Helena.
DEMETRIUS
No sir; she shall not, though you take her part.
HELENA
0, when she is angry, she is keen and shrewd!
She was a vixen when she went to school;
And though she is but little, she is fierce.

HERMIA
"Little" again? Nothing but "low" and "little"?
Why will you suffer her to flout me thus?
Let me come to her.
LYSANDER
Get you gone, you dwarf;
You minimus, ofhind'ring knot-grass made;
You bead, you acorn.
DEMETRIUS
Let her alone; speak not of Helena,
Take not her part. For if though dost intend
Never so little show of love to her,
Thou shalt aby it.
LYSANDER
Now she holds me not;
Now follow, if thou dar'st to try whose right,
Of thine or mine, is most in Helena.
DEMETRIUS
Follow? Nay; I'll go with thee, cheek by jowl.
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EXIT LYSANDER AND DEMETRIUS.
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HERMIA
You, mistress, all this coil is long of you.
Nay, go not back.
HELENA
I will not trust you, I,
Nor longer stay in your curst company.
Your hands than mine are quicker for a fray;
My legs are longer though, to ran way.
EXIT HELENA
HERMIA
I am amaz' d, and know not what to say.
EXIT HERMIA.
OBERON
This is thy negligence. Still thou mistak'st,
Or else commit' st thy knaveries willfully.

PUCK
Believe me, king of shadows, I mistook.
Did not you tell me I should know the man
By the Athenian garments he had on?
OBERON
Thou seest these lovers seek a place to fight;
Hie therefore, Robin, overcast the night;
The starry welkin cover thee anon
With dropping fog as black as Acheron,
And lead these testy rivals so astray
As one comes not within another's way.
Like to Lysander sometimes frame thy tongue;
Then stir Demetrius up with bitter wrong;
And sometimes rail thou like Demetrius;
And from each other look thou lead them thus,
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Till o'er their brows death counterfeiting sleep
With leaden legs and batty wings doth creep.
Then crush this herb into Lysander's eye;
Whose liquor hath this virtuous property,
To take from thence all error with his might,
And make his eyeballs roll with wonted sight.
When they next wake, all this derision
Shall seem a dream and fruitless vision,
And back to Athens shall the lovers wend
With league whose date till death shall never end.
Whiles I in this affair do thee employ,
I' 11 to my queen and beg her Indian boy;
And then I will her charmed eye release
From monster's view, and all things shall be peace.

PUCK
My fairy lord, this must be done with haste,
For Night's swift dragons cut the clouds full fast,
OBERON
But notwithstanding, haste, make no delay;
We may effect this business yet ere day.
EXIT OBERON.

PUCK
Up and down, up and down,
I will lead them up and down'
I am fear' d in field and town.
Goblin, lead them up and down.
Here comes one.
ENTER LYSANDER
LYSANDER
Where art thou, proud Demetrius? Speak thou now.

PUCK
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Here, villain, drawn and ready. Where art thou?
LYSANDER
I will be with you straight.
PUCK
Follow me then
To plainer ground.
EXIT LYSANDER (As following the voice)
ENTER DEMETRIUS.
DEMETRIUS
Lysander, speak again!
Thou runaway, thou coward, art thou fled?
Speak! In some bush? Where dost thou hide they head?
PUCK
Thou coward, art thou bragging to the stars,
Telling the bushes that thou look'st for wars,
He is defil' d that draws a sword on thee.
DEMETRIUS
Yea, art thou there?
PUCK
Follow my voice; we'll try no manhood here.
EXIT DEMETRIUS and PUCK. ENTER LYSANDER.
LYSANDER
He goes before me, and still dares me on.
When I come where he calls, then he is gone.
The villain is much lighter-heel'd than I;
I followed fast, but faster he did fly,
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That fallen am I in dark uneven way,
And here will rest me.

(Lies down)
Come, thou gentle day!
For if but once thou show me thy grey light,
I'll find Demetrius and revenge this spite.
(Sleeps)
ENTER PUCK and DEMETRIUS.
PUCK
Ho, ho, ho! Coward, why com'st thou not?
DEMETRIUS
Abide me, if thou dar' st; for well I wot
Thou run'st before me, shifting every place,
And dar' st not stand, nor look me in the face.
Where art thou now?
PUCK
Come hither; I am here.
DEMETRIUS
Nay then thou mock'st me. Thou shalt buy this dear,
If ever I thy face by daylight see.
Now, go thy way. Faintness constraineth me
To measure out my length on this cold bed.
By day's approach look to be visited.

(Lies down and sleeps)
ENTER HELENA
HELENA
0 weary night, 0 long and tedious night,
Abate thy hours! shine, comforts, from the east,
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That I may back to Athens by daylight,
From these that my poor company detest.
And sleep, that sometimes shuts up sorrow's eye,
Steal me a while from mine own company.
(Lies down and sleeps)

PUCK
Yet but three? Come one more;
Two of both kinds makes up four.
ENTER HERMIA

Here she comes, curst and sad.
Cupid is a knavish lad,
Thus to make poor females mad.
HERMIA

Here will I rest me till the break of day.
Heavens shield Lysander, if they mean a fray!
(Lies down and sleeps)

PUCK
On the ground,
Sleep sound;
I'll apply,
To your eye,
Gentle lover, remedy.
(Squeezes the juice on Lysander 's eyes)

When thou wak'st,
Thou tak'st
True delight
In the sight
Of thy former lady's eye;
And the country proverb known
Is that every man should take his own,
In your waking shall be shown.
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Jack shall have Jill;
Nought shall go ill:
The man shall have his mare again, and all shall be well.

EXIT PUCK.
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[ACT IV, Scene I]
ENTER TITANIA, BOTTOM, and Fairies (PEASEBLOSSOM, COBWEB,
MOTH, MUSTARDSEED, and others attending. ENTER OBERON (Behind them,
unseen).
TITANIA
Come sit thee down upon this flow'ry bed,
While I thy amiable checks do coy,
And stick musk-roses in thy sleek smooth head,
And kiss thy fair large ears, my gentle joy.
BOTTOM
Where's Peaseblossom?
PEASEBLOSSOM
Ready.
BOTTOM
Scratch my head, Peaseblossom. Where's Mounsieur Cobweb?
COBWEB
Ready.
BOTTOM
Mounsieur Cobweb, good mounsieur, get you your weapons in your hand, and kill me a
red-hi pp' d humble-bee on the top of a thistle, and, good mounsieur, bring me the honeybag. Do not fret yourself too much in the action, mounsieur~ and, good mounsieur, have
a care the honey-bag break not, I would be loath to have you overflowen with a honeybag, signior. Where's Mounsieur Mustardseed?
MUSTARDSEED
Ready.
BOTTOM
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Give me your hand, Mounsieur Mustardseed. Pray you, leave your curtsy, good
mouns1eur.
MUSTARDSEED
What's your will?
BOTTOM
Nothing, good mounsieur, but to help Cavalery Cobwell to scratch. I must to the
barber's, mounsieur; for methinks I am marvail' s hairy about the face; and I am such a
tender ass, if my hair do but tickle me, I must scratch.
TITANIA
What, wilt thou hear some music, my sweet love?
BOTTOM
I have a reasonable good ear in music. Let's have the tongs and the bones.
(Music. Tongs. Rural music.)

TITANIA
Or say, sweet love, what thou desirest to eat.

BOTTOM
Truly, a peck of provender; I could munch your good dry oats. Methinks I have a great
desire to a bottle of hay. Good hay, sweet hay, hath no fellow.
TITANIA
I have a venturous fairy that shall seek
The squirrel's hoard, and fetch thee new nuts.
BOTTOM
I had rather have a handful or two of dried peas. But, I pray you, let none of your people
stir me; I have an exposition of sleep come upon me.
TITANIA
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Sleep thou, and I will wind thee in my arms.
Fairies, be gone, and be all ways away.
EXIT FAIRIES.
So doth the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle
Gently entwist; the female ivy so
Enrings the barky fingers of the elm.
0, how I love thee! how I dote on thee.
(They sleep)

ENTER PUCK.
OBERON (Advancing)
Welcome, good Robin. Seest thou this sweet sight?
Her dotage now I do begin to pity.
When I had at my pleasure taunted her,
And she in mild terms begg' d my patience,
I then did ask of her her changeling child~
Which straight she gave me, and her fairy sent
To bear him to my bower in fairy land.
And now I have the boy, I will undo
This hateful imperfection of her eyes.
And, gentle Puck, take this transformed scalp
From off the head of this Athenian swain,
That he, awakening when the others do,
May all to Athens back again repair,
And think no more ofthis night's accidents
But as the fierce vexation of a dream.
But first I will release the Fairy Queen.
(Touching her eyes)

Be thou as thou wast wont to be;
See as thou wast wont to see.
Dian's bud o'er Cupid's flower
Hath such force and blessed power.
Now, my Titania, wake you, my sweet queen.
TITANIA
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My Oberon, what visions have I seen!
Methought I was enamor' d of an ass.
OBERON
There lies your love.
TITANIA
How came these things to pass?
0, how mine eyes do loathe his visage now!
OBERON
Silence a while. Robin, take off this head.
Titania, music call and strike more dead
Than common sleep of all these five the sense.
TITANIA
Music, ho, music, such as charmeth sleep!
(Music, still)

PUCK
Now, when thou wak'st with thine own fool's eyes peep.
OBERON
Sound, music! (Louder music) Come, my queen, take hands with me,
And rock the ground whereon these sleepers be.
Now thou and I are new in amity,
And will to-morrow midnight solemnly
Dance in Duke Theseus' house triumphantly,
And bless it to all fair prosperity.
There shall the pairs of faithful lovers be
Wedded with Theseus, all injollity.

PUCK
Fairy King, attend and mark;
I do hear the morning lark.
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OBERON
Then, my queen, in silence sad,
Trip we after night's shade.
We the globe can compass soon,
Swifter than the wand'ring moon.
TITANIA
Come, my lord, and in our flight,
Tell me how it came this night
That I sleeping here was found,
With these mortals on the ground.
EXIT PUCK, OBERON, and TITANIA. (The sound of a wind horn) ENTER
THESUS, HIPPOL YTA, EGEUS, and all his TRAIN.
THESEUS
Go, one of you, find out the forester,
For now our observation is perform'd,
And since we have the vaward of the day,
My love shall hear the music of my hounds.
Uncouple in the western valley, let them go.
Dispatch, I say, and find the forester.
EXIT an ATTENDANT

HIPPOLYTA
I was with Hercules and Cadmus once,
When in a wood of Crete they bay' d the bear
With hounds of Sparta. Never did I hear
Such gallant chiding; I never heard
So musical a discord, such sweet thunder.
THESUS
But soft! What nymphs are these?
EGEUS
My lord, this' my daughter here asleep,
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And this Lysander, this Demetrius is,
This Helena, old Nedar's Helena.
l wonder of their being here together.

THESEUS
No doubt they rose up early to observe
The rite of May~ and hearing our intent,
Came here in grace of our solemnity.
But speak, Egeus, is not this the day
That Hermia should give answer of her choice?

EGEUS
It is, my lord.
THESEUS
Go, bid the huntsmen wake them with their horns.
EXIT an ATTENDANT.
(Sound of wind horns. They all start up.)

Good morrow, friends. Saint Valentine is past;
Begin these wood-birds but to couple now?
LYSANDER
Pardon, my lord.
( They kneel)

THESEUS
I pray you all, stand up.
I know you two are rival enemies.
How comes this gentle concord in the world,
That hatred is so far from jealousy
To sleep by hate and fear no enmity?
LYSANDER
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My lord, I shall reply amazedly,
Half asleep, half waking; but, as yet, I swear,
I cannot truly say how I came here.
But, as I think--for truly would I speak,
And now I do bethink me, so it isl came with Hermia hither. Our intent
Was to be gone from Athens, where we might,
Without the peril of Athenian law-EGEUS
Enough, enough, my lord you have enough.
I beg the law, the law, upon his head.
DEMETRIUS
My lord, fair Helen told me of their stealth,
Of this their purpose hither to this wood,
And I in fury hither followed them,
Fair Helena in fancy following me.
But, my good lord, I wot not by what power
(But by some power it is), my love to Hermia
(Melted as the snow) seems to me now
As the remembrance of an idle dream,
Which in my childhood I did dote upon;
And all the faith, the virtue of my heart,
The object and the pleasure of mine eye,
Is only Helena.
THESEUS
Fair lovers, you are fortunately met;
Of this discourse we more will hear anon.
Egeus, I will overbear your will;
For in the temple, by and by, with us
These couples shall eternally be knit.
Away with us to Athens. Three and three,
We'll hold a feast in great solemnity.
Come, Hippolyta.
EXIT THESEUS, HIPPOL YTA, EGEUS, and TRAIN.
DEMETRIUS
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These things seem small and undistinguishable,
Like far-off mountains turned into clouds.

HERMIA
Methinks I see these things with parted eye,
When every thing seems double.
HELENA
So methinks;
And I have found Demetrius like a jewel,
Mine own, and not mine own.
DEMETRIUS
Are you sure
That we are awake? It seems to me
That yet we sleep, we dream. Do not you think
The Duke was here, and bid us follow him?

HERMIA
Yea, and my father.
HELENA
And Hippolyta.
LYSANDER
And he did bid us follow to the temple.
DEMETRIUS
Why then, we are awake. Let's follow him,
And by the way let's recount our dreams.
EXIT HERMIA, HELENA, LYSANDER, and DEMETRIUS
BOTTOM (Awakening)
When my cue comes, call me, and I will answer. My next is, "Most fair Pyramus."
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Heigh-ho! Peter Quince! Flute the bellows-mender! Snout the Tinker! Starvelingt
God's my life, stol'n hence, and left me asleep! I have had a most rare vision. I have
had a dream, past the wit of man to say what dream it was. Man is but an ass, if he go
about t' expound this dream. Methought I was - there is no man can tell what.
Methought I was, and methought I had- but man is but a patch'd fool, ifhe will offer to
say what methought I had. The eye of man hath not heard, the ear of man hath not seen,
man's hand is not able to taste, his tongue to conceive, nor his heart to report, what my
dream was. I will get Peter Quince to write a ballet of this dream. It shall be call'd
"Bottom's Dream," because it hath no bottom; and I will sing it in the latter end of a
play, before the Duke.
EXIT BOTTOM.
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[Scene II]
ENTER QUINCE, FLUTE, and the rabble (SNOUT and STARVELING).
QUINCE
Have you sent to Bottom's house? Is he come home yet?
STARVELING
He cannot be heard of. Out of doubt he is transported.
FLUTE

If he come not, then the play is marr' d. It goes not forward, doth it?
QUINCE
It is not possible. You have not a man in all Athens able to discharge Pyramus but he.
FLUTE
No, he hath simply the best wit of any handicraft man in Athens.
QUINCE
Yea, and the best person too; and he is a very paramour for a sweet voice.
FLUTE
You must say "paragon." A paramour is (God bless us!) a thing of naught.
ENTER SNUG the Joiner.
SNUG
Masters, the Duke is coming from the temple, and there is two or three lords and ladies
more married. If our sport had gone forward, we had all been made men.
FLUTE

0 sweet bully Bottom! Thus hath he lost sixpence a day during his life; he could not
have scap'd sixpence a day. And the Duke had not given him sixpence a day for playing
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Pyramus, I'll be hang'd. He would have deserv'd it. Sixpence a day in Pyramus, or
nothing.
ENTER BOTTOM.
BOTTOM
Where are these lads? Where are those hearts?
QUINCE
Bottom! 0 most courageous day! 0 most happy hour!
(And here there was much rejoicing.)

BOTTOM
Masters, I am to discourse wonders; but ask me not what; for if I tell you, I am no true
Athenian. I will tell you every thing, right as it fell out.
QUINCE
Let us hear, sweet Bottom.
BOTTOM
Not a word ofme. All that I will tell you is, that the Duke hath din'd. Get your apparel
together, good strings to your beards, new ribands to your pumps; meet presently at the
palace; every man look o'er his part; for the short and the long is, our play is preferr'd.
In any case, let Thisby have clean linen; and let not him that plays the lion pare his nails,
for they shall hang out for the lion's claws. And, most dear actors, eat no onions nor
garlic, for we are to utter sweet breath; and I do not doubt but to hear them say, it is a
sweet comedy. No more words. Away, go, away!
ALL EXIT.
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[ACT V, Scene I]
ENTER THESEUS, HIPPOL YTA, and PIIlLOSTRATE, with lords and
attendants.
HIPPOLYTA
'Tis strange, my Theseus, that these lovers speak of
THESEUS
More strange than true. I never may believe
These antic fables, nor these fairy toys.
HIPPOLYTA
But all the story of the night told over,
And all their minds, transfigur'd so together,
More witnesseth than fancy's images,
And grows to something of great constancy;
But how soever, strange and admirable.
ENTER LYSANDE~ DEMETRIUS, HERMIA, and HELENA
THESEUS
Here comes the lovers, full of joy and mirth.
Joy, gentle friends, joy and fresh days of love
Accompany your hearts!
LYSANDER
More than to us
Wait in your royal walks, your board, your bed!
THESEUS
Come now; what masques, what dances shall we have,
To wear away this long age of three hours
Between our after-supper and bed-time?
Where is our usual manager of mirth?
What revels are in hand? Is there no play
To ease the anguish of a torturing hour?
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Call Philostrate.

PHILOSTRATE
Here, mighty Theseus.
THESEUS
Say, what abridgment have you for this evening?
What masque? what music? How shall we beguile
The lazy time, if not with some delight?

PHILOSTRATE
There is a brief how many sports are ripe.
Make choice of which your Highness will see first. (Gives a paper)
THESEUS (Reads)
"The battle with the Centaurs, to be sung
By an Athenian eunuch to the harp."
We'll none of that: that have I told my love,
In glory of my kinsman Hercules.
"The riot of the tipsy Baccanals,
Tearing the Thracian singer in their rage."
That is an old device; and it was play'd
When I from Thebes came last a conqueror.
"The thrice three Muses mourning for the death
Of Learning, late deceas'd in beggary."
That is some satire, keen and critical,
Not sorting with a nuptial ceremony.
"A tedious brief scene of young Pyramus
And his love This by; very tragical mirth."
Merry and tragical? Tedious and brief?
That is hot ice and wondrous strange snow.
How shall we find the concord of this discord!

PHILOSTRATE
A play there is, my lord, some ten words long,
Which is as brief as I have known a play;
But by ten words, my lord, it is too long,
Which makes it tedious; for in all the play
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There is not one word apt, one player fitted.
And tragical, my noble lord, it is;
For Pyramus therein doth kill himself;
Which when I saw rehears'd, I must confess,
Made mine eyes water; but more merry tears
The passion of loud laughter never shed.
THESEUS
What are they that do play it?
PHILOSTRATE
Hard-handed men that work in Athens here,
Which never labor' d in their minds till now,
And now have toiled their unbreathed memories
With this same play, against your nuptials.
THESEUS
And we will hear it.
PHILOSTRATE
No, my noble lord,
It is not for you. I have heard it over
And it is nothing, nothing in the world.
THESEUS
I will hear that play;
For never any thing can be amiss,
When simpleness and duty tender it.
Go bring them in; and take your places, ladies.
EXIT PHILOSTRATE.
The kinder we, to give them thanks for nothing.
ENTER PIDLOSTRATE.
PHILOSTRATE
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So please your Grace, the Prologue is address' d.
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THESEUS
Let him approach.

(Flourish of trumpets)
ENTER QUINCE (for the PROLOGUE)
PROLOGUE

If we offend, it is with our good will.
That you should think, we come not to offend,
But with good will. To show our simple skill,
That is the true beginning of our end.
Consider then, we come but in despite.
We do not come, as minding to content you,
Our true intent is. All for your delight
We are not here. That you should here repent you,
The actors are at hand; and, by their show,
You shall know all, that you are like to know.
THESEUS
This fellow doth not stand upon points.
LYSANDER
He hath rid his prologue like a rough colt;
He knows not the stop. A good moral, my lord: it is
Not enough to speak, but to speak true.
IDPPOLYTA
Indeed he hath play' d on this prologue like
A child on a recorder-a sound, but not in government.
THESEUS
His speech was like a tangled chain;
Nothing impair' d, but all disorder' d. Who is next?
ENTER (With a trumpet flourish before them) PYRAMUS, TIIISBY, and WALL,
with MOONS1IlNE and LION.
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PROLOGUE
Gentles, perchance you wonder at this show;
But wonder on till truth make all things plain.
This man is Pyramus, if you would know;
This beauteous lady Thisby is certain.
This man, with lime and rough-cast, doth present
Wall, that vile Wall, which did these lovers sunder;
And through Wall's chink, poor souls, they are content
To whisper. At the which let no man wonder.
This man, with lantern, dog, and bush of thorn,
Presenth Moonshine; for if you will know,
By moonshine did these lovers think no scorn
To meet at Ninus' tomb, there, there to woo.
This grisly beast, which Lion hight by name,
The trusty Thisby, coming first by night,
Did scare away, or rather did affright;
And as she fled, her mantle she did fall,
Which Lion vile with bloody mouth did stain.
Anon comes Pyramus, sweet youth and tall,
And finds his trusty Thisby's mantle slain;
Whereat, with blade, with bloody blameful blade,
He bravely broach'd his boiling bloody breast;
And Thisby, tarrying in mulberry shade,
His dagger drew, and died. For all the rest,
Let Lion, Moonshine, Wall, and lovers twain
At large discourse, while here they do remain.
EXIT PYRAMUS, THISBY, LION, and MOONSHINE.
THESEUS

I wonder if the lion be to speak
DEMETRIUS
No wonder, my lord; one lion may, when many asses do.
WALL
If this same enterlude it doth befall
That I, one Snout by name, present a wall;
And such a wall, as I would have you think
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That had in it a crannied hole or chink,
Through which the lovers, Pyramus and Thisby,
Did whisper often, very secretly.
This loam, this rough-cast, and this stone doth show
That I am that same wall; the truth is so;
And this the cranny is, right and sinister,
Through which the fearful lovers are to whisper.
THESEUS
Would you desire lime and hair to speak
Better?
DEMETRIUS
It is the wittiest partition that ever I heard
Discourse, my lord.
ENfER PYRAMUS

THESEUS
Pyramus draws near the wall. Silence!
PYRAMUS
0 grim-look'd night! 0 night with hue so black!
0 night, which ever art when day is not!
0 night, 0 night! alack, alack, alack,
I fear my Thisby's promise is forgot!
And thou, 0 wall, 0 sweet, 0 lovely wall,
That stand'st between her father's ground and mine!
Thou wall, 0 wall, 0 sweet and lovely wall,
Show me thy chink, to blink through with mine eyne !
(Wall holds up his fingers)
Thanks, courteous wall; Jove shield thee well for this!
But what see I? No Thisby do I see.
0 wicked wall, through whom I see no bliss!
Curs'd be thy stones for thus deceiving me!

THESEUS
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The wall methinks, being sensible, should curse again.

PYRAMUS
No, in truth, sir, he should not. "Deceiving me" is Thisby's cue. She is to enter now, and
I am to spy her through the wall. You shall see it will fall pat as I told you. Yonder she
comes.
ENTER TIIlSBY.
THISBY
0 wall, full often hast thou heard my moans,

For parting my fair Pyramus and me!
My cherry lips have often kiss' d thy stones,
Thy stones with lime and hair knit up in thee.
PYRAMUS
I see a voice! Now will I to the chink,

To spy and can hear my Thisby's face.
Thisby!
THISBY
My love thou art, my love I think.

PYRAMUS
Think what thou wilt, I am thy lover's grace;
And, like Limander, am I trusty still.
THISBY
And I, like Helen, till the Fates me kill.
PYRAMUS
Not Shafalus to Procrus was so true.
THISBY
As Shafalus to Procrus, I to you.
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PYRAMUS
0, kiss me through the hole in this vild wall!
TIIlSBY
I kiss the wall's hole, not your lips at all.
PYRAMUS
Wilt thou at Ninny's tomb meet me straightway?
TIIlSBY
'Tide life, 'tide death, I come without delay.
EXIT PYRAMUS and TIIlSBY.
WALL
Thus have I, Wall, my part discharged so;
And being done, thus Wall away doth go.
Exit WALL.
HIPPOLYTA
This is the silliest stuff that ever I heard.
THESEUS
The best in this kind are but shadows; and the worst are no worse, if imagination amend
them.
HIPPOLYTA
It must be your imagination then, and not theirs.
THESEUS
Ifwe imagine no worse of them than they of themselves, they may pass for excellent
men. Here come two noble beasts in, a man and a lion.
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ENTER LION and MOONSIIlNE.
LION
You, ladies, you, whose gentle hearts do fear
The smallest monstrous mouse that creeps on floor,
May now, perchance, both quake and tremble here,
When lion rough in wildest rage doth roar.
Then know that I as Snug the joiner am
A lion fell, nor else no lion's dam,
For, ifl should, as lion, come in strife
Into this place, 'twere pity on my life.

THESEUS
A very gentle beast, and a good conscience.
DEMETRIUS
The very best at a beast, my lord, that e'er I saw.

THESEUS
Now let us listen to the Moon.

MOON
This lanthom doth the homed moon present -DEMETRIUS
He should have worn the horns on his head.
MOON
This lanthom doth the homed moon present;
Myself the man i' th' moon do seem to be.

THESEUS
This is the greatest error of all the rest. The man should be put into the lanthom. How is
it else the man i' th' moon?
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IIlPPOLYTA
I am a-weary of this moon. Would he would change!

LYSANDER
Proceed, Moon.
MOON
All that I have to say is to tell you that the lanthorn is the moon, I the man i' th' moon,
this thorn-bush my thorn-bush, and this dog my dog.
DEMETRIUS
Why, all of these should be in the lanthom; for all these are in the moon. But silence!
here comes Thisby.
ENTER THISBY.
TIDSBY
This is old Ninny's tomb. Where is my love?
LION
O! (The lion roars. Thisby runs off)
DEMETRIUS
Well roar' d, Lion.
THESEUS
Well run, Thisby.
HIPPOLYTA
Well shone, Moon. Truly, the moon shines with a good grace.
(The lion shakes Thisby's mantle)
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THESEUS
Well mous'd, Lion.

ENTER PYRAMUS.
DEMETRIUS
And then came Pyramus.
EXIT LION.

LYSANDER
And so the lion vanish'd.

PYRAMUS
Sweet Moon, I thank thee for thy sunny beams~
I thank thee, Moon, for shining now so bright~
For by thy gracious, golden, glittering gleams,
I trust to take of truest Thisby sight.
But stay! 0 spite!
But mark, poor knight,
What dreadful dole is here!
Eyes, do you see?
How can it be?
0 dainty duck! 0 dear!
Thy mantle good,
What stain' d with blood?
Approach, ye Furies fell!
0 Fates, come, come,
Cut thread and thrum,
Quail, crush, conclude, and quell!

TIIBSEUS
This passion, and the death of a dear friend, would go near to make a man look sad.

HIPPOLYTA
Beshrew my heart, but I pity the man.
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PYRAMUS
0, wherefore, Nature, didst thou lions frame?

Since lion vild hath here deflow'r'd my dear;
Which is--no, no- which was the fairest dame
That liv'd, that lov'd, that lik'd, that look'd with cheer.
Come, tears, confound,
Out, sword, and wound
The pap ofPyramus;
Ay, that left pap,
Where heart doth hop.
(Stabs himself)

Thus die, I, thus, thus, thus.
Now am I dead,
Now am I fled;
My soul is in the sky.
Tongue, lose thy light,
Moon, take thy flight.
EXIT MOONSHINE.
Now die, die, die, die, die.
THESEUS
With the help of a surgeon he might yet recover, and yet prove an ass.
HIPPOLYTA
How chance Moonshine is gone before Thisby comes back and finds her lover?
ENTER THISBY.
THESEUS
She will find him by starlight. Here she comes, and her passion ends the play.

LYSANDER
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She has spied him already with those sweet eyes.

TIITSBY
Asleep, my love?
What, dead, my dove?
0 Pyramus, arise!
Speak, speak! Quite dumb?
Dead, dead? A tomb
Must cover thy sweet eyes.
These lily lips,
This cherry nose,
These yellow cowslip cheeks,
Are gone, are gone!
Lovers, make moan;
His eyes were green as leeks.
0 Sisters Three,
Come, come to me,
With hands as pale as milk;
Lay them in gore,
Since you have shore
With shears his thread of silk.
Tongues, not a word!
Come, trusty sword,
Come blade, my breast imbrue!
(Stabs herself)
And farewell friends,

Thus Thisby ends;
Adieu, adieu, adieu.
(Dies)

THESEUS
Moonshine and Lion are left to bury the dead.
DEMETRIUS
Ay, and Wall too.
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BOTTOM (Starting up)
No, I assure you, the wall is down that parted the fathers. Will it please you to see the
epilogue, or to hear a Bergomask dance between two of our company?
THESEUS
No epilogue, I pray you, for your play needs no excuse. Never excuse; for when the
players are all dead, there need none to be blam'd. Marry, ifhe that writ it had play'd
Pyramus, and hang'd himself in Thisby's garter, it would have been a fine tragedy; and
so it is, truly, and very notably discharg'd. But come, your Bergomask; let your epilogue
alone.

(A dance)
The iron tongue of midnight hath told twelve.
Lovers, to bed, 'tis almost fairy time.
I fear we shall outsleep the coming mom
As much as we this night have overwatch'd
This palpable-gross play hath well beguil' d
The heavy gait of night. Sweet friends, to bed.
A fortnight hold we this solemnity,
In nightly revels and new jollity.
EXIT All. ENTER PUCK.
Now the hungry lion roars,
And the wolfbehowls the moon;
Whilst the heavy ploughman snores,
All with weary task foredone.
Now the wasted brands do glow,
Whilst the screech-owl screeching loud,
Puts the remembrance of a shroud.
Now it is the time of night
That the graves, all gaping wide,
Every one lets forth his sprite,
In the church-way paths to glide.
And we fairies, that do run
By the triple Hecat' s team
From the presence of the sun,
Following darkness like a dream,
Now are frolic. Not a mouse
Shall disturb this hallowed house.
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I am sent with broom before,
To sweep the dust behind the door.
ENTER OBERON and TITANIA with all their TRAIN.
OBERON
Through the house give glimmering light
By the dead and drowsy fire,
Every elf and fairy sprite
Hop as light as bird from brier,
And this ditty, after me,
Sing, and dance it trippingly.
TITANIA
First, rehearse your song by rote,
To each word a warbling note.
Hand in hand, with fairy grace,
We will sing, and bless this place.

(Song and dance)
OBERON
Now, until the break of day,
Through this house each fairy stray.
To the best bride-bed will we,
Which by us shall blessed be.
With this field-dew consecrate,
Every fairy take his gait,
And each several chamber bless,
Through this palace, with sweet peace,
And the owner of it blest
Every shall in safety rest.
Trip away; make no stay;
Meet me all by break of day.
EXIT OBERON, TITANIA, and TRAIN.

PUCK
If we shadows have offended,
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Think but this, and all is mended,
That you have but slumb'red here
While these visions did appear.
And this weak and idle theme,
No more yielding but a dream
Gentles, do not reprehend.
If you pardon, we will mend.
And, as I am an honest Puck,
If we have unearned luck
Now to scape the serpent's tongue,
We will make amends ere long;
Else the Puck a liar call.
So, good night unto you all.
Give me your hands, if we be friends,
And Robin shall restore amends.
EXIT PUCK.
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Miscellaneous Notes
Definitions Creole or creole. [Fr creole from Sp criollo from Port crioulo, native to the region, born
at home from criar, to rear, nourish from Latin creare, create]
1. orig., a person of European parentage born in the West Indies, Central America,
tropical South America, or the Gulf States. 2. a descendant of such persons, specif, 1) a
person descended from the original French settlers of Louisiana, esp. of the New Orleans
area b) a person descended from the original Spanish settlers in the Gulf States, esp.
Texas c) a person of mixed Creole and black descent 3) French as spoken by Creoles,
esp. in the New Orleans area; distinguished from Cajun 4)loosely, anyone from Louisiana
5) the form oflanguage (e.g. Gullah) that develops when speakers of mutually
unintelligible languages remain in persistent and long-lasting contact with each other,
with one of the contributing languages typically dominant: also formerly called creolized
language, mixed language. Adj 1 of or characteristic of the Creole 2 designating or of
the languages of the Creoles 3 [usually] prepared with sauteed tomatoes, green peppers,
onions, etc, and spices [creole sauce].
Third College Edition, Webster's New World Dictionary of American English, Victoria
Neufeldt, Editor in Chief, Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1998
Gullah [after Gola (Gula) tribal group in Liberia or from? Ngola, tribal group in the
Hamba basin in Angola] 1 any of a group of former slaves and their descendants living
on the Sea Islands and in adjacent isolated coastal areas of South Carolina and Georgia 2
the English creole spoken by the Gullahs, containing vocabulary and grammatical
features from various West African languages 3 loosely, any variety of black speech of
coastal South Carolina or Georgia. Ibid.
Calabash- Congo calabash was Castellanos's name for African language(s) spoken by
slaves. Later replaced by Creole idiom, but never pure French. (Castellanos, 296)
raquettes - a game similar to lacrosse played by Indians in vicinity of New Orleans and
taken up by slaves. Played between two teams, Bayous (from vicinity of Bayou St John)
and La Villes (from New Orleans city) in open fields near New Orleans. The game was
opened when the ball was thrown out (the bamboula). (Castellanos, 298-299)
Carre de la ville - original term for the city of New Orleans. Later the vieux carre (from
1910-1920 onward)
Confinement in Stocks - Criminals were placed in stocks in front of Cabildo with signs.
Estomac mulatre - ginger cakes much liked in early New Orleans - a street criers call.
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Baratarians - pirates who used Bayou Barataria to travel between the Gulf of Mexico and
New Orleans.
Dueling Grounds - the Oaks near Chantilly Road and Elysian Fields. The duel was
between two men armed with double-barreled shotguns loaded with ball at a distance of
40 yards. The count was Fire 1-5, and firing began on the command fire and was done by
time count of 5 was reached. In one duel it took two men four rounds of fire before one
was killed. He died en route to the Maison de Sante .
.. ..................... .. ........ ............................................. ... ................ .. ......... ............. ............. ..........
Tafia - a crude alcoholic drink distilled from molasses. Often drunk by slaves.
St Marron [or Maron] is the voodoo patron saint of escaped slaves. In slavery days he
was the patron saint of runaway slaves, as well as of the Voodoos, and such slaves were
known as "marons." Now forgotten. (204)
Onzancaire, a voodoo invented patron saint. Now forgotten. (204)
Black Hawk, a voodoo patron saint stolen form spiritualists. (204)
St Expedite - a voodoo patron saint, seen in Our Lady of Guadalupe Catholic church.
(205)
Note: King Oberon and Robin Good Fellow (as his agent) administer love potions "Love-in-Idleness" and "Dian's bud." A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Dian is Diana (< L. Diviana < divus, dius, divine: Fr. diana, Rom. Myth. the virgin
goddess of the moon and of hunting, identified with the Greek Artemis. (Artemis Greek goddess of the moon, wild animals, and hunting, twin sister of Apollo; identified
with the Roman Diana.) Ibid.

banquette - a sidewalk
Athens may be translated to New Orleans, if pronounced as they do there, i.e., Nah-lens.
The haunted wood near Athens translates to a haunted bayou near Nahlans (there are a
number of bayous near New Orleans: Bayou Laforche, Bayou St John (nearest), and
Bayou Barataria (which connected with the Gulf and became the location of pirates) ..
Mardi Gras (French: Fat Tuesday). In English - Shrove Tuesday, the last day before Lent.
A day of merry making and carnival, as in New Orleans, often marking the climax of a
carnival season.
Shrove Tuesday (in England- Pancake Tuesday, from the social custom of eating
pancakes on Shrove Tuesday): the Tuesday just before Ash Wednesday. Shrove is from
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to shrive, the sacramental confession before Lent.
The custom of Mardi Gras in the United States began (1702-1710) when soldiers at Fort
Louis de La Louisiane (located on the first site of the city of Mobile, AL, - Mobile was
settled before New Orleans), celebrated Fat Tuesday with parades, pageantry, and a ball
on Shrove Tuesday. In 1857, a group of former residents of Mobile, AL, in New Orleans
organized "The Mystick Krewe of Comus" and conducted the first parade with floats in
New Orleans. King Rex rules the city from 1100 until sunset on Shrove Tuesday. Then
Comus takes over accompanied by the Crew. In the evening, the festive season
terminates with brilliantly illuminated pageantry, depicting scenes from literature or
history, followed by a ball. (Encyclopedia Brit. under Shrove Tuesday)
Comus - (L > Greek. Komus, festival) Greek and Rom. myth. a young god of festivity
and revelry. Dictionary.
Creole Ethnicity (Conforms with dictionary definition. Additional note - Creole does not refer to persons
of color. When a person of color is indicated, the word "Negro" is added (except in
Mauritius, Reunion, where creole is commonly used to designate the black population.
The many patois founded on French and Spanish, and used chiefly by creole Negroes, are
spoken of as creole languages, a term extended by some writers to include similar
dialects spoken in countries where the word creole is rarely used. Enyclopaedia
Britannica, vol 6. p. 668a
Creole - New Orleans - The Creoles are the descendants of the French and Spanish
settlers of Louisiana. When the city passed under the U.S. flag the Americans built up a
quarter for themselves, upstream from the Vieux Carre (the Old Quarter) or Vieux
Francais, (the French
Quarter) the boundary of which was Canal Street. Enyclopaedia Britannica, vol 16. p.
321
New Orleans circa 1938 - See Old New Orleans, (Walking Tours of the French Quarter)
by Arthur.)
Was located on the Indian portage between Lake Pontchartrain and Mississippi
River. The lake also connected with a string of lakes which led to Biloxi, MS. The
string included (from what is now the state of Mississippi) Lake Borgne, Lake
Ponchartrain, Bayou St John).
Bayou St John was located near the site of the modem City Park. During the period
1717-1721 the lowly inhabitants clustered on the Bayou St John. (Arthur, 16)
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Map of New Orleans - See Arthur, 23 et seq.
Houses in New Orleans - See Arthur, p. 17 et seq.
New Orleans - History. A brief history of New Orleans is contained in p. 322 et seq. In
brief:
The city of La Nouvelle Orleans was founded by Jean Baptiste Le Moyne, Sieur
de Bienville, and named in honor of the regent, the due d'Orleans. Original location was
about 107 miles from the mouth of the Mississippi between the head of Bayou St. John
and the river. Located near Bayou Barataria, which became the rendevous of the famous
pirates, Jean and Pierre Lafitte. City founded in 1718, and had 100 houses and 500
inhabitants. In 1722 the city occupied 4,000 feet along the river by 1,800 feet in depth,
divided into regular squares of 300 feet per side. Two squares along the river were
designated for the use of the military (Le Place d'Armes) and for the ecclesiastics (where
a church was built). Capuchin monks arrived in 1724 and a monastery was built for them
in 1726. Ursuline nuns came in 1727 as did the Jesuits. Typical street names of the time
- Felicity, Terpsichore, Gravier, Poydras, Magazine, Camp, Common. Annunciation, and
Tchoupitoulas streets. There being few women of good character and most of the men
seeking to leave, in 1727, Bienville sent a load of good women to the city. Called
"Casket Girls (Fil/es a la casette), they were placed under the care of the Ursuline nuns.
They were first housed in Bienville's home, but were subsequently placed in their own
house on Chartres and Ursuline streets. The main crop was indigo, but in 1794 a process
for producing granulated sugar from sugar cane was developed and sugar-cane became
the principal crop. France sold New Orleans to the Spanish in 1763 after losing
Louisiana (but not the Isle of Orleans}, to the English.. In 1803 the US purchased
Louisiana and between 1803 and 1810 the population more than doubled with the arrival
of many whites, mulattoes and slaves from Cuba, Santo Domingo and other islands in the
West Indies. The creoles of those islands had much in common with the creoles of
Louisiana- many were of French ancestry, they had the same religion, language, and
political ideas, and had met with the same political misfortunes. The creoles were
numerically so strong that they dominated the city. Encyclopedia Britannica, vol 16. p.
321, et seq.
The Creole Case - In 1841 some slaves who were being carried in the brig "Creole" from
Hampton Roads, VA., to New Orleans, La., revolted, killed the captain, gained
possession of the vessel and soon afterward entered the British port of Nassau, Bahamas.
Thereupon, according to British law, they became free. The minority who had taken an
active part in the revolt were arrested on a charge of murder, and the others were
liberated. Efforts were made by the U.S. government to recover the slaves, Daniel
Webster, then secretary of state, asserting that on a U.S. ship they were under the
jurisdiction of the United States and that they were legally property. Enyclopaedia
Britannica, vol 10, p. 337b.
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La Salle, Rene Robert Cavelier Sieur de (1643-1687) - on 9 Apr 1682, La Salle took
possession of the region watered by the Mississippi and all its tributaries for King Louis
of France and named it "Louisiana," after traveling from Canada to the mouth of the
Mississippi by canoe. He planned to build a series of forts on the river to guard against
the encroachment of the Spanish with whom the French were then at war. He was
appointed governor of all Louisiana but in 1684 he was seized with the fever in the West
Indies and the expedition became completely disorganized. He missed the mouth of the
Mississippi and landed in Texas. After a series of shipwrecks and other disasters, in
1687 La Salle's men mutinied and he was assassinated by one of his own men.
(Encyclopaedia, Vol. 13)
Cable, George Washington (1844-1925). American author, born in NOLA on 12 Oct
1844. Son of a Virginia father and New England mother. Was a clerk at 15 and fought
as a cavalryman for the Confederacy. After the war he was a surveyor and a newspaper
man, then worked in a cotton house. He pored over yellowed records, wondered the old
French quarter, studied the great creole families and the picturesque types of the levee.
His tales first appeared in Scribner's Monthly, then in 1879, his stories were collected in
book form under the title Old Creole Days. With the possible exception of Madame
Delphine (1881) his Cable's art reached its highest point in this first volume. The
delicacy of his portrayal of the exotic background of the southland, the deftness of his
dialogue, the bewitching grace and dignified gallantry of his characters all rank the tales
high in the local colour movement of the later 19th century. Strange True Stores of
Louisiana (1889) (good) and The Grandissimes ((1880) best of his novels " ... reflects
old feuds between haughty clans dating back to the early days of settlement, shifting
glimpses of voodoo rites and carnival balls, of thick canebrakes and the French market,
of feverish gambling and busy commerce, a gallery of characters, make the book almost
an epitome of Louisiana history." Other, less impressive novels are Dr. Sevier (1885)
and Bonaventure (1888). He continued writing until his death (at St Petersburg, FL, on
31 Jan 25). Studies he wrote include The Creoles ofLouisiana (1884), The Negro
Question (1890). "It is not, however, as teacher or reformer, but as a chronicler of the
Crescent City, of the sluggish bayous and sunlit meadows of the lower Mississippi, and
as portrayer of the descendants of the early French and Spanish inhabitants that his
reputation is secure." (Encyclopaedia, Vol. 4)
Soto, Ferdinando de - (Fernando, or Hernando) (1496-1542), Span. captain and explorer,
born at Jerez de los Caballeros, in Estremadura. Extensive work in Peru and conquest of
Inca Kingdom. Sailed in 1538 to Cuba with commission to become governor of Florida
(then more extensive than today) with 620 foot and 123 horses, four ships. May 12, 1539
landed Espiritu Santo bay, w. cost of Florida. Four years searched for gold, passing
through Georgia, south to Mobile, and n-w toward Mississippi which he reached in 1541.
In 1542 DeSoto died along the Mississippi.
Chronology -
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1541 - De Soto on the Mississippi River, discovery by Whites.
1604 - French colonists (later called Acadians), established colony on shores of Bay of
Fundy, Canada. Acadia changed hands between England and France until 1713 when
Treaty of Utrecht granted permanent possession of the colony to England which named it
Nova Scotia (New Scotland)
9 Apr 1682 - La Salle claimed the lands drained by the Mississippi and named the
territory Louisiana.
May 1699 -Pierre Lemoyne d'Iberville sent to establish a fort on the shores of the Gulf
of Mexico. Colonization continued by brother, Jean-Baptisete Lemoyne de Bienville.
1713 - Acadia ceded to England and called Nova Scotia.
1714 - Post des Natchitoches established (later site of numerous quadroon plantations)
1717 - New Orleans established.
1717 - France granted John Law and his Compagnie des Indes a monopoly to exploit
colony. (Failed in·1720)(, but the Compagnie des Indes controlled the colony until 1731.
(French, Germans, and Swiss established farms - African slaves imported.
1722 - Failed Negro insurrection. du Pratz heard, plotters arrested, tortured, execute.
(Saxon, 65-66)
1755 - Acadians deported from Nova Scotia (because thought hostile to English rule)
Some to England, repatriated to France. Some to West Indies. Some to Falkland Island
and Guyana.
1762 - Colony of Louisiana ceded to Spain by the Treaty of Fontainebleau. French
continued to be the language and Frenchmen were majority of the population.
Descendants of Europeans born in the colony called themselves Creoles to distinguish
themselves from immigrants. (Creole comes from Sp. criollo) Creole distinguishes that
which is native from imports. African slaves distinguished from Creole slaves who were
considered more valuable because acclimatized and acculturated. French-speaking black
people were called black Creoles or Creoles of color (as contrasted with Englishspeaking African Americans.
1765-1785 - Nearly six thousand Acadians arrived in Louisiana determined to create a
New Acadian society. The located along rivers and bayous on both sides of the
Atchafalaya Basis, and then in the prairies to the west. They were the largest, most
cohesive group in Louisiana and became the areas' s dominant cultural and ethnic group.
Creoles, Spaniards, Germans, Scotch, and Irish, West Indians and Anglo Americans
eventually adopted the traditions and language of the Acadians, who in turn adopted
certain traits of their new neighbors. This cultural and linguistic blend produced a new
Louisiana-based ethnic community called the Cajuns."
1803 - France reacquired Louisiana and then sold it to the United States.
1811 - Start of steamboat traffic on Mississippi (creates economic boom in area)
1812 - Louisiana Territory becomes the state of Louisiana.
1840 - Height of economic prosperity in deep South and Louisiana.
1861 - War causes southern economy to fail.
1870 - Steamboat traffic gone.
1880 - 1890 - a second economic boom.
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1890 - Boll weevil and northward migration of Negro results in economic collapse. End
of plantation economy. Louisiana goes from one of richest to the poorest state in the
Union.
1900 -Beginning of change iflife-style for Creoles and Cajuns. (Ancelet, pp xix et seq)

"Ancelet's work presents a much fuller and more accurate account of Cajun taletelling,
because he has collected the full repertoire of narrative genres developed by French
speakers in the region. As the tales themselves demonstrate, and as Ancelet
documents in his copious comparative notes, Cajun and Creole oral traditions are
not simply French, but rather unique to French Louisiana, where African, AfricanAmerican, British American, Native American, and Spanish American populations
have created a complex cultural mix, and where the once-dominant French-speaking
cultures have created artful narrative combinations conditioned by a unique
environment and reshaped to meet the distinctive needs and values of the new
society that came into being on the southern Louisiana prairie and bayous." (Carl
Lindahl, General Editor, in Ancelet, p. x)
VoodooVoodoo or Vodun (Dahoman vodun spirit), name of the popular religion of Haiti; called
Santeria in Cuba, Orisha in Brazil, Obeah in Jamaica. Vodun is a mixture of Christian
beliefs and Africana rites surviving among some Negro groups of the Americas. It aims
mainly at obtaining favors from the dead and deities through offerings and sacrifices of
animals. Ceremonial dances and songs serve also as social recreation. Enyclopaedia
Britannica, vol 23, p. 254a
Joe Goodness told of the St. John's Eves he remembered. "They sure did carry on," he
said. "There was always a crowd of 'em out by the lake [ Pontchartrain]. They had a big
altar on the ground and the snake and lots of food. The queen would get up there wit'
nothing on but a few handkerchiefs and a blue cord around her waist and do her number,
and it was sure somethin'. Now they tell me you see all that stuff in shows, but then it
was a religion. They'd have chickens and cake and they drank rum and anisette. The
queen would put a picture of St. John on the growid and that really started the meetin'.
Everybody would kneel down and knock on the ground three times. That was for Faith,
Hope and Charity. Then they'd get up and start doin' the Crole dance.
A voodoo ceremony - the queen put a picture of St John on the ground and everybody
kneels and knocks three times on the ground (for faith, hope, and charity). Then they do
the Creole dance. (Tallant, 17).

In 1782, Gov. Galvez of Louisiana prohibited importing Negroes from Martinique
because they were believed to be steeped in voodooism. A decade later, Negroes from
Santo Domingo were likewise barred. (Tallant, 9)
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Voodoo ceremonies were performed in private homes. Some "voodoo ceremonies"
were performed in public, but these were thought to be cleansed of their more sinister
elements. Ceremonies were performed publicly at Bayou St John and at Lake
Pontchartrain.
Congo Square located on North Rampart Street - now Beauregard Square - was a favorite
meeting place for slaves. There they socialized and danced the Calinda and the
Bamboula. (Tallant, 19)
Dances"In the Creole dance each man had two women, one on each side of him, and
they'd all have rings on their knees that would make noise when they'd move around.
The man would turn one woman first, then the other one. That was the Creole dance.
After a while, when it was gettin' late, the queen would give the signal and they'd strip
off their handkerchiefs and run out into the Lake. Man, then it was everybody for hisself.
They sure did cut up! Sometimes people was so drunk and excited they got drowned.
The water was just up to their shoulders, but they'd fall down and get stepped on."
(Tallant, 17-18)
The Danse Calinda - (C. D. Warner, Studies in the South and West, quoted in Tallant)
"The colored woman at the side of the altar began a chant in a low, melodious voice. It
was the weird Danse Calinda. A tall Negress, with a bright, good-natured face, entered
the circle with the air of a chief performer, knelt, rapped on the floor, laid an offering of
candles before the altar, with a small bottle of brandy, seated herself beside the singer,
and took up in astrong, sweet voice the bizarre rhythm of the song. Nearly all those who
came in laid some offering before the altar. The chant grew, the single line was
enunciated in stronger pulsations, and other voices joined in the wild refrain,
Danse Calinda, boudoum, boudoum!
Danse Calinda, boudoum, boudoum!
"Bodies swayed, the hands kept time in soft pat-patting, and the feet in muffied
accentuatin. The Voudou (the witch doctor_, arose, removed his slippers, seized a bottle
of brandy, dashed some of the liquid on the floor on each side of the brown bowl as a
libation, threw back his head and took a long pull at the bottle, and then began out in the
open space a slow measured dance, a rhythmical shuffle, with more movement of the
hips than of the feet, backward and forward, round and round, but accelerating his
movement as the time of the song quickened and the excitement rose in the room. The
singing became wilder and more impassioned, a strange minor strain, full of savage
pathos and longing, that made it almost impossible for the spectators not to join in the
swing of its influence, while the dancer wrought himself up into the wild passion of a
Cairene dervish. Without a moment ceasing his rhythmical steps and his extravagant
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gesticulation, he poured liquid from the basin, and dashing brandy, ignited the fluid with
a match. the liquid flamed up before the altar. He seized then a bunch of candles,
plunged them into the bowl, held them up all flaming with the burning brandy, and,
keeping his step to the maddening "Calinda," distributed them lighted to the devotees. In
the same way he snatched up dishes of apples, grapes, bananas, oranges, deluged them
with burning brandy, and tossed them about the room to the eager and excited crowd.
His hands were aflame, his clothing seemed to be on fire~ he held the burning dishes
close to his breast, apparently inhaling the flame, closing his eyes and swaying his head
backward anfforward in an ecstasy, the hips advancing and receding, the feet still
shuffiing to the barbaric measure.
"Every moment his own excitement and that of the audience increased. The floor was
covered with the debris of the sacrifice--broken candy, crushed sugarplums, scattered
grapes--all more or less in flames. The wild dancer was dancing on firel In the height of
his frenzy he grasped a large plate filled with lump sugar. That was set on fire. He held
the burning mass to his breast, he swung it round, and finally, with his hand extended
under the bottom of the plate (the plate only adhering to his hand by the rapidity of his
circular motion), he spun around like a dancing dervish, his eyes shut, the perspiration
pouring in streams from his face, in a frenzy ....
" ... the chant had been changed for the wild canga, more rapid in movement than the
chanson africaine:
Eh! Eh! Bomba, ben! ben!
Canga bafio, te,
Canga moune de le,
Canga do ki la,
Canga Ii.

"At intervals during the performance, when the charm had begun to work, the believers
came forward into the open space, and knelt for treatment. The singing, the dance, the
wild incantation, went on uninterruptedly .. ." (Tallant, 29-31)
The dances Calinda and Bamboula were made famous by Edward Gottschalk, who set
them to music. (Castellanos, 91)
Gris-gris (pronounced gree-gree). Louisianian French from African. Arabic (?) Hirz al
sihr. Literally, amulet of the witchcraft. An amulet, charm, or spell associated with
voodoo. (Dictionary)
Jamestown Weed (Jimson Weed)-a rank toxicant known as stramonium. Mixed with
coffee by voodoo followers. (Castellanos, 100)
Towncrier followed by a boy with a drum made announcements and paid advertisements.
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(Castellanos, 116)
zombie - Of African origin as in Congo zumbi, fetish. in voodoo cults ofW. Africa, the
python diety. Any voodoo snake deity, as in Haiti and parts of the Southern United
States. In West Indian superstition, a supernatural power through which a corpse
supposedly is broght to a state of trance like animation and made to obey the commands
of the person exercising the power, a corpse so animated. (Dictionary)
voodoo - [Creole Fr of W Afr orig. as in Ewe (Dahomey and Togo) vodu, fetish, demon.
1 a religion based on a belief in sorcery and in the power of charms, fetishes, curses, etc.
it originated in Africa and is still practiced, chiefly by natives of the West Indies. 2. a
person who practices voodoo. 3 a voodoo charm, fetish, curse, etc. (Note: Ewe a
member of a people of Togo and parts of Ghana and Benin. The Kwa language of this
people. ) (Dictionary)
St John's Eve was an important voodoo day. (Tallent, 16) Saint John the Baptist. 24
June. Voodoo celebrations were held on St John's eve on Bayou Saint John, near New
Orleans.
Saint John the Apostle - "a zealous, fiery Jew-Christian," one of the "sons of anger," and
a·member of Christ's inner-circle. Father: Zebedee, a Galilean fisherman, and Salome,
born at Bethsaida. Brother is James. Brought fire on a village which would not accept
Jesus. Saw one casting out devils in the name of Jesus and he follow us not so we
forbade him. Next to Peter most prominent to bear testimony to the resurrection.
Miraculously survived the punishment of immersion in burning oil. (I think this is the
St John of Voodoo association.)
St John the Baptist - born in the province of Judah (possibly Hebron) Father was
Zacharias and mother was Elizabeth, related to Mary. In/about 29=29 John entered
public life. Executed in fortress ofMachaerus where he was executed at order of Herod
Antipas.
Lafcaido Hearn (188)) was associated with Laveau. He was a writer who lived with
blacks and voudoos. (Tallant, 105)
Music Voodoo chants - (George W. Cable, quoted in Tallant)
"The songs and chants used in old Voodoo rites are almost forgotten now.
George W. Cable wrote of a chant which was shouted at the climax of the ceremonies:
"'Aie Aie! Voodoo Maignan!"' Cable also recorded the following chant, given him by
Lafcadio Heam, and which he offered in phonetic French, there being no other spelling:
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He-ron mande
He-ron mande.
Tigui li papa,
He-ron mande,
Ti-gui Ii-papa,
He-ron mande,
He-ron mande,
Do se dan do-go.
"[ Louis Moreau] Gottschalk [1829-1869], famed New Orleans composer,
compiled much Voodoo music and it is said to have pleased Chopin. In its queer strains
may perhaps be found the rudiments of jazz .. .Most Voodoo chants and songs were
hummed or whined sotto voce with an effect that was barbaric and exotic and added to
the hypnotic design of all the ceremonies, despite absurd and childish words.
"A song given to a reporter of the New Orleans Times-Picayune was printed in
that newspaper on March 16, 1914 . . . Originally sung in the patois known as Creole, it
is here given in English:
They think they frighten me,
Those people must be crazy.
They don't see their misfortune
Or else they must be drunk.
1--the Voodoo Queen
With my lovely headkerkchief
Am not afraid of tomcat shrieks,
I drink the serpent venom!
I walk on pins,
I walk on needles,
I walk on gilded splinters,
I want to see what they can do!
They think they have pride
With their big malice
But when they see a coffin
They're as frightened as prairie birds.
I'm going to put gris-gris
All over their front steps
And make them shake
Until they stutter!" (Tallant, 20-21)
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For Creole music - see World Creole Music Festival
Voodoo participants danced The Creole Dance. (Tallant, 17)
The slaves danced the Calinda and Bamboula [at Congo Square]. (Tallent, 19) [Congo
Square was located on North Rampart Street and now known as Beauregard Square.]
Gottshalk wrote music based on voodoo music. (Tallant, 20). Most voodoo chants and
songs were hummed or whined sotto voce with an effect that was barbaric and exotic and
added to the hypnotic design of the ceremonies, despite absurd and childish words.
(Tallent, 20)
Street sounds in New Orleans 1) Would include the bells of the cathedral and the Ursuline's Chapel

2) Songs of street vendors
See Also Anutha Zone by Doctor John for voodoo influenced music and the music
package for various definition of musical forms from World Creole Music Festival.
Voodoo Dances "Howard LeBreton, a very old colored man, recalled the crowds that attended a
Voodoo dance in 1875 "'This one was out by Lake Pontchartrain,'" he said, "'and thousands of people
come out to see it. I can remember it good. The Voodoos danced on barges on the water
just away from the shore and they carried all kinds of torches and lighted candles. The ·
queen was dressed in a long purple dress with a blue cord 'round her waist, and all her
co-workers wore purple dresses too. And they didn't wear nothin' underneath. Them
was what they called good-time dresses. The men wore white pants wit' purple shirts
and they carried white candles.
"'You never seen such dancin' in your life. They all danced first slow, then
faster. They would go 'way down to the ground and come up shakin.'
'"On the barges they had statues of saints and altars and lots of stuff to eat. They
had wine and beer and everybody got drunk. It was just like a picnic.'" (Tallant, 27-28)
Cajun Music - from Cajun Music, A Reflection of a People - (Cajun, Creole, and Zydeco
songs)
(See p. 34 et seq for Mardi Gras "running" (a Mardi Gras trail ride) circa 1908 in rural
Louisiana. Mentions "small Mardi Gras" - the Sunday before Mardi Gras.
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See p. 304, re: ancestry of Blacks in Louisiana and Zydeco music. "Zydeco is really the
expression that replaced "la-la" and "picnic" in referring to a dance or the music played
at a dance. Roclcin' Dopsie defines zydeco as "a little jazz, a little blues, a little French,
and a little rhythm and blues, all mixed together.~' (Savoy - 305). Also see page 304 for
primitive black instruments, stamping, etc. Also good name: Freeman Fonetnot, a black
musician (Savoy - 310)/
For a "jure" (or jurez) see (Savoy- 329). A black singing and clapping of hands at Lent.
Rockin' Dopsie is "the Prince of Zydeco." (Savoy - 360).
Voodoo Queens (Voodooienne) and Kings - (All from Tallant)
Elizabeth Sutherland - mobbed by her neighbors for casting spells. taken to jail,
and "escaped,"' police falsely told the mob, in the form of a black cat. (Tallant, 25)
Betsy Toledano - Displayed gris-gris in court and claimed Voodoo a religion and
she a descendant from Congo Queens. (Tallant, 26)
Hoodoo Mag - police described as "a black hellcat named Margaret, a slave
belonging to Mr. Marpolise [who specialized in black magic and spells] (Tallant, 26)
Sadite Dede (circa 1825) Sold sweetmeats in front of the Cabildo. Started
voodoo practice at Lake Pontchartrain (Tallant, 44)
Marie Saloppe, in power as voodoo queen in New Orleans circa 1819 (Tallant,
52)

Doctor John - a slave-owning Black, description of his home, wives, and spy-net
set up in homes of whites; poltergeist activities (Tallant, 33 et seq)

John Bayou - described, beating on a barrel covered with ox-hide using two legbones from a horse, said he had a master he had to obey and whose messages he saw in
the stars (Tallant, 36)
Doctor Yah Yah (real name - George Washington), a slave who in 1861 sold
poisonous compound as a cure and was jailed. Career ended as a field-hand (Tallant, 40
et seq)
Doctor Beauregard- from Kentucky with waist-length hair, described (Tallant,
41)
Marie Laveau- (most famous Voodoo Queen of New Orleans). Claimed to have gone to
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school with the crocodiles. Daughter also a voodoo queen, giving rise to confusion
between the two and some belief in perpetual youth of Marie Laveau. Died in 1881
about 85 years old. Lived on St Ann Street, where she operated a brothel with quadroons
for white customers. The house was painted white and was called for that reason the
Maison Blanche. Held ceremonies [described] at Bayou St John and Lake Pontchartrain
(65). Mixed Negro, Indian, and White. Tall, statuesque woman with curling black hair,
fierce black eyes. Father thought to have been white planter, mother mulatto with strain
of Indian. Husband, Paris, was a quadroon, and a Santo Domingo immigrant. Laveau
became "the Widow Paris," when her husband disappeared. Bore 15 children to Louis
Christophe Dwniny de Clapion, a quadroon from Santo Domingo. Voodoo Queen of
New Orleans by 1830. [Description in 1870 by a Negro known as Old Tony- She was big
and well built ... light and could have passed for a Spanish lady. Men used to go kind of
crazy looking at her. She had red lips, and wore a tignon (a bandana used as a
headkerkchief) and always had big gold hoops in her ears. She wore blue dresses made
of cotton that had big skirts that went to the tops of her shoes, with a waist buttoned
straight down the front and come in tight in the middle, showing off her bust. She always
wore long sleeves that puffed out at the shoulders, and there were buttons down the front
of the skirt. She walked just like a queen.) "Marie never lessened in any way the
mysticism and sensuality of the fanatic Zombi worshipers - all the orthodox trappings
of the spectacle were retained: the snake, the black cat, the roosters, the blood-drinking
and the finale of fornication - but she added some new tricks, both borrowed and
original, principally Roman Catholic statues of saints, prayers, incense and holy water.
The Voodoos had been devil-worshipers originally. Marie renounced this and always
insisted that her people were Christians. She offered Voodoo to God. Castellanos, in
New Orleans As It Was wrote: "To idolatry she added blasphemy . .. " When confronted
by police, it was said, she made them get down and bark like dogs. There were stories
that she performed abortions. Indians who sold herbs in the market and who missed the
last ferry across the Mississippi slept in her yard. (Tallant, 89)
Death ofLaveau, see (Tallant, 126). She belonged to the Society of the Ladies with
Tignons and the Society of the Ladies of La Pousiniere. (Tallant, 113) (See also
Tallant, 20, 51 et seq, 62)
Voodoo Spells, Etc Killed cat and skinned it with teeth during ceremonies
Carry the tooth of a mad dog worn because it "gave power"
To cast a spell was "to fix" somebody, as "She fixed him and he loved her ever
after."
Casting a spell also known as "doing a sangre. (Cook a pot of congris, sprinkle
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it on the doorstep and at the four comers of the block where they lived, go to Congo
Square to a big tree and throw in three nickels in a hollow of that tree with the person's
name written on a piece of paper nine times. Then dance around the tree all night.
(Tallant, 41 et seq)
To obtain a wish- go to church with three guinea peppers in mouth and pray for a
period of time (Tallant, 59)
A doll stuck with pins was placed on the stoop of the person to be fixed.
Sometimes a wax ball covered with feathers was substituted. (Tallant, 60)
Amulets brought good luck or keep off spells - pieces of wood or bone from a
graveyard (Tallant, 60)

Gris-gris included small bags with colored pebbles, goofer dust (dirt from a
graveyard), salt, ground red pepper, or a small nest woven from horse hair pierced with
two crossed roots. These were sewn in the hem of a skirt or garter for the purpose of
warding off evil. (Tallant, 90)
Gamblers carried small bags with loadstones in them to attract luck. (Tallant, 91)
A small bag containing gunpowder and red pepper was thrown in the patch of a
persons who then got into fights. (Tallant, 91)
How to drive somebody crazy - (Tallant, 176)
To win a case in court - take a beef tongue and tie the tongue and fold it over
(which will keep witnesses from speaking) (Tallant; 178)
Other spells are available (Tallant, 178 et seq)
Conjure balls were black wax balls containing human flesh stuck with pins and
marked with blood. They were rolled across the yard or lawn during the night and were
supposed to bring death or misfortune. (Tallant, 91)
Some spells and love potions - Follow-me water, Go-Away Powder, John the
Conqueror, etc.
"I was involved in a trial at Saint Croix, American Virgin Islands, during which,
while a government witness was testifying, one of the spectators, as yet unidentified,
threw a frog with a small padlock through its lips, to the well in front of the witness who
immediately ceased to testify. I have also arrested Negroes in various places, but
particularly in Georgia, who wore a mojo bag around their necks and who begged police
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not to touch it since "that took the power away." (Reis R. Kash, personal conversation,
27 Aug 98)
Police raided a voodoo celebration and carried off "a quaintly carved wooden
figure, resembling something between a centaur and an Egyptian mwnmy. (Tallant, 67)
Rosalie, a quadroon voodoo queen, had a large doll carved from wood and
costumed in beads and feathers which she claimed had been brought to her from Africa
(Tallant, 68)
A voodoo Monday night gathering described (Tallant, 78)
A voodoo celebration on St John's Day 1872 at Lake Pontchartrain described
(Tallant, 78 et seq)
Some claimed to have sold self to the devil and some more modem voodoo pray
to Marie Lavaux (Tallant, 178 et seq)
A mojo - a small sack containing various charms. In this case, the leg bone of a
black cat killed at midnight in a cemetery. (Tallant, 197)
Creole food items - Jambalaya: rice with shrimp, oysters, ham or chicken and seasoned
with spices and herbs. Gumbo, pralines, po-boys. The Bon Temp Creole Restaurant is
located in New Orleans. (Kash)
For voodoo or vodun - see Basic Rituals ofVodun, Vodun Creation Mythology, An
Introduction to Vodun from Internet.
For Creole and Cajun names - see Names
For marriage customs of Cajuns - See Marriages
For Mardi Gras - see Mardi Gras
For Pidgin and Creole Languages - see Pidgin and Creole Languages
Creole Bibliography Chopin, Kate O'Flaherty (1851-1904), American writer whose works, such as The
Awakening (1899) portray Creole life in Louisiana.
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Names and Places (Cast of Characters)

In the Play

Corresponds With

Theseus - Duke of Athens

Comus, Master of Mardi
Gras
Broussard
Thibodeaux
DuPuis
Rex, King of Mardi Gras

Egeus - father to Hermia
Lysander- in love with Hennia
Demetrius - in love with Hermia
Philostrate - master of revels
Quince (Prologue)
Bottom (Pyramus)
Flute
(Thisby)
Snout (Wall)
Snug
(Lion)
Starveling (Moonshine)
Hippolyta- Queen of Amazons, betrothed to Theseus
Hermia - daughter ofEgeus, in love with Lysander
Helena - in love with Demetrius

Madame Delicieuse
Laure
Felecite

Oberon -King of Fairies
Titania - Queen of Fairies
Puck or Robin Goodfellow

Damballah, creator of world
Aida-Wedo
Mambo, vodun priest
Chorus - canzo or hounsi

Peablossom - Fairy
Cobweb- Fairy
Moth-Fairy
Mustardseed- Fairy

Indigo - (a dye)
Myrtle - (wax extracted)
Fig - (fruit)
Praline - caramelized sugar
candy)

Other Fairies, attendants to King and Queen. Attendants to Theseus and Hippolyta
Miscellaneous Notes Vodun or voodoo is also known as Santeria in some countries
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Ti-guinin = sons or daughters of Ginen.
Ginen = Mythological African homeland.
Canzo or hounsi - chorus in vodun ceremony who chant during the ritual
New Orleans Picayune new paper
Hospital - Hotel Dieu
Mardi Gras balls - Momus, Proteus, and Comus
In 1825 police in New Orleans did not wear a star badge - the wore a crescent from the
Crescent City (NOLA= New Orleans Louisiana)
Possible Sets Leading up to city square - Saint Charles Hotel, comer of Canal and Rue Royale.
Arcaded sidewalk, flower women selling their sweet merchandise. Balconies- the
unlatched wicket in some porte-cochere: a red-painted brick pavement, foliage of dark
palm or pale banana, marble, or granite masonry and blooming parterres (an ornamental
garden area in which the flower beds and path form a pattern ) or through a chink
between some pair of heavy batten window-shutters, a glimpse of lace and brocade
upholstery, silver and bronze, and much similar rich antiquity. (Cable 1-2)
Home of Bottom - ... Rue Royale -- about midway of the square, a small, low, brick
house of a story and a half, set out upon the sidewalk, as weather-beaten and mute as an
aged beggar falling asleep. Its corrugated roof of dull red tiles, sloping down toward you
with an inward curve, is overgrown with weeds, and in the fall of the year is gay with the
yellow plumes of the golden-rod. You can almost touch with your cane the low edge of
the broad, over-hanging eaves. The batten shutters at door and window, with hinges like
those of a postem, are shut with a grip that makes one's knuckles and nails feel lacerated.
There are two doors, and to each a single chipped and battered marble step. Continued
on down the sidewalk, on a line with the house, is a garden masked from view by a high, .
close board-fence. You may see the tops of its fruit-trees - pomegranate, peach,
banana, fig, pear, and particularly one large orange, close by the fence, that must be
very old. (Cable 3)
Other street and place names in New Orleans, circa 1815-1825:
Belles Demoiselles Plantation - A fictional plantation on the Mississippi River near New
Orleans, the home of Colonel Jean Albert Henri Joseph DeCharleu-Marot and his seven
beautiful daughters. Subject of a short story of the same name. (Cable 122)

Orleans Street (drinking establishments); Slaughter-house Point (dueling ground); St.
Phillipe-street-theatre (scene of quadroon balls). Rue Burgundy, Bienville, Rue des
Ursulines, Bayou Road, Rue Bourbon - streets in New Orleans. St Louis Street (site of
the Exchange). Rue Royale intersects with Rue Cont to fonn a central comer of New
Orleans.
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Indian tribe which originally occupied area which subsequently became New Orleans Choctaw Indians. There was also a tribe of cannibal Indians located north of New
Orleans.
A down at the heels city block in New Orleans, circa 1820 - contained a row of cottages,
a rope-walk, a wine warehouse, and a bakery.
Cafe des Exiles - (a cafe on Rue Burgundy in New Orleans circa 1835 which was
frequented by exiles from various Carribean countries). "An antiquated story-and-a-half
Creole cottage sitting right down on the banquette, [a raised way or sidewalk- a gunners'
platform extending along the inside of a trench or parapet1as do the Choctaw squaws
who sell hay and sassafras and life-everlasting, with a high, close board-fence shutting
out of view the diminutive garden on the southern side. An ancient willow droops over
the roof of round tiles, and partly hides the discolored stucco, which keeps dropping off
into the garden as though the old cafe was stripping for the plunge into oblivion-disrobing for its execution. I see, well up in the angle of the broad side gable, shaded by
its rude awning of clapboards, as the eyes of an old dame are shaded by her wrinkled
hand, the window of Pauline." (Cable 85)
"As its (the Cafe des Exiles) glazed doors expanded, emitting a little puff of his
own cigarette smoke, it was like the bursting of catalpa blossoms, and the exiles came
like bees, pushing into the tiny room to sip its rich variety of tropical sirups, its
lemonades, its orangeades, its orgeats [a syrup or beverage orig. made from barley,
flavored with almonds and orange flowers], its barley-waters, and its outlandish wines,
while they talked of dear home--that is to say, of Barbadoes, of Martinique, of San
Domingo, and of Cuba." (Cable 86-87)
Cafe des Refugies - a rival to the Cafe des Exiles. (Cable 89)
"There, lolling back in their rocking-chairs, they would pass the evening hours with oftrepeated tales of home; and the moon would come out and glide among the clouds like a
silver barge among islands wrapped in mist, and they loved the silently gliding orb with a
sort of worship, because from her soaring height she looked down at the same moment
upon them and upon their homes in the far Antilles." (Cable 91)
" .... The Garden,--where, above the barrier of old boards, I see the top of the fig-tree, the
pale green clump of bananas, the tall palmetto with its jagged crown, Pauline's own two
orange-trees holding up their hands toward the window, heavy with the promises of
autumn; the broad, crimson mass of the many-stemmed oleander, and the crisp boughs of
the pomegrante loaded with freckled apples, and with here and there a lingering scarlet
blossom." (Cable 86)
A swamp home -
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"The house was of heavy cypress, lifted up on pillars, grim, solid, and spiritless,
its massive build a strong reminder of days still earlier, when every man had been his
own peace officer and the insurrection of the blacks a daily contingency. Its dark,
weather-beaten roof and sides were hoisted up above the jungly plain in a distracted way,
like a gigantic ammunition wagon stuck in the mud and abandoned by some retreating
army. Around it was a dense growth of low water willows, with half a hundred sorts of
thorny or fetid bushes, savage strangers alike to the "language of flowers" and to the
botanist's Greek. They were hung with countless strands of discolored and prickly
smilax, and the impassable mud below bristled with chevaux de /rise of the dwarf
palmetto. Two lone forest-trees, dead cypresses, stood in the centre of the marsh, dotted
with roosting vultures. The shallow strips of water were hid by myriads of aquatic
plants, under whose corse and spiritless flowers, could one have seen it, was a harbor of
reptiles, great and small, to make one shudder to the end of his days.
"The house was on a slightly raised spot, the levee of a draining canal. The
waters of this canal did not run; they crawled, and were full of big, ravening fish and
alligators, that held it against all comers." (Cable 179-180)

"It was very picturesque, the Rue Royale. The rich and poor met together. The
locksmith's swinging key creaked next door to the ban; across the way, crouching,
mendicant-like, in the shadow of a great importing-house, was the mud laboratory of the
mender of broken combs. Light balconies overhung the rows of showy shops and stores
open for trade this Sunday morning, and pretty Latin faces of the higher class glanced
over their savagely-pronged railings upon the passers below. At some windows hung
lace curtains, flannel duds at some, and at others only the scraping and sighing onehinged shutter groaning toward Paris after its neglectful master." (Cable 150-151)
George Washington Cable (1844-1925) - leader of the local colorist movement in the late
1800s. A Southern reformist, Cable wrote faithful portrayals of Creoles and their culture
that depict the Creole way of life during the transitory post-Civil War period. Originally
published in 1879, Old Creole Days catapulted Cable to national recognition. (book
cover, Old Creole Days)
Question: Should the mechanics be Quadroons (or is this asking for too much trouble)?
Possible Scenes in a Creole Version Act I, Scene i - The Cabildo (Town Hall) in the Vieux Carre
Act I, Scene ii - Quince's Home in the Vieux Carre
Act II, Scenes i, ii - Bayou Lafourche
Act III, Scenes i, ii - Bayou Lafourche
Act IV, Scenes i, ii - Quince's Home in the Vieux Carre
Act V, Scene i - The Cabildo, in the Vieux Carre
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New Orleans is the Crescent City (from curve in the river). La Nouvelle Orleans
founded in 1718 by Jean Baptiste Le Moyne, sieur de Bienville on the Bayou St John.
Across the river is Bayou Barataria, home of pirates Jean and Pierre Lafitte

Fil/es a la cassette - girls of good character imported to attract and hold men in the new
colony in 1724, with assistance of the Ursuline nuns.

See Encyclopedia of Cajun Culture - Marriage for Marriage customs of Creoles
Marriage Customs of the Creoles - " ... couple and their immediate family paraded
around a dance floor while listening to the marche des maries (wedding march). As the
newlyweds waltzed, onlookers pinned cash to the bried' s veil in exchange for a kiss or a
dance. On the honeymoon night, friends and relatives gathered outside the couple's
residence, whistling, shouting, and ratting pots and pans until the couple invited everyone
inside for food and drink. This practice was called charivari (see shivaree - altered from
charivari, a noisy demonstration or celebration, esp, a mock serenade with kettles, horns,
etc, to a couple on their wedding night charivari - vt shivareed, s-reeing - to serenade
with a shivaree. (Webster's New World Dictionary).
" ... holiday license and merriment, that atmosphere of madness and of magic, herblore, and supernatural manifestations, which Elizabethans connected both with May day
and with the summer solstice ... " 218, Riverside Shakespeare
Salle de Conde - quadroon ball-room where featured artist would do the Danse de
Chinois (Chinese dance) and the Danse du Shawl (I suspect a dance of veils), as well as
dancing with the high class white males.

Terre aux Lepreux is the Land of the Lepers. Leprosy was a big problem in Louisiana,
and as recently as the 1960's there was a major leper colony there.
The Cafe de Poesie - seep. 271, Cable for a description of a street scene
Fauburg- a suburb, as Fauburg St Macy
NamesMother Nativity - a Catholic nun
Greatheart - Street name of a Creole hero
Madame Delicieuse - (all from Cable)
Bras Coup- (from a missing arm) real name Squire. An escaped slave and robber
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considered a Robin Hood by slaves (circa 1837). Kidnaped an Irish woman, kept her
several days, tied her to a tree, and shot her to death. Killed by Francisco Garcia on 17
Jul 1837 (for a reward). Took body to Mayor's office for public display.
Les Belles de la Riviere Rouge - The girls of the Red River (in north Central Louisiana)
whose names were Laure, Nizilda, Clothilde, Felecie, Attala, Cornelia, and Eda.
Les Belles de la Cote Joyeuse - The girls of the Joyous Coast (i.e., The Cane Lake River,
vicinity of Natchitoches) - were Odalie, Jiulie, Cecile, Estelle, Henriette, and Aurore.
Mentioned in book of waltzes, circa 1850, composed by J. Grimmer, published
Cincinnati by Peters, Webb & Co. (Saxon, p. 231)
few fol/et - a will-o-the-wisp

Louisianian is correct name for person from Louisiana
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